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INTRODUCTION a 
a 

vw 
on This handbook of magnetic compass correction, for both normal 

-. and degaussed pendanions: has been prepared in order to present all 
~ pete information regarding the practical procedures of adjust- 
~ ment and compensation in one text. As such, it deals with the basic 
e. 
E principles of compass deviations and their correction, and not with 
ee the details of particular compass equipment. However, since no 
3 standard texts have been prepared on degaussing and its effects on 

the compass, this text not only includes the principles of degaussing 
~ compensations, but also the details of compass compensating coil equip- 
_ ments and their electrical characteristics. 

_ Although this text is presented as a systematic treatise on compass 
~ adjustment and compensation, ship’s personnel who are inexperienced 
E with compass correction will find sufficient information in chapters 

_ Land X to eliminate compass errors satisfactorily without intensive 
_ study of the entire text. Reference should also be made to figure 19 

_ for condensed information regarding the various compass errors and 
_ their correction. 
_ In this handbook -the term compass adjustment refers to any change 
of permanent magnet or soft iron correctors whereby normal compass 

errors are reduced. The term compass compensution refers to any 
change i in the currents supplied to the compass compensating coils 

: - whereby the errors due to degaussing are reduced. These terms differ 
_ from those used in previous compass publications but are in accord- 
ance with recently approved Navy nomenclature established so as to 
_ distinguish between the two correction procedures. 
This text is the outgrowth of lecture notes prepared by the authors 
_ while presenting courses of instruction in adjustment and compensa- 
_ tion at the Magnetic Compass Demonstration Station, Naval Operat- 
a ing Base, Norfolk, Va. These courses were designed sessile for the 
Specialist Officer Training Program, and were also utilized by various 

_ other training activities in and around Norfolk. <A basic, simplified 
_ check-off list was used as the nucleus of these courses, and the lecture 
x ‘material was so designed as to amplify this check-off ce In view of 
: the obvious need for a practical handbook for Navy personnel, both 
at shore stations and at sea, it was decided to expand the lecture mate- 
3 ‘rial into such a text, based on personal experience with compass adjust- 
_ ment, compensation, and compass coil design. 

. 
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Special credit is due Commander Myron J. Walker, U.S. N. 
under whose direction the above work was accomplished, for 
couragement and assistance in the preparation of this text, and { 
efforts in bringing it to the attention of the Navy Do by 

officers and technicians of the Baraat of Ships and the Hydrog 
Office who were very cooperative and helpful i in Teas the 
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Part I—MAGNETIC ADJUSTMENT 

4 CHAPTER I. PROCEDURES FOR MAGNETIC COMPASS 
bi ADJUSTMENT (CHECK-OFF LIST) 

sf Nore.—If the magnetic adjustment necessitates («~@) movement of degauss- 

, ing compensating coils, or (b) a change of Flinders bar length, the coil com- 

t pensation must be checked. Refer to ch. X. 

5 1. A. Dockside tests and adjustments. 

; 1. Physical checks on the compass and binnacle. 
a . (a) Remove any bubbles in compass bowl (art. 72). 

(6) Test for moment and sensibility of compass needles 
is (art. 73). | 
" (ce) Remove any slack in gimbal arrangement. See (g@) 
e: below. 
a (d) Magnetization check of spheres and Flinders bar 

(art. 74). 
(e) Alignment of compass with fore-and-aft line of ship 

(art. 75). ° | 
(f) Alignment of magnet trays in binnacle. 
(g) Alignment of heeling magnet tube under pivot point 

of compass. 
(A) See that corrector magnets are available. 

2. Physical checks of gyro, azimuth circle, and peloruses. 
a/ dl 4a > ,e< apt ee oh vad ‘ * 

Se (a) Alignment of all gyro repeater peloruses or dial 
ie peloruses with fore-and-aft line of ship (art. 75). 
% (6) Synchronize gyro repeaters with master gyro. 
a (¢) Make sure azimuth circle and peloruses are in good 
ei operating condition. 
c 3. Necessary data. 
a (a) Past history or log data which might establish 
3 length of Flinders bar (arts. 77 and 96). 
a (6) Local apparent time and watch setting (arts. 63, 64, 
Lo 
> and 65). 

(c) Azimuths for given date and latitude (ch. VI). 
(zd) Ranges or distant objects in vicinity (local charts). 
(e) Correct variation (local charts). 
(f) Degaussing coil current settings for swing for resid- 

ual deviations after adjustment and compensation 
(Ship’s degaussing folder). 

il 

Bee eT a se Ua eT 
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4, Precautions. . 
(a) Determine transient deviations of compass from gyro 

repeaters, doors, guns, etc. (ch. IX). 
(0) Secure all effective magnetic gear in normal sea- going 

position before beginning adjustments. 
(c) Make sure degaussing coils are secured before begin- 

ning adjustments. Use reversal sequence, if neces- 
sary (art. 128). 

(d) Whenever possible, correctors should be placed sym- 
metrically with respect to the compass (arts. 32 ray 
and 102). ae 

5. Adjustments. 
(a) Place the Flinders bar according to best available 

information (arts. 77, 97, and 98). ; 
(b) Set spheres at mid-position, or as indicated by a 

deviation table. ng 
(c) Adjust heeling magnet, vere balanced dip needle 

(ch. XV). | oe 
(d) Adjust degaussing compass compensating. coil cur- 

rents (ch. X). 

2. B. Adjustments at sea.— (These ad Aes are made ee the 
ship on an even keel and after steadying on each heading. When using — 
the gyro, swing from heading to heading slowly and check gyro err 
by sun’s azimuth or ranges on each heading (art. 48). Be sure gyro 
as set for the mean speed and latitude of the vessel. Note all preca 

_ tions in section A-} above. “Jig King” international code signal 
should be flown to indicate such work is in progress. Ohapter V 
discusses methods for placing the ship on desired headings). 

1. Come to a cardinal magnetic heading, e. g. east (090°). 
Insert fore-and-aft B magnets, or move the existing 
B magnets, in such manner as to remove all deviation. __ 

2. Come to a south (180°) magnetic heading. Insert athwart- 
ship C magnets, or move the existing @ magnets, in 

: such manner as to remove all deviation. 

3. Come to a west (270°) magnitic heading. Correct half 
of any observed demir by moving the B magnets. 

4. Come to a north (000°) magnetic heading. Correct half 
of any observed deviation by moving the @ magnets. 

(Lhe cardinal heading adjustments should now be complete). 



ADJUSTMENT CHECK-OFF LIST 3 

5. Come to any intercardinal magnetic heading, e. g. northeast 
(045°). Correct any observed deviation by moving 
the spheres in or out. 

5 6. Come to the next intercardinal magnetic heading, e. g., 
southeast (185°). Correct half of any observed devia- 
tion by moving the spheres. 

2 The intercardinal heading adjustments should now be complete, 
: although more accurate results might be obtained by correcting 
; the D error determined from the deviations on all four imter- 
Bs cardinal headings, as discussed in art. 38. 
4 7. Readjust the heeling magnet so as to remove oscillations 
3 of compass card, with ship under rolling conditions on 3 
a a north and anand heading (ch. XV). 
: 8. Secure all correctors mene swinging for residual 
; deviations. 
% 9. Swing for residual wndegaussed deviations on as many 
4 headings as desired, although the eight cardinal and 
x intercardinal headings should be sufficient. 
: 10. Should there still be any large deviations, the procedure 
: under “Adjustments at Sea” will have to be repeated. 

If the resulting deviation curve is still unsatisfactory, 
analyze it to determine the necessary corrections (ch. 
IV and art. 87). 

11. Record deviations and the details of corrector positions on 
standard Navy Form NBS 1104 or 1105, and in the 
Compass Record Book, NBS 1101 (arts. 89 and 182). 

12. Refine degaussing compass compensating coil adjustments 
(chs x"): 

18. Swing for residual degaussed deviations with the degaussing 
circuits properly energized (ch. X). 

14. Record deviations for degaussed conditions (art. 126). 

: 3. The above check-off list describes a simplified method of ad- 
_ justing compasses, designed to serve as a simple workable outline for 
_ the novice who chooses to follow a step-by-step procedure. The 
“Dockside Tests and Adjustments” are.essential as a foundation for 
the “Adjustments at Sea,” and if neglected may lead to spurious re- 
sults or needless repetition of the procedures at sea. Hence, it is 
strongly recommended that careful consideration be given these dock- 

__ side checks prior to making the final adjustment so as to allow time 
_ to repair or replace faulty compasses, anneal or replace magnetized 
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spheres or Flinder bar, realign binnacle, move gyro repeater if it 3 
affecting the compass, or to make any other necessary preliminar 
repairs. It is further stressed that, expeditious compass adjustme 

sequence so as to achieve the final adjustment with a minimum number 
of steps. This sequence is incorporated in the above check-off list and 
better results will be obtained if it is adhered to closely. Figure 3 

densed form, and the table in figure 1 will further clarify the te 
chanics of placing the corrector magnets, spheres, and Flinders bar. | 
Chapter VII discusses the more efficient, and scientific methods o! 
adjusting compasses, in addition to a more-elaborate treatment o: 
the items mentioned in the check- off last. Frequent: careful oa 

deviation will indicate the need for ees 
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CHAPTER II. MAGNETISM 

4, The magnetic compass.—The principle of the present day mag- 
netic compass is in no way different from that of the compass used 
by the ancients. It consists of a magnetized needle, or array of needles, 
pivoted so that it will rotate in a horizontal plane. The superiority of 
the present day compass results from a better knowledge of the laws 
of magnetism which govern the behavior of the compass, and from 
greater precision in construction. 

5. Magnetism.—Any piece of metal on becoming magnetized, that 
is, acquiring the property of attracting small particles of iron or steel, 
will assume regions of concentrated magnetism, called poles. Any 
such magnet will have at least two poles, of unlike polarity. Jag- 
netic lines of force (flux) connect one pole of such a magnet with the 
other pole as indicated in figure 2, The number of such lines per unit 
area represent the entensity of the so-called magnetic field in that area. 

\ 

Ia SAN Seni eine NG nas hot  ROrGe 
uo Bie Sas x (Flux) 

--«--[RED BLUE -<«-- Bar Magnet 
~y 

F1GURD 2.—Lines of magnetic force about a magnet. 

If two such magnetized bars or magnets are placed side by side, the 
like poles will repel each other and the unlike poles will attract each 
other. 

6. Magnetism is in general of two types, permanent and induced. 
A bar having permanent magnetism wil! retain its magnetism when 

= 
é 
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it is removed from the magnetizing field. A bar having induced mag- 

netism will lose its magnetism when removed from the magnetizing 

field. Whether or not a bar will retain its magnetism on removal 
from the magnetizing field will depend on the strength of that field, 
the degree of hardness of the iron (retentivity), and also upon the 
amount of physical stress applied to the bar while in the magnetizing © 
field. The harder the iron the more permanent will be the magnetism 
acquired. 

7. Terrestrial magnetism—The accepted theory of terrestrial 
magnetism considers the earth as a huge magnet surrounded by lines a 

of magnetic force which connect its two magnetic poles. ‘These mag- 

netic poles are near, but not coincidental, with the geographic poles — Re: 

of the earth. Since the north seeking end of a compass needle is con- 
ventionally called a red pole, north pole, or positive pole, it must there- _ “e 
fore be attracted to a pole of opposite polarity, or to a blue pole, south 
pole, or negative pole. The magnetic pole near the north geographic _ 
pole is therefore a blue pole, south pole, or negative pole; and the mag- 
netic pole near the south geographic pole is a red pole, north pole, or bs 

positive pole. 
8. Figure 8 illustrates the earth and its surrounding m aueae fiel 7 is 2 

The flux lines enter the surface of the earth at different angles to the __ 
horizontal, at different magnetic latitudes. This angle is called the 

angle of magnetic dip, 6, and increases from zero, at the magnetic 
equator, to 90° at the magnetic poles. The total magnetic field is gen- — 
erally considered as having two components, namely H, the horizontal 
component, and Z, the vertical component. These components will — 
change when the angle 6 changes such that H is maximum at the mag- — a 
netic equator and decreases in the direction of either pole, and Z is zero — 
at the magnetic equator and znereases in the direction of either pole. 
The values of H and Z may be found on U. S. Navy Hydrovras 
Office charts H. O. 1701 and H. O. 1702 (figs. 4 and 5). 

9. Inasmuch as the magnetic poles of the earth are not coincidental — 5 
with the geographic poles, it is evident that a compass needle in line _ 
with the earth’s magnetic field will not indicate true north, but mag- 
netic north. The angular difference between the true rere (great _ 
circle connecting the geographic poles) and the magnetic meridian 
(direction of the lines of magnetic flux) is called variation. This a 

variation has different values at different locations on the earth. 
These variation values may be found on U. S. Navy Hydrographic _ 
Office Chart H. O. 2406 (fig. 6) and, more exactly for each locality, 
on the compass rose of navigational charts. The variation for most 
given areas undergoes an annual change, the amount of which is also _ 
noted on all charts. 
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10. Ship’s magnetism.—A ship while in the process of being con- 
structed will acquire magnetism of a permanent nature under the 
extensive hammering it receives in the earth’s magnetic field. After 
launching, the ship will lose some of this original magnetism as a 
result of vibration, pounding, etc., in varying magnetic fields, and will 
eventually reach a more or less stable magnetic condition. This mag- 
netism which remains is the so-called permanent magnetism of the 

ship. 

eo“ 

South chaes \ \ | Megne tr 

5) Bole NO he 
ale x 

4 
/ 

FicurRn 3.—Terrestrial magnetism. 

11. The fact that a ship has permanent magnetism does not, of 
course, mean that it cannot also acquire induced magnetism when 
placed in a magnetic field such as the earth’s field. The amount of 
magnetism induced in any given piece of soft iron is dependent upon 
the field intensity, the alignment of the soft iron in that field, and 
the physical properties and dimensions of the iron. This induced 
magnetism may add to or subtract from the permanent magnetism 

639720—45——2 
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already present in the ship, depending on how the ship is aligned in | 
the magnetic field. The softer the iron the more readily it will be 
induced by the earth’s magnetic field, and the more readily it will give 
up its magnetism when removed on that field. 

12. The magnetism in the various structures of a ship which tends: 
to change as a result of cruising, vibration, or aging, but does not 
alter immediately so as to be properly sanied induced magnetism, 
is called subpermanent magnetism. This magnetism at any instant 
is recognized as part of the ship’s permanent magnetism, and conse- __ 

quently must be corrected as such by means of permanent magnet cor- 
rectors. This subpermanent magnetism is the principal cause of de- 

_ viation changes on a magnetic compass. Subsequent reference to per- 
manent magnetism in this text will refer to the apparent permanent 
magnetism which includes the existing permanent and subpermanent — ; 
magnetism at any given instant. 

13. A ship, then, has a combination of permanent, subpermanent, 
and induced magnetism, since its metal structures are of varying de- 
grees of hardness. Thus, the apparent permanent magnetic condi- 
tion of the ship is subject to change from deperming, excessive shocks, — 
welding, vibration, etc.; and the induced magnetism of the ship will — 
vary with the strength a the earth’s magnetic field at different mag- — 
netic latitudes, and with the alignment of the ship in that field. 

14. Resultant induced magnetism from earth’s magnetic field — _ 

The above discussion of induced magnetism and terrestrial magnetism 
leads to the following facts. A long thin rod of soft iron in a plane — 
parallel to the earth’s horizontal magnetic field, H, will have a red 
(north) pole induced in the end toward the north geographic pole and — 
a blue (south) pole induced in the end toward the south geographic — 
pole. This same rod in a horizontal plane but at right angles to the 
horizontal earth’s field would have no magnetism induced in it, be- 
cause its alignment in the magnetic field is such that there will be no 
tendency toward linear magnetization and the rod is of negligible 
cross section. Should the rod be aligned in some horizontal direction 
between those headings which create maximum and zero induction, it — 
would be induced by an amount which is a function of the angle of 
alignment. If a similar rod is placed in a vertical position in northern — 
latitudes so as to be aligned with the vertical earth’s field, Z, it will — 
have a blue (south) pole induced at the upper end and a red (north) — 
pole induced at the lower end. These polarities of vertical induced — 
magnetization will be reversed in southern latitudes. , : 

The amount of horizontal or vertical induction in such rods, or in 
ships whose construction is equivalent to combinations of such rods, 
will vary with the intensity of H and Z, heading, and heel of the ship. _ 
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CHAPTER III. THEORY OF MAGNETIC COMPASS 
ADJUSTMENT 

15. Magnetic adjustment.—The magnetic compass when used on a 
steel ship must be so corrected for the ship’s magnetic conditions 
that its operation would be the same as if it were on a nonmagnetic 
ship. Ship’s magnetic conditions create deviations of the magnetic 
compass, as well as sectors of sluggishness and unsteadiness. Devia- | 
tion is defined as deflection of the card (needles) to the right or left 
of the magnetic meridian. Adjustment of the compass is the ar- 
ranging of magnet and soft. iron correctors about the binnacle so 
that their effects are equal and opposite to the effects of the magnetic 
material in the ship, thus reducing the deviations and eliminating 
the sectors of sluggishness and unsteadiness. 

The magnetic conditions in a ship which affect a magnetic compass 
are permanent magnetism and induced magnetism, as discussed in 
chapter IT. 

16. Permanent magnetism and its effects on the compass.—The 

total permanent magnetic field effect at the compass may be broken 
into three components, mutually 90° apart, as shown in figure 7. 

Fore-and-Aft "B" Component 

Athwartship "c" 
Component 

Total Permanent Magnetic 
Vertical Heeling Field Across Compass 

Component 

FIGURE 7.—Components of permanent magnetic field at the compass. 

The effect of the vertical permanent component is the tendency to 
tilt the compass card and, in the event of rolling or pitching of the 
ship, to create oscillating deflections of the card. Oscillation effects 

15 
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accompanying roll are maximum on north and south compass head- 
ings, and those accompanying pitch are maximum on east and west 
compass headings. Z 

The horizontal B and C components of permanent magnetism — 
cause varying deviations of the compass as the ship swings in azimuth — 
on an even keel. Plotting these deviations against compass heading ! 
will produce sine and cosine curves, as shown in figure 8. These — a 
deviation curves are called semicircular curves because they reverse — 
direction in 180°. 

Easterly 
(+) 

Athwartship Permanent 

Magnetic "C" Deviations 

Degrees of 
z 

Compass 
Deviation 

360 

Fore-and-Aft Permanent 

deh pmets Magnetic "B" Deviations 

= 

Ship's Compass Heading - Degrees 

Figure 8.—Permanent magnetic deviation effects. 

17. The permanent magnetic semicircular deviations can be illus- 
trated by a series of sumple sketches, representing a ship on successive 
compass headings, as in figures 9 and 10. 

18. The ships illustrated in figures 9 and 10 above are nice on 

cardinal compass headings rather than on cardinal magnetic headings, — 
for two reasons: 

(1) Deviations on compass headings are essential in order to £ 
represent sinusoidal curves which can be analyzed mathematically. 
This can be visualized by noting that the ship’s component mag- 

ne 
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North heading by Hast heading by South heading by West heading by 

compass. compass. compass. compass. 

E. Dev. aS W, Dev. 

Compass 

Ae W« 
Needle 

Fore-and-Aft "Bl" 
Permanent Magnetic 

Field 

No deviation Maximum devia- No deviation Maximum  devia- 

(change in di- tion easterly. (change in di- tion westerly. 
rective force - rective force ; 
only). only). 

Ficurp 9.—Force diagrams for fore-and-aft permanent B magnetic field. 

North heading by Wast heading by South heading by West heading by 

compass. compass. : compass. compass. 

E. Dev. 

| W. Dev. 
ted 

oe 

Compass 
Needle 

Athwartship "Cc" 
Permanent Magnetic 

Field 

Maximum  devia- No deviation. Maximum  devia- No deviation. 

tion easterly. tion westerly. 

Ficurs 10.—¥Force diagrams for athwartship permanent C magnetic field. 
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netic fields are either in line with or perpendicular to the com- — 
pass needles only on cardinal compass headings. 

(2) Such a presentation illustrates the fact that the compass 
card tends to float in a fixed position, in line with the magnetic __ 
meridian. Deviations of the card to right or left (east or west) _ 
of the magnetic meridian result from the movement of the ship 
and its magnetic fields about the compass card. 

19. Inasmuch as a compass deviation is caused by the existence 
of a force at the compass which is superimposed upon the normal 
earths’ directive force, H, a vector analysis is helpful in determining _ 
deviations or the strength of deviating fields. For example, a ship as 

shown in figure 11 on an east magnetic heading will subject its com- _ 
pass to a combination of magnetic effects; namely, the earth’s hori- 
zontal field H, and the deviating field B, at right angles to the field H. 
The compass needle will align itself in the resultant field which is rep- 
resented by the vector sum of H and B,as shown. A similar analysis 
on the ship in figure 11 will reveal that the resulting directwe force a 

at the compass would be maximum on a north heading and minimum ~ 
- on a south heading, the deviations being zero tor both conditions. 

Resultant Field in 
Magnitude (Directive Force) 
and Direction (Deviation) 

Earth's Field 

East © 
Magnetic 
Heading 

Deviating Field 
Compass Needle "BN 

Ficurn pee eee) force diagram. 

The magnitude of the deviation caused by the permanent B mag- er 
netic field will vary with different values of H, hence, deviations re- 
sulting from permanent magnetic fields will vary with the magnaus 
latitude of the ship. | 

20. Induced magnetism and its effects on the compass. Tadubed 

magnestism varies with the strength of the surrounding field, the mass 
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of metal, and the alignment of the metal in the field. Since the in- 
tensity of the earth’s magnetic fields varies over the earth’s surface, 
the induced magnetism in a ship will vary with latitude, heading, and 
heel of the ship. 

21. With the ship on an even keel, the resultant vertical induced mag- 
netism, if not directed through the compass itself, will create deviations 
which plot as a semicircular deviation curve. 'This is true because the 
vertical induction changes magnitude and polarity only with magnetic 
latitude and heel and not with heading of the ship. Therefore, as long 
as the ship is in the same magnetic latitude, its vertical induced pole 
swinging about the compass will produce the same effect on the com- 
pass as a permanent pole swinging about the compass. Figure 12 

illustrates the vertical induced poles in the structures of a ship. Gen- 
erally, this semicircular deviation will be a B sine curve, as shown in 
figure 18, since most ships are symmetrical about the centerline and 
have their compasses mounted on the centerline. The magnitude of 
these deviations will change with magnetic latitude changes because 
the directive force and the ship’s vertical induction both change with 
magnetic latitude. 

22. The masses of horizontal soft iron which are subject to induced 
magnetization create characteristic deviations, as indicated in figure 
13. The D and £ deviation curves are called quadrantal curves be- 
cause they reverse polarity in each of the four quadrants. 

23. Symmetrical arrangements of horizontal soft iron may exist 
about the compass in any of the patterns illustrated in figure 14. 

Compa 

Resultant of Vertical 
Induced Components 
(North Latitudes) 

Ficurn 12.—Ship’s vertical induced magnetism. 

Vertical Induced 
Components 

24. The deviations resulting from the earth’s field induction of these 
symmetrical arrangements of horizontal soft iron are illustrated by 
the sketches in figure 15, showing the ship on a few different compass 
headings. The other heading effects may be similarly studied. 

Such a JY deviation curve is one of the several curves indicated 
in figure 18. It will be noted that these D deviations are maximum 
on the intercardinal headings and zero on the cardinal headings. 

25. Unsymmetrical arrangements of horizontal soft iron may exist 
about the compass in a pattern similar to one of those in figure 16. 
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26. The deviations resulting from the earth’s field induction of these 
unsymmetrical arrangements of horizontal soft iron are illustrated by 
the sketches in figure 17, showing the ship on a few different compass 
headings. The other heading effects may be similarly studied. 

Such an # deviation curve is one of the several curves indicated 
in figure 18. It will be observed that these # deviations are maai- 
mum on cardinal headings and zero on the intercardinal headings. 

Vertical Induced 
Magnetic "B" Deviations | 

"ke" Deviations Easterly 

(+) from Induction 
in the Unsymmet- 
rical Horizontal 

Degrees of 

Compass of 
Deviation 

"D" Deviations from Induction 
in the Symmetrical Horizontal 

Soft Iron. 

. 

"A" Deviations from Unsymmetrical 
Westerly Horizontal Soft Iron 

(-) 
Ship's Compass Heading - Degrees 

FIGURE 13.—Induced magnetic deviation effects. 

Ficurs 14.—Symmetrical arrangements of horizontal soft iron. 

27. It is pointed out that these quadrantal deviations will not vary 
with latitude changes, because the horizontal induction varies pro- 
portionally with the directive force, H. : 

28. The earth’s field induction in certain other unsymmetrical ar- 
rangements of horizontal soft iron create a constant A deviation 
curve. The magnetic A and £ errors are of smaller magnitude than 
the other errors, but, when encountered, are generally found to- 
gether, since they both result from unsymmetrical arrangements of 
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horizontal soft iron. In addition to this magnetic A error, there 

are constant A deviations resulting from (1) physical misalignments 

North heading by Northeast heading East heading by Southeast heading 

compass. by compass. compass. by compass. 

E.Dev 

Compass 

W.Dev, 

\ 
Rods of 
Soft Iron 

Compass Needle 

No deviation. Maximum  devia- No deviation. Maximum devia- 

tion easterly. tion westerly. 

"D' Deviations 

Compass Heading - Degrees 

Effects of symmetrical horizontal D induced magnetism, FIGURE 15. 

Figure 16.—Unsymmetrical arrangements of horizontal soft iron. 

of the compass, pelorus, or gyro, or (2) errors in calculating the sun’s 
azimuth, observing time, or taking bearings. 
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29. The nature, magnitude, and polarity of all these induced effects 
are dependent upon the disposition of metal, the symmetry or assym- 
metry of the ship, the location of the binnacle, the strength of the. 
earth’s magnetic field, and the angle of dip. 

30. Certain heeling errors, in addition to those resulting from per- 
manent magnetism, are created by the presence of both horizontal 
and vertical soft iron which experience changing induction as the 

North heading by Northeast heading Hast heading by Southeast heading 

‘ compass. by compass. compass. by compass. 

E. Dev. 
W. Dev. 

Compass 

Ao 

, 

Compass 
Needle 

Rods of 

Soft Iron 

Maximum devia- No deviation. Maximum  devia- No deviation. 

tion easterly. tion westerly. 

E "E" Deviations 

W Compass Heading = Degrees 

FicurRE 17.—HEffects of unsymmetrical horizontal # induced magnetism. 

ship rolls in the earth’s magnetic field. This part of the heeling 
error will naturally change in magnitude with changes of magnetic 
latitude of the ship. Oscillation effects accompanying roll are maxi- 
mum on north and south headings, just as with the permanent mag- 
netic heeling errors. 

31. Adjustments and correctors.—Since some magnetic effects 
remain constant for all magnetic latitudes and others vary with 
changes of magnetic latitude, each individual effect should be cor-- 
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rected independently. Further, it is apparent that the best method 
of adjustment is to use (1) permanent magnet correctors to create 
equal and opposite vectors of permanent magnetic fields at the com- 
pass, and (2) soft iron correctors to assume induced magnetism, the 
effect of which will be equal and opposite to the induced effects of 
the ship for all magnetic latitude and heading conditions. The 
compass binnacle provides for the support of the compass and such 
correctors. Study of the binnacle in figure 18 will reveal that such 
correctors are present in the form of: 

1) Vertical permanent heeling magnet in the central vertical 
Pp > ta) 

tube, 

DEGAUSSING COMPENSATING 
: COILS 

ING MAGNET _ 

. a sCPORE-AND-AFT "BH 
MAGNET TRAYS : 

H 

ATHIRARTSHTP "cr 
_ | MAGNET TRAYS — £ 

FiGuRE 18.—Binnacle with compass and correctors. 
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(2) Fore-and-aft B permanent magnets in their trays, 
(3) Athwartship C permanent magnets in their trays, 
(4) Vertical soft iron Flinders bar in its external tube, 
(5) Soft iron spheres. 

Other type binnacles are shown in figures 39 to 43 inclusive. 
The heeling magnet is the only corrector which corrects for both 

permanent and induced effects, and consequently must be readjusted 
occasionally with latitude changes of the ship. 

32. The tabular summary of “Compass Errors and Adjustments,” 
figure 19, summarizes all the various magnetic conditions in a ship, 
the types of deviation curves they create, the correctors for each 
effect, and headings on which each corrector is adjusted. Correctors 
should be applied symmetrically under all but exceptional conditions — 
(discussed in detail later) and as far away from the compass as pos- 
sible to preserve uniformity of magnetic fields about the compass 
needle array. Other details of corrector procedure are emphasized 
in chapter VIII. 

Fortunately, each magnetic effect has a slightly different charac- 
teristic curve which makes identification and correction convenient. 
A complete deviation curve can be analyzed for its different compo- 
nents and thus the necessary corrections anticipated. A method for 
analyzing such curves is described in chapter IV. 

33. Compass operation.—F igure 20 illustrates a point about com- 
pass operation. Not only is an uncorrected compass subject to large 
deviations, but there will be sectors in which the compass may slug- 
gishly turn with the ship and other sectors in which the compass is 
too unsteady to be used. ‘These performances may be appreciated 
by visualizing a ship with deviations as shown in figure 20, as it swings 
from west through north toward east. Throughout this easterly swing 
the compass deviation is growing more easterly; and, whenever steer- 

ing in this sector, the compass card sluggishly tries to follow the ship. 
Similarly, there is an unsteady sector from east through south to west. 
These sluggish and unsteady conditions are always characterized by 
the positive and negative slopes in a deviation curve. These condi- 
tions may also be associated with the maximum and minimum direc- 
tive force acting on the compass. (See art. 19.) It will be observed 
that the maximum deviation occurs at the point of average directive 
force and that the zero deviations occur at the points of maximum and 

minimum directive force. 
34. Correction of compass errors is generally achieved by applying 

correctors so as to reduce the deviations of the compass for all headings 
of the ship. Correction could be achieved, however, by applying cor- 
rectors so as to equalize the directive forces across the compass post- 
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2°26 HANDBOOK OF MAGNETIC COMPASS 

tion for all headings of the ship. The deviation method is more gen-— 
erally used because it utilizes the compass itself to indicate results, — 
rather than some additional instrument for measuring the intensity 
of magnetic fields. 

35. Occasionally, the permanent magnetic effects at the location of 
the compass are so large that they overcome the earth’s directive force, 
H. This condition will not only create sluggish and unsteady sectors, 
but may even freeze the compass to one reading or to one quadrant, 
regardless of the heading of the ship. Should the compass be so 
frozen, the polarity of the magnetism which must be attracting the 
compass needles is indicated; hence, correction may be effected simply 
by the application of permanent magnet correctors in suitable quan- 
tity to neutralize this magnetism. Whenever such adjustments are 
made, it would be well to have the ship placed on a heading such — 
that the unfreezing of the compass needles will be immediately evi- 

East 
(+) 

Dev. 
any sO ) 360 

Degrees poe P : 

West Point of Point of Point of 
Maximum Maximum Maximum 
Sluggish- Deviation Unsteadiness 
ness 

(-) 

HEADING = Degrees 

FIGURE 20.—Uncompensated deviation curve. 

dent. For example, a ship whose compass is frozen to a north reading 
would require fore-and-aft B corrector magnets with the red ends for- — 
ward in order to neutralize the existing blue pole which attracted the 
compass. If made on an east heading, such an adjustment would be 

~~ 

practically complete when the compass card was freed so as to indi- | 
cate an east heading. 

36. Listed below are several reasons for correcting the errors ofthe __ 
magnetic compass. 

(1) It is easier to use the magnetic compass if the deviations 
are small. : 

(2) Although the belief persists that 1t does not matter what 
the deviations are, as long as they are known, this belief is in e 
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error inasmuch as conditions of sluggishness and unsteadiness 
accompany large deviations and consequently make the compass 
operationally unsatisfactory. This is the result of unequal 
directive forces on the compass as the ship swings in azimuth. 

(3) Furthermore, even though the deviations are known, if they 

are large they will be subject to appreciable change with heel and 

latitude changes of the ship. 

37. Subsequent chapters will deal with the methods of bringing a 
ship to the desired heading, the practical procedures of adjustment, 
and the methods of isolating deviation effects and of minimizing inter- 
_action effects between correctors. 

Once properly adjusted, the magnetic compass deviations should 
remain constant until there is some change in the magnetic condition 
of the vessel resulting from magnetic treatment, shock from gunfire, 
vibration, repair, or structural changes. Frequently, the movement of 
nearby guns, doors, gyro repeaters, or cargo affects the compass greatly. 

= afar 

Fa ee ee 

ee ee eee 

ayy ae ee te 
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CHAPTER IV. TYPICAL DEVIATION CURVE AND THE 
ESTIMATION OF APPROXIMATE COEFFICIENTS 

38. Simple analysis.—The data for the deviation curve illustrated 
in figure 21 is as follows: 

Ship’s compass heading: 
Deviation 

SINAN CHI) ouip ee lrg eecee eslieay cea yes LR a 2 ec id A et 10.5°_ EB. 

TNT” (QE) ag ok AI aS LOR ce nS ee RHE NLA ee nee a 20.0° EB 

TOES HELO O10 N57) Neer ean Ase URSIN a I ta eto get ee ala aad 0: 

Fre CLAS Erp) care ia Sie ed et tae AU ie alos vet Eh te ee 1.2° W. 

SIs ENSUITE VS Os ENE Reape aa Page aS aera eep ts kr e UE 5.5° W. 
PSV Vesa eying Nees eestor alice loc Ele ph ier. Seley el Mie Ar det ALS) 8.0° W 

AWS a TOs) TAA Soa Se i UN Re  s eg a Snao A S 123525 Wi 

INAUV ener (Gentian pe) ete inate ene an RATS U8 Mite egal Leen ae Ne 6.8° W 

Since 4 is the coefficient of constant deviation, its approximate value 
is obtained from the above data by estimating the mean of the alge- 
braic sum of all the deviations. Throughout these computations the 
sign of east deviation is considered plus, and west deviation is con- 
sidered minus. 

Compass HERving - DeGeees. (4) 

eV = A+B 5Sin¢?+C Cos¢ + Sin 2 +E Cos 2¢. 

FIGURE 21. 

See Oe 201084 1.2°. 55° 8.00 12.59 —6.8° 

8 A=+42.0°—34.0°=+8.0° 

— A=+8.0°/8=+1.0°=1.0° E. 
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Since B is the coefficient of semicircular sine deviation, its value is 
maximum, but of opposite polarity, on 090° and 270° headings. The x 2 

approximate B coefficient is estimated by taking the mean of the devia- 
tions at 090° and 270° with the sign at 270° reversed. 

9 B=+11.5°+ (+12.5°) =+24.0° 
B=+24.0°/2= +12.0°=12.0° E. 

Similarly since ( is the coefficient of semicircular cosine deviation, — 
its value is maximum, but of opposite polarity, on 000° and 180° head- 
ings; and the approximate C’ coefficient is estimated by taking the — 
mean of the deviations at 000° and 180° with the sign at 180° reversed. _ 

2 C=+10.5°+(4+5.5°) =+16°.0 
(C=+16.0°/2=8.0° E. Vet 

but alternately opposite, polarity on the ‘seereandaeal neicineae = 
Hence, the approximate D coefficient is estimated by taking the mean — os 
of the four intercardinal deviations with the signs at 135° and 315° . 
reversed. os 

AY D— (220102) se (s-1:2° ic (ee 80°) 4 (HOS + 20.0° 
D=20.0°/4= +5.0°=5.0° EK. - 

E’ is the coefficient of guadrantal cosine deviation having maximum, j 
but alternately opposite, polarity on the cardinal headings. There- — 
fore, the approximate /' coefficient is estimated by taking the mean 
of the four cardinal deviations with the signs at 090° and aa : 
reversed. : 

4 F=(+10.5°) + (— ee 5.5°) + (+12.5°) = gael 
I ae Pe -+1.5°=1.5° E 

compass headings rather than on magnetic headings. The ene ° : 
tic solution of such coefficients will automatically assign the ‘proper "a 
polarity to each coefficient. o 
Summarizing the above we find the SUPE coefficients of the i 

given deviation curve to be: - 
B= 10° 18, 
B=12.0° EB. 
C= 802k 
j= 509 18, 
ae 

Each of these coefficients represents a component of deviation which 
can be plotted as shown in figure 21. The polarity of each component: 
in the first quadrant must agree with the polarity of the coefficient. 
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A check on the components in figure 21 will reveal that their sum- 

mation equals the original curve. | 

This method of analysis is accurate only when the deviations are 

less than 20°. The mathematical expression for the deviation on 

any heading, using the approximate coefficients, is: 

Deviation=A+B sin ¢+C cos ¢+ D sin 2 ¢+£ cos 2 (where ¢ rep- 

resents compass heading) 

39. Reasons for analysis.—This method of estimating approximate 

coefficients is convenient for : 

(1) Analyzing an original deviation curve in order to anticipate 

necessary corrections. 
(2) Analyzing a final deviation curve for the determination of 

additional refinements. 
(3) Simplifyimg the actual adjustment procedure by anticipating 

effects of certain corrector changes on the deviations at all other 

headings. 

40. Approximate and exact coefficients.— It is emphasized that the 

above estimations are for the so-called approximate coefficients and not 
for the exact coefficients. Approximate coefficients are in terms of 
angular deviations which are caused by certain magnetic forces; and 
as stated before, some of these deviations are subject to change with 
changes in the directive force, H. The exact coefficients are expres- 
sions of magnetic forces, dealing with; (a) arrangements of soft iron, 
(6) components of permanent magnetic fields, (¢) components of the 
earth’s magnetic field, and (d) the shielding factor 4. Thus, the 
exact coefficients are expressions of magnetic force which produce the 
deviations expressed by the approximate coefficients. The exact coef- 
ficients are for mathematical considerations, while the approximate 
coefficients are more practical for adjustment purposes. For this rea- 
son, the exact coefficients and the associated mathematics are not ex- 
panded further in this text. The German capital letters are used to 
designate the exact coefficients, whereas the English capital letters are 
used to designate the approximate coefficients. 

41. Compass heading and magnetic heading.—When deviations 

are large, there is an applicable difference in the deviation curve if 
it is plotted on cross-section paper against compass headings or against 
magnetic headings of the ship. Not only is there a difference in the 
shape of the curves, but if only one curve is available navigators will 
find it difficult in applying deviations when converting from magnetic 
heading to compass heading, and vice versa. When deviations are 
small no conversion is necessary. Figure 22 illustrates the differences 
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mentioned above by presenting the deviation values used in figure 21, — 
as plotted against magnetic headings as well as against compass 
headings. 

Deviations on Compass Headings 

ate Deviations on Magnetic Headings 

(-) HEADING = Degrees 

_ Hieurn 22.—Comparison of deviation curves. (Magnetic heading versus compass heading. ) a 

42. Napier’s diagram, NBS 1103.—The Wapier’s diagram, figure — 
93, is a convenient scheme which permits a ready conversion of devi- — 
ations from compass to magnetic heading, or vice versa, with only — 
‘ene plot of the deviation curve. Deviations are plotted on the di- 
agonal lines as instructed on the diagram. The curve in figure 23 — 
represents the same deviation values as in figure 21. Such a plot on 
the Napier’s form further reduces the calculations necessary for navi- — 
gation by graphically adding or subtracting the appropriate devia- 
tion. However, if the deviations are small, a Napier’s plot is of little : iS 
walue. : si . 
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NAVSHIPS (250) 
NBS 1103 Degaussing ri (NBS 1104 Dated ......... TU lig 19) ee ee Be ) 

CURVE OF DEVIATIONS 
(Constructed upon the Napier Diagram.) 

(Rev. 0-43) 

Date of observations a. 
Compass courses on dotted fines. Magnetic courses on solld lines. 
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Figure 23.—Napier’s diagram—Form NSB 1103. 
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CHAPTER V. SHIP’S HEADING 

43. Ship’s heading.—Ship’s heading is the angle, expressed in de- 

grees clockwise from north, of the ship’s fore-and-aft line with re- 

spect to the true meridian or the magnetic meridian. When this 

angle is referred to the true meridian, it is called a true heading. 
When this angle is referred to the magnetic meridian, it is called a 
magnetic heading. Heading, as indicated on a particular compass, 
is termed the ship’s compass heading by that compass. It is always 

- essential to specify heading as true heading, magnetic heading, or 
compass heading. In order to obtain the heading of a ship, it is 
essential that the line through the pivot and the forward lubber’s 
line of the compass be parallel to the fore-and-aft line of the ship. 

_ This applies also to the peloruses and gyro repeaters, which are used 

tor observational purposes. 
44, Variation.—V ariation is the angle between the magnetic me- 

ridian and the true meridian, measured from true north. If this 
angle is to the right of the true meridian, the variation is easterly, 
and if the angle is to the left of the true meridian, the variation is 
westerly. The local variation and its small annual change are noted 
on the compass rose of all navigational charts. Thus the true and 
magnetic headings of a ship differ by the local variation. Figure 6 
presents approximate variation values for the world, adapted from 

H. O. Chart 2406. 
45. Deviation.—As previously explained, a ship’s magnetic influ- 

ence will generally cause the compass needle to deflect from the 
magnetic meridian. This angle of deflection is called deviation. I 
the north end of the needle points east of the magnetic meridian, the 
deviation is easterly, if it points west of the magnetic meridian, the 
deviation is westerly. 

46. Heading relationships.—A summary of heading relationships 

follows: 

(1) Deviation is the difference between the compass heading 

and the magnetic heading. 
(2) Variation is the difference between the magnetic heading 

-and the true heading. 
(83) The algebraic sum of deviation and variation is the com- 

pass error. 
35 
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Figure 24 illustrates such relationships. The following simple rules : 
will assist in naming errors and in converting from one heading a 
expression to another: : 

GEOR SEH: d 
oaTH HO : 

Ee ep ee ee a a a ee 

Ficurn 24.—Heading relationships (variation, deviation, and headings). 

(1) Compass least (less than magnetic heading), deviation 
east. ‘ 

Compass best (greater than magnetic heading), deviation west. 

SS Ee ee ee ee ee 
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(2) In correcting (going from compass to magnetic to true), 
apply the sign algebraically (+East,— West). 

In uncorrecting (going from true to magnetic to compass), 
reverse the sign (—Kast,+ West). 

Complete facility with such conversion of heading data is essential 
for expeditious compass adjustment procedure. 

Typical heading relationships are tabulated below: 

Compass heading 358°, magnetic heading 003°, deviation 5° E. 
Compass heading 181°, magnetic heading 179°, deviation 2° W. 
Compass heading 040°, deviation 3° E., magnetic heading 048°. 
Compass heading 273°, deviation 2° W., magnetic heading 271°. 
Magnetic heading 010°, deviation 2° E., compass course 008°. 
Magnetic heading 270°, deviation 4° W., compass course 274°. 
Magnetic heading 358°, variation 6° E., true heading 004°. 
Magnetic heading 270°, variation 6° W., true heading 264°. 
True heading 000°, variation 5° E., magnetic heading 355°. 
True heading 083°, variation 7° W., magnetic heading 090°. 

47. Use of compass heading and magnetic heading for ad just- 

ment.—The primary object of adjusting compasses is to reduce devia- 
tions (to make the magnetic heading and the compass heading iden- 
tical, or as nearly so as possible). The two methods of accomplishing 
this are as follows: 

(1) Place the ship on the desired magnetic heading and cor- 
_ rect the compass so that it reads the same as this magnetic head- 

ing. This is the preferred method. 
(2) Place the ship on the desired compass heading and deter- 

mine the corresponding magnetic heading of the ship, and correct 

the compass so that it reads the same as this known magnetic 
heading. This method is used whenever it is impractical to place 
the ship on a steady magnetic heading for direct correction. 

In using the magnetic heading method, the deviations of the com- 
pass are easily observed as the difference between the compass reading 
and the known magnetic heading of the ship. The difficulty in using 
this method lies in placing the ship on the desired magnetic heading 
and holding the ship steady on that heading while adjustments are 
being made. 
When using the compass heading method, the ship can easily be 

brought to any desired compass heading, but the difficulty is in the 
determination of deviations. Further difficulty arises from the fact 
that the steersman is steering by an uncorrected compass whose devia- 
tions are changing as the necessary adjustments are being made. 

ba! oll Seoul ato ae oe oe, a soe on ake Bae eS MhlatigA | be ig Bs Bnd aye 
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Therefore, as each adjustment is being made, the steersman should - 3 

attempt to hold the ship steady on that heading by some means other — 

than the compass being corrected. Adjustments by this method are 

made as a series of approximations, for example: 
Place the ship on any desired compass course, and correct the 

compass to read the corresponding magnetic heading. This will prob- 

ably leave the ship on a course other than the desirable cardinal and 
intercardinal headings for compass adjustment. For accurate results, 
the above procedure should be repeated. 

If the compass has no appreciable deviations, the deviant taken 

on compass headings will closely approximate those taken on magnetic 
headings. However, as the magnitude of errors increases, there will 
be a marked difference between the deviations taken on compass head- 
ings and those taken on magnetic headings. The Napier’s Diagram 
affords a method of converting compass course to inagnetic course, or 

vice versa, regardless of whether the deviations were taken on mag- 

netic headings or compass headings. See article 42 for more details 
concerning its use. 

48. Methods of placing ship on magnetic wenartes —A Aes may 

be brought on a magnetic heading by reference to a gyrocompass. 
The magnetic variation is applied to true heading to determine the gyro 
course which must be steered in order to place the ship on the desired 
magnetic heading. If the gyrocompass has any error, it must be 
taken into consideration. It is well to calculate all such problems 
through true headings, since short cuts on this procedure frequently 
lead to errors. Examples of such relationships are tabulated below: 

. Heading p.g.c. 
To steer mag- With gyro ~ “aGhite OTHE With variation | True course oie (per sees 

Degrees Degrees Degres Degrees Degrees 
000 6 W. 352 0: 354 
180 10 E. 190 0 190 
270 4W. 266 1E. 265 
315 6 E. 321 25h 319 
225 17 W. 208 2W. 210 
358 0 358 3 W. 001 

————— 

The difference between gyro heading and magnetic heading will be 
constant on all headings as long as the gyrocompass error is constant 
and the variation does not change. This gyrocompass error may be 
determined by a comparison of the calculated true azimuth of the sun 
and the azimuth as observed on a synchronized repeater. 

It is to be remembered that gyrocompasses have certain errors result- 
ing from latitude and speed changes as well as turning errors, and that 
these errors are not always constant on all headings. For these rea- 
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sons, the gyro error must be checked constantly, especially if the gyro 

1s being used to obtain data for determining residual deviation curves 

of the magnetic compass. 
49. A ship may be placed on a magnetic heading by aligning the 

vanes of an azimuth circle with the sun over the topside compass. The 
sun is a distant object whose azimuth (angle from the north) may be 
computed for any given time. Methods of calculating sun’s azimuths 
are discussed in chapter VI. By setting the line of sight of the 
vanes at an angle to the right (or left) of the fore-and-aft line of the 
ship equal to the difference between the computed magnetic azimuth 
and the desired magnetic heading of the ship, and then swinging the 
ship until the sun is aligned with the vanes, the ship will be on the 
desired magnetic heading. Simple diagrams (as in fig. 25) with the 
ship and the sun drawn in their relative positions, will aid greatly in 
the visualization of each problem. The azimuth circle must always 
be kept devel while making observations, particularly of celestial 

bodies. 

Ship's Desired 
ad 90° 

120° Are on 
Azimuth Circle 

110° Are on 
Azimith Circle 

Ship's : 
Desired Heading ~“ 
225° Magnetic Sun 

Magnetic 115° 

Ficurp 25.—Azimuth circle set-ups. 

50. A distant object (ten or more miles away) may be used in con- 
junction with the azimuth cirele for placing the ship on magnetic head- 
ings, provided the ship stays within a small area. This procedure is 
similar to that used with the sun except that the magnetic bearing of 
the object is constant. With an object 11.4 nautical miles distant, a 
change in position of 400 yards at right angles to the line of sight 
introduces an error of 1°. 

51. A pelorus may be used to place a ship on a magnetic heading 
using the swn’s azimuth in much the same manner as with the azimuth 
circle. Use of the pelorus has the further advantage in that the 
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magnetic heading of the ship can be observed continuously as the ship 
swings. Such a procedure would be as follows: 

The forward sight vane is clamped to the dial at the value of 
the sun’s magnetic azimuth, and the sight vanes are then trained 
so that the sun is reflected in the mirror. As the ship turns, 
the magnetic heading is always observed under the forward lub- 
ber’s line if the vanes are kept on the sun, and this will serve as 
a guide for bringing the ship onto any desired magnetic heading. 
As the desired magnetic course is approached, the compass can be 
read and corrected, even before that magnetic course is actually 
obtained; and a final check can be made when the ship is on the 
exact course. The pelorus must always be kept in a level position 
while making observations, particularly of celestial bodies. 

52. A distant object can be used in conjunction with the pelorus, as 
with the azimuth circle, in order to place the ship on magnetic head- 
ings, provided the ship stays within a small area. (See art. 50.) 

53. Methods of determining deviations on compass heading.— 

The deviations on compass headings may be obtained by a comparison . 
of the calculated magnetic azimuth of the sun and the azimuth as 
observed on the compass by use of an azimuth circle. Methods of cal- 
culating sun’s azimuths are discussed in chapter VI. The ship is 
placed on the desired compass heading and an azimuth of the sun is 
taken on the face of the compass card. The difference in degrees 
between the observed azimuth and the calculated magnetic azimuth 

of the sun is the deviation on that compass course. 
54. The pelorus may also be used in conjunction with the sun’s 

azimuth to obtain deviations on compass headings. The ship is 
brought to the desired compass heading, and the forward sight vane 
is set on the calculated value of the sun’s magnetic azimuth. The 
sight vanes are then trained on the sun, and the magnetic heading 
of the ship is indicated under the forward lubber’s line of the pelorus. 
The difference in degrees between the compass heading and magnetic 
heading of the ship indicated by the pelorus, is the deviation on that 
compass course. 

55. The azimuth circle or pelorus can be used in conjunction with 
ranges or a distant object to obtain deviations on compass courses. 
The procedure is similar to that used with the sun. A range con- 
sists of any two objects or markers, one in the foreground and 
the other in the background, which establishes a line of sight 
having a known magnetic bearing. The true bearing of such a 
range is determined from a local chart; this true bearing is con- 
verted to the magnetic bearing by applying the variation, cor- 
rected for annual change, as given on the nearest compass rose of the 
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chart. Multiple ranges consist of several markers in the background 

and a single marker in the foreground, or vice versa. The ship is 
brought to the desired compass course and, at the instant of crossing 
the line of sight of the range, a bearing is taken with the azimuth 
circle or pelorus. With the azimuth circle, the difference in degrees 
between the observed bearing of the range on the face of the compass 
and the known magnetic bearing of the range is the deviation on 
that compass course. If using a pelorus, the forward sight vanes 
are set to the magnetic bearing of the range and the magnetic heading 
of the ship is read under the forward lubber’s line of the pelorus at 
the instant of taking a sight on the range. The deviation is the dit- 
ference in degrees between the compass heading of the ship and the 
known magnetic heading of the ship as indicated by pelorus. 

56. Deviations on compass courses may be obtained by the use of 
reciprocal bearings. A pelcrus is set up on shore and the south end 
of the dial is aligned with magnetic north. A ship can then sight 
the pelorus on shore, using an azimuth circle or pelorus, at the same 
instant the observer on shore sights the ship. The ship’s bearing 
from shore on the reversed pelorus is the magnetic bearing of the shore 
position from the ship. Continuous communication between ship 
and shore is necessary and must be so arranged as to provide simul- 
taneous observations. Two methods of such communication are by 
flashing lights and, preferably, by short range two-way voice radio. 

Additional methods of determining deviations are by the use of 
azimuths of the moon, stars, and planets. For detailed information 
as to the calculation of the Lane of these celestial — consult 
any standard work on celestial navigation. 
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CHAPTER VI. AZIMUTHS 

57. Azimuth Z,.—The true azimuth of a body is the true bearing 
of that body relative to the north geographic pole, measured on the 
horizon clockwise from 0° to 360° Magnetic bearings or azimuths 
differ from true bearings or azimuths by the local variation. 

58. Azimuths of the sun.—The azimuth of the sun at any instant 
can be determined by solving the astronomical triangle established 
by the observer’s position, the sun, and the elevated pole. Since ac- 
curate compass bearings of the sun can readily be observed for com- 
parison with the sun’s azimuth to obtain the compass error, the sun 
is a valuable reference point for compass adjustment and compensa- 
tion. The azimuths of other celestial bodies for any instant can 
similarly be determined, but are less practical for compass work be- 
cause of the poor visibility of stars and the more variable time rates 
and declinations of the moon and planets. Hence, subsequent ex- 
planations concern themselves only with the sun and its azimuths. 

59. Azimuth angle Z.— United States Navy Hydrographic Office 
publications H. O. 71 and H. O. 214 tabulate the solutions of the as- 
tronomical triangle discussed above. For convenience of tabulation, 
the relative azimuths given in these tables are measured either east or 
west from the elevated geographic pole. Hence, certain rules must 
be observed in obtaining a true azimuth, Z,, from an azimuth angle, 
Z, in these tables. These rules are as follows: 

1. For North latitudes: 

(a) Z,—Z if the sun is east of the meridian. 
(6) Z,=860° —Z if the sun is west of the meridian. 

2. For South latitudes: 

(a) Z,=180°—Z if the sun is east of the meridian. 
(0) Z,=180°+ Z if the sun is west of the meridian. 

It must be remembered that in order to obtain magnetic azimuths 
from true azimuths the appropriate variation must be applied to the 
true azimuths. 

60. Equation of time (Eq. T.)—Apparent time is measured by the 
apparent motion of the true sun, and at any instant it differs from 
mean sun time by the equation of time (Hq. T.). The Eq. T. is 
tabulated in the Wautical Almanac for every even hour of Green- 
wich civil time (G4. C. T.) throughout the year. 
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61. Meridian angle, t.—The meridian angle, t, of the sun is the 
angle at the pole measured from the meridian of the observer to the 
hour circle of the sun eastward or westward from 0° to 12" (or from 
u° to 180°). Thus ¢ is an expression in hours, minutes, and seconds 
(or in degrees, minutes, and seconds) denoting the apparent sun’s 
position east or west of the local meridian. | 

62. Hour angle (H. A.).—The hour angle (H. A.) of the sun is 
the angle at the pole measured from a given meridian to the hour 
circle of the sun, positively westward from 0° to 24" (or from 0° to 
360°). H. A., when referred to the local meridian, is called the local 
hour angle (L. H. A.) and is, therefore, another method for ex- 
pressing meridian angle, ¢. Thus, ¢ for the sun west of the observer’s 
meridian is equal to the L. H. A. of the sun, while ¢ for the sun east 

of the meridian is equal to 24" minus L. H. A. 
63. Local apparent time (L. A. T.).—Local apparent time 

(Z. A. 7.) is another method for expressing meridian angle, 7, or 
hour angle, H. A. Since H. A. is measured from the upper branch 
of the meridian (noon), and L. A. T. commences when the sun crosses 
the lower branch of the meridian (midnight), L. A. T. and L. H. A. 
will differ by 12 hours.’ Thus 1200 L. A. T. is 0° of L. H. A. 

To find L. A. T., first convert zone time to its equivalent Green- 
- wich cwil time (G. C. T.). Zone time is standard time in principle, 
but differs from standard time in that it is kept and expressed on 
the 0" to 24" basis, the suffixes a. m. and p. m. not being used. Thus 
8:15 a. m. standard time is 0815 zone time, and 3:15 p. m. standard 
time is 1515 zone time. The earth is considered as divided into 24 
time zones, each 15° of longitude in width, the middle meridians of 
the zones being 15° or 1 hour of time apart. The time kept throughout 
any zone is the civil time of its middle meridian. Thus, zone time 
differs from G. C. T. by 1 or more whole hours. (See exception in 
next paragraph.) When the zone is west of Greenwich the zone de- 
scription, expressed in time, is added to the zone time to obtain G. 
C. T.; conversely, when the zone is east of Greenwich the zone de- 
scription, expressed in time, is subtracted from zone time to obtain 
G. C. T. (See table in Nautical Almanac for conversion of are to 
time. 

There are certain excepted areas and countries where the legal time 

differs from the zone time. In such places the zone description is 
the exact amount in hours, minutes, and seconds that must be applied 
to the legal time to get G. C. T. (See U. S. Navy Hydrographic 
Office chart H. O. 5192.) 
Having obained G. C. T., select from the Nautical Almanac the 

Eq. T. corresponding to this G. C. T. and date, and apply it to the 
G. C. T. in accordance with the sign given. The result will be Green- 
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wich apparent time (G. A.T.). To this G. A. T. apply the observer’s 

longitude, converted to time (subtract if observer’s longitude is west 

of Greenwich and add if observer’s longitude is east of Greenwich), 

and the result will be L. A. T. If operating under War Time or 

Daylight Saving Time, conversion should first be made to zone time 
before any other conversions are made. 

64. Sample time calculation.—Calculate the L. A. T. for 0900.0 

zone time on September 29, 1944. Assumed position is Norfolk, Va., 

U.S. A., latitude 37°00’ N., longitude 76°15’ W. (+5 zone). Further 

assuming that the watch is correctly set on zone time at Norfolk, de- 
termine the error of the watch on L. A. T. 

len tae oS} 

Zone time (watch time) —---__--- 09 00 00 Sept. 29, 1944. 

Zone description_______-_-____-__ (+) .5 00 00 (+ 5 zone). 

MEG MIR kre eA ie 14 00 00 — Sept. 29, 1944. 
ISS 4 RSE ae oe (+) 9 42.4 (pp. 30, 1944 Nautical — 

Almanac). ; 

Kemer Se eth tee PES ss oe 14 09 42.4. 
Observer’s longitude_____-_------_ (=) ioe Oa 00 (Longitude 76°15’ 

W.). 

VE cit DS eS efter Nr be eye 09 04 42.4 

DNreniehiatiinG= aeons eee oe SD 09 00 00 

Error of watch on L. A. T_______ (+) 00 04 42.4 

Thus on September 29, 1944, 0900.0 zone time corresponds to 0904.7 

AT. 
65. When preparing ¢ and using a table or curve of azimuths, as dis- 

cussed in article 70, it must be remembered that the Jena be- 
tween zone time and L. A. T. will differ slightly for each hour of 
the day in a given locality because the Eq. T. is constantly changing. 
However, a study of the Vautical Almanac will reveal that the hourly 
difference in the Eq. T. is so slight as to be negligible over a period of 
several hours. Thus, if it is desired to use azimuths of the sun from 
0700 to 1100 zone time, the middle time of that period is selected and 
the error of the watch on L. A. T. is calculated. If at the beginning 
of the period, the equivalent L. A. T. is set on a well regulated watch, 
it may then be used to obtain L. A. T. for the entire period without 
appreciable error. 

66. Use of azimuth tables —The following arguments are avail- 
able for solution of the astronomical triangle: 

(1) Meridian angle, ¢. 
(2) Declination, d. 
(3) Latitude, Z. 

FI A CR ee ae ye ee ee ee eee Fee oe Py ee een 
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Inasmuch as the various azimuth tables tabulate the solution of the 
astronomical triangle, in terms of ¢, d, and Z, these arguments are gen- 
erally used to enter the tables. The meridian angle, ¢, is expressed 
either as L. A. T. or as L. H. A., as previously discussed. The declina- 
tion d, of the sun, with its sign, is obtained from the Vautical Almanac 
for the appropriate G. C. T. and date. The latitude, Z, may be 
obtained from a chart of the locality. 

To obtain the sun’s true azimuth, Z,, from the azimuth tables the 
following basic procedure is ot 

(1) Compute the meridian angle, ¢. 
(2) Enter the proper part of the table, according to ieee 

the latitude and declination are of the same or different names, 
and select the page headed with the value of the latitude, L. 

(3) Select the declination column headed with the value of 
declination, d. In this column select the value of Z pet 

against the dasiied value of meridian angle, ¢. 
(4) Convert Z to Z, according to rules previously given. 

67. Use of United States Navy Hydrographic Office Publication 

H. O. 71.—In the H. O. 71 tables the meridian angle, ¢, is expressed as 
apparent time a. m. and p. m. for each 10 minutes, and the latitude and 
declination are given for each whole degree. Apparent time, as tabu- 
lated, can be converted to L. A. T., as defined, by using the a. m. values 
directly and by adding 12 to the p.m. values. This table consists of a 
single volume covering declinations from 0° to 23° and is, therefore, 
convenient for use with the sun. é 

Interpolation in H. O. 71 is necessary when the values of Z and d are 
not in whole degree and the L. A. T. is not an even ten-minute value. 
To interpolate, list the necessary arguments, ¢, d, and L; ¢ to the nearest 
tenth of a minute, and d and Z to the nearest tenth of a degree. Select 
the value of Z for the next lower degree of latitude and declination and 
the next lower 10 minutes of the tabulated value of ¢. This value of 
Z is the base. | 

Then keeping Z and d, as before, select the value of Z for the next 
higher tabulated value of ¢. The difference between this Z and the 
base Z is caused by a ten minute change in L. A. T. Multiply this 
difference by the difference in the number of minutes, expressed to 
the nearest tenth of a minute, between the given value of L. A. T. 
and the L. A. T. used as a base, and divide by ten. This result is the 
teme correction. 

Next, using the values of ¢ and Z as used for the base, select the 
value of d which is 1° greater than d used for the base Z. The differ- 
ence between this value of Z and the base Z is the difference for 1° 
change of declination. Multiply this difference by the difference in 
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the value of d as given, and the value of d used as a base, expressed to 
the nearest tenth of a degree. This result is the declination correction. 

Repeat the above operations described for declination correction to 
obtain latitude correction, using an L difference of 1°. 

Find the algebraic sum of all the corrections and apply algebra- 
ically to the base to obtain the interpolated value of Z. Convert this 
Z to Z, according to rules previously given. 

68. Sample azimuth calculation.—Given the data below, find the 
deviation of the compass using H. O. 71. 

“Up vs ag Daan TINO ane ARR INS  ia e 0842.3. 

Wechnation~d." hoe Lees 13°-23’.1 N. 

UCU CLG wees te os SO ep 37°-16’.0 N. 
SoCs) fae, en al hn I 108°.5. 

Variation from chart_______-_- 6°.5 W. 

Diff. for Corr. for + — 

t 3h—17.7™ E, (L. A. T. 0842.3) 10™= — 118’ 7.72 91’ 

d 13°.4 N. se oh 0.4°= Ze 

L of°.a N. 1°= +51’ (Ube ea 

: 15/116’ 
Base 106° —46’ (From same name table— 

L. A, T.=0850.0 ty 

or t=3—10™.0 E. ——_—— 

i— Neue Corr.(—) 101’ 

b—362-0 NN.) or 1°—41’ 
Corr. (—) 1°—4]’ 

Z 105°—05’ 

or 105°.1 : 

La 105°:1 (Since Z,=Z in this case) 
Variation 6°.5 W. 

Z (magnetic) CEES G 

Z (p. s. ¢.) ~ 108°.5 

Deviation 3°.1 E. (Answer) 

69. Use of United States Navy Hydrographic Office Publication 

H. O. 214.—In the H. O. 214 tables the meridian angle, ¢, is tabulated 
under H. A. for every degree of arc (4 minutes of time), the latitude, 
-L, is given for each whole degree, and the declination, d, is given for 
each one-half degree. These tables present altitudes (above 5°) and 
azimuths for declinations up to 75°, and are therefore applicable for 
use with the moon, planets, and navigational stars, as well as with the 
sun. H. O. 214 is divided into 9 volumes, each volume covering 10° of 
latitude. 

Interpolation for azimuth angles in H. O. 214 may be made in a 
manner similar to that previously described for H. O. 71. 

Fp ee eee ee | ee a 
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70. Curve of magnetic azimuths.—When swinging ship for pur- 
poses of compass correction it is necessary for the operator to be able 
to determine the sun’s azimuth, either true or magnetic, at any moment __ 
without the delay which would result if each azimuth had to be ob- 
tained from the tables as required. Therefore, a prepared table or 
curve of azimuths for the required length of time, plotted against 
L. A. T. or watch time, is very useful and will facilitate the procedure. 
For such a table or curve, the Eq. T. and the sun’s declination may be a 
used as of the middle instant of the pre-selected period without ap- 
preciable error, as discussed previously under article 65. If interpo- 
lation is necessary the combined correction for ¢, d, and L, as deter- ie 
mined for the middle instant, may be used on the base values of Z 
throughout the period provided the period does not border too close 
tonoon L. A.T. It issimpler, of course, to make such a table or curve 
of azimuths for even units of L. A. T., thus eliminating the ¢ correction. 

Extreme care must be exercised when using the sun between 1100 

and 1300 L. A. T., since the azimuth changes very Ree y at that time 
and the sun is an at a high altitude. 
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CHAPTER VII. PRACTICAL PROCEDURES FOR 
MAGNETIC COMPASS ADJUSTMENT 

With an understanding of the theory of magnetic effects and their 
corrections, the methods of analyzing deviation curves, and the meth- 
ods of placing a ship on any desired heading, the operator is ready 
to begin adjustment. 

71. Dockside tests and adjustments .—Chapter I, “Procedure for 

Magnetic Compass Adjustment,” is in general self- explanatory, and 
brings to the attention of the operator many physical checks which 

are desirable before beginning an adjustment. The theoretical ad- 
justment is based on the premise that all the physical arrangements 
are perfect, and much time and trouble will be saved while at sea 
if these checks are made before attempting the actual magnet and 
‘soft iron corrector adjustments. A few of these checks are amplified 

below. 
72. Should the compass have a small bubble, compass fluid may 

be added by means of the filling plug on the ane of the compass 
bowl. If an appreciable amount of compass liquid has leaked out, 
a careful check should be made on the condition of the sealing gasket 
and filling plug. United States Navy compass liquid may be a mixture 
of 45 percent grain alcohol and 55 percent distilled water, or a kerosene- 
type fluid (specification AN-C-116 or AN-W-C-551). These fluids 
are not interchangeable. 

73. The compass should be removed from the ship and taken to 
some place free from all magnetic influences except the earth’s mag- 
netic field for tests of moment and sensibility. ‘These tests involve 
measurements of the time of vibration and the ability of the compass 
card to return to a consistent reading after deflection. These tests 
will indicate the condition of the pivot, jewel, and magnetic strength 
of the compass needles. (See Dutton’s NMavigation and Nautical 
Astronomy or NBS. 1107 for such test data on standard Navy compass 
equipment. ) 

74. A careful check should be made on the spheres and Flinders 
bar for residual magnetism. Move the spheres as close to the com- 
pass as possible and slowly rotate each sphere separately. Any ap- 
preciable deflection (2° or more) of the compass needles resulting 
from this rotation indicates residual magnetism in the spheres. This 
test may be made with the ship on any steady heading. The Flinders 
bar magnetization check is preferably made with the ship on steady 
east or west compass headings. To make this check: (a) note the 
compass reading with the Flinders bar in the holder, (0) invert the 
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Flinders bar in the holder and again note the compass reading. Any 
appreciable difference (2° or more) between these observed readings 
indicates residual magnetism in the Flinders bar. Spheres or Flin- 
ders bars which show signs of such’ residual magnetism should be 
annealed, i. e., heated to a dull red and allowed to cool slowly. 

75. Correct alignment of the lubber’s line of the compass, gyro 
repeater, and pelorus with the fore-and-aft line of the ship. is of 
major importance. Such a misalignment will produce a constant 
A error in the curve of deviations. Any of these instruments may 
be aligned correctly with the fore-and-aft line of the ship by using ~ 
the azimuth circle and a metal tape measure. Should the instrument 
be located on the centerline of the ship, a sight is taken on a mast 
or other object on the centerline. In the case of an instrument off the 
centerline, a metal tape measure is used to measure the distance from 
the centerline of the ship to the center of the instrument. A similar 
measurement from the centerline is made forward or abaft the sub- 
ject instrument and reference marks are placed on the deck. Sights 

are then taken on these marks. ES 
Standard compasses should always be aligned so that the lubber’s 

line of the compass is parallel to the fore-and-aft line of the ship. 
Steering compasses may occasionally be misaligned in this respect in 
order to correct for any magnetic A error present, as discussed in 

_ article 81. 

76. In addition to the physical checks listed in chapter I, there are 
other precautions to be observed in order to assure continued satis- 
factory compass operation. These precautions are mentioned to bring 
to the attention of the adjuster certain conditions which might dis- 
turb compass operation. These precautions are listed in seey ice I 
and are discussed further in chapter IX. 

Expeditious compass adjustment i is dependent upon he application 
of the various correcturs in a logical sequence so as to achieve the 
final adjustment with a minimum number of steps. Certain adjust- | 
ments may be made conveniently at dockside so as to simplify the 
adjustment procedures at sea. 

77. Inasmuch as the Flinders bar is subject to induction from sev- 
eral of the other correctors and, since its adjustment is not dependent 
on any single observation, this adjustment: is logically made first. 
This adjustment is made by one of the following methods. 

(1) Deviation data obtained at two different magnetic latitudes 
may be utilized to calculate the proper length of Flinders bar 
for any particular compass location. Details of the acquisition 
of such data and the calculations involved are presented in arts. 
95 to 99, inclusive. The utilization of vertical field “Z-loop” 
coils is being explored as a method for simulating this procedure. 
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ADJUSTMENT PROCEDURE 51 

(2) If the above method is impractical the Flinders bar length 

will have to be set approximately by: 
(a) Using an empirical amount of Flinders bar which has 

been found correct: for other ships of similar structure. 
(6) Studying the arrangement of masts, stacks, and other 

vertical structures and estimating the Flinders-bar 
correction required. 

If none of these methods is suitable, the Flinders bar would best 
be omitted until data are acquired. 
The iron sections of Flinders bar should be continuous and at the 

top of the tube with the longest section at the top. Wooden spacers 
- are used at the bottom of the tube to achieve such spacing. 

78. Having adjusted the length of Flinders bar, place the spheres 
on the bracket arms at the best approximate position. If the com- 
pass has been adjusted previously, place the spheres at the best posi- 
tion as indicated by the last deviation table. In the event the compass 
has never been adjusted, place the spheres at midposition on the 
bracket arms. 

79. The next adjustment i is the positioning of the hecline magnet by 
means of a properly balanced dip needle, as discussed in chapter XV. 

80. These three adjustments at dockside—Flinders bar, spheres, 
and heeling magnet—will properly establish the conditions of mu- 
tual induction and shielding on the compass, such that a minimuin 
of procedures at sea will complete the adjustment. 

Compass coil installations should be adjusted at dockside in order 
to save time at sea. Chapter X discusses this procedure. 

81. Expected errors.—The “Summary of Compass Errors and 
Adjustment,” figure 19, lists six different coefficients or types of de- 
viatron errors with their causes and corresponding correctors. A 

discussion of these coefficients follows: 
The A error is more generally caused by the miscalculation of azi- 

muths or by physical misalignments, rather than magnetic effects of 
unsymmetrical arrangements of horizontal soft iron. Thus if the 
physical alignments are checked at dockside, and if care is exercised 
in making all calculations, the A error will be rather insignificant. 
On a standard compass where an azimuth or bearing circle is used to 
determine deviations, any observed A error will be solely magnetic 
A error. This results from the fact that such readings are taken 
on the face of the compass card itself rather than at the lubber’s line 
of the compass. On a steering compass where deviations are obtained 
by a comparison of the compass lubber’s line reading with the ship’s 
magnetic head as determined by pelorus or gyro, any observed A error 
may be a combination of magetnic A and mechanical A (misalign- 
ment). These facts explain the procedure wherein only mechanical 

i 
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A is corrected on the standard compass by realignment of the binnacle, 
und both mechanical A and magnetic A errors are corrected on the 
steering compass by realignment of the binnacle (see art. 75). On 
the standard compass, the mechanical A error may be isolated 
from the magnetic A error by making the following observations 
simultaneously : 

(1) Record a curve of deviations by using an azimuth (or 
bearing) circle. Any A error found will be solely magnetic A. 

(2) Record a curve of deviations by comparison of the compass 
lubber’s line reading with the ship’s magnetic head as determined 
by pelorus or by gyro. Any A error found will be a combination 
of mechanical A and magnetic A. 

The mechanical A on the standard compass is then found by subtract- 
ing the A found in the first instance from the total A found in the 

second instance; and is corrected by rotating the binnacle in the proper 
direction by that amount. It is neither convenient nor necessary to 

isolate the two types of A on the steering compass and all A found by 
using the pelorus or gyro may be removed by rotating the binnacle in 
the proper direction by that amount. 

The B error results from two different causes, namely: the fore-and- 
aft permanent magnetic field across the compass, and a resultant un- 
symmetrical vertical induced effect forward or aft of the compass. 
The former is corrected by the use of fore-and-aft B magnets, and 
the latter is corrected by the use of the Flinders bar forward or aft 
of compass. Inasmuch as the Flinders bar setting has been made 
at dockside, any B error remaining is corrected by the use of fore- 
and-aft B magnets. 

The @ error has two causes, namely: the athwartship permanent 
magnetic field across the compass, and a resultant unsymmetrical 
vertical induced effect athwartship of the compass. The former is 
corrected by the use of athwartship @ magnets, and the latter would be 
corrected by the use of Flinders bar to port or starboard of the 
compass; but, inasmuch as this vertical induced effect is very rare, 
the C error is corrected by athwartship C magnets only. © 

The D error is due only to induction in the symmetrical arrange- 
ments of horizontal soft iron, and requires correction by spheres, gen- 
erally athwartship of the compass. 

The existence of £ error of appreciable magnitude is rare, since 
it is caused by induction in the unsymmetrical arrangements of hori- 
zontal soft iron. When this error is appreciable it may be corrected 
by slewing the spheres, as described in chapter XVII. 

As has been stated previously, the heeling error is most practically 
adjusted at dockside with a balanced dip needle. (See chapter XV). 

82. A summary of the above discussion reveals that certain errors 
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‘are rare, and others have been corrected by adjustments at dockside. 

Therefore, for most ships, there remain only three errors to be cor- 
rected at sea, namely, the B, (,and D errors. These are corrected by 
the use of fore-and-aft B magnets, athwartship ( magnets, and quad- 
rantal spheres respectively. 

83. Study of adjustment procedure.—Inspection of the general 

B,C, and PD combination of errors, pictured in figure 26, will reveal 
that there is a definite *solation of the deviation effects on cardinal 

compass headings. 

East 

West 

0° 90° 180° 270° 360° 

Compass Hd. Degrees 

FIGURE 26.—B, C, and D deviation effects. 

For example, on 090° or 270° compass headings, the only deviation 
which is effective is that due to B. This isolation, and the fact that 

the B effect is greatest on these two headings, make these headings 
convenient for B correction. A correction of the B deviation on a 090° 

heading will correct the B deviation on the 270° heading by the same 
amount but in the opposite direction; and naturally, it will not change 
the deviations on the 000° and 180° headings, except where B errors 
are large. However, the total deviation on all the intercardinal head- 
ings will be shifted in the same direction as the adjacent 090° or 270° 
deviation correction, but only by seven-tenths (0.7) of that amount, 
since the sine of 45° equals 0.707. The same convenient isolation of 
effects and corrections holds true for the @ error on 000° and 180° 
headings; and the correction of C error will also change the deviations 
on all the intercardinal headings by the seven-tenths rule, as before. 
It will now be observed that only after correcting the B and C@ errors 
on the cardinal headings, and consequently their proportional values 
of the total curve on the intercardinal headings, can the D error be 
observed separately on any of the intercardinal headings. The D 
error may then be corrected by use of the spheres on any intercardinal 
heading. Correcting D error will, as a rule, change the deviations 
on the intercardinal headings only and not on the cardinal headings. 
Only when the D error is excessive, the spheres are magnetized, or 
the permanent magnet correctors are so close as to create much induc- 
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tion in the spheres will there be a change in the deviations on cardinal 
headings as a result of sphere adjustments. Although sphere correc- 
tion does not generally correct deviations on cardinal headings, it does 
improve the stability of the compass on the cardinal headings. 

84. If it were not for the occasional A or # errors which exist, the 
above procedure of adjustment would be quite sufficient; i. e., adjust 
observed deviations to zero on two adjacent cardinal headings and then 
on the intermediate intercardinal heading. However, figure 27, show- 
ing a combination of A and B errors, will illustrate why adjusting 
procedure must include correcting deviations on more than the three 
essential headings. 

East 

Deg. 
Dev. 

West 

OF 90° 180° 270° 360° 

Compass Hd. - Degrees 

FicurE 27.—A and B deviation effects. 

Ifthe assumption were made that no A error existed in the curve illus- 
trated in figure 27, and the total deviation of 6° HK. on the 090° heading 
were corrected with B magnets, the error on the 270° heading would 
be 4° E. due to B over-correction. If then, this 4° EH. error were 
taken out on the 270° heading, the error on the 090° heading would 
then be 4° E. due to B undercorrection. The proper method of elimi- 
nating this to-and-fro procedure, and also correcting the B error 
of the ship to the best possible flat curve, would be to split this 4° E. 
difference, leaving 2° E. deviation on each opposite heading. This 
would, in effect, correct the B error, leaving only the A error of 
2° K. which must be corrected by other means. It is for this reason 
that (1) splitting is done between the errors noted on opposite head- 
ings, and (2) good adjustments entail checking on all hewn rather 
than on the fundamental three. 

85. Before anything further is said about adjustment procedures, 
it 1s suggested that care be exercised to avoid moving the wrong” 
corrector. Not only will such practice be a waste of time but it 
will upset all previous adjustments and calculations. Throughout 
an adjustment, special care should be taken to pair off spare magnets 

so that the resultant field about them will be negligible. To make 
doubly sure that the compass is not affected by stray fields from 
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them, they should be kept at an appropriate distance until one or 
more is actually to be inserted into the binnacle. 

86. Adjustment procedures at sea.—Before proceeding with the 

adjustment at sea the following precautions should be observed : 

(1) Secure all effective poerete gear in the normal sea-going 
position. 

(2) Make sure the degaussing coils are secured, using the 
reversal sequence, if necessary. 

The adjustments are made with the ship on an even keel, swinging 
from heading to heading slowly, and after steadying on each heading 
Chapter V discusses methods of placing a ship on the desired heading. 

87. Most adjustments can be made by trial and error, or by routine 
procedure such as the one presented in chapter I. However, it is 
more desirable to follow some analytical procedure whereby the ad- 
juster is always aware of the magnitude of the errors on all headings 
as a result of his movement of the different correctors. Two such 
methods are presented : 

Heading by Original curve after | curve after | curve after | curve after | curve after 

(1) A complete deviation curve can be taken for any given 
condition, and an estimate made of all the approximate coeffi- 
‘cients. See chapter IV for methods of making such estimates. 
From this estimate, the approximate coefficients are established 
and the appropriate corrections are made with reasonable cer- 
tainty on a minimum number of headings. If the original de- 
viation curve has deviations greater than 20°, rough adjustments 
should be made on two adjacent cardinal headings before record- 
ing curve data for such analysis. The mechanics of applying 
correctors are presented in figure 1. A method of tabulating the 
anticipated deviations after each correction is illustrated in figure 
28. The deviation curve used for illustration is the one which was 
analyzed in chapter IV. Analysis revealed these coefficients: 

A= 10°R.  G=80°R, £=1.5°E. ; 
B=12.0°E. D=5.0°E. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

Anticipated | Anticipated | Anticipated | Anticipated | Anticipated 

compass deviation | first next next, next next 
curve correcting | correcting ae correcting | correcting 

A=1.(° E. | B=12.0° E. | C=8.0° D=5.0° E. | H=1.5° E. 

Degrees Degrees Degrees Degrees Degrees Degrees Deurees 
000 10.5 EF, 9.5 E. 9.5 E. 1.55. 155. 0.0 
045 20.0 E. 19.0 E. 10.6 E. 5.0 E. - 0.0 0.0 : 
090 11.5 KE. 10.5 BE. 1.5 W. 1.5 W. 15) Wi. 0.0 ; 
135 1.2 W. 2.2 W. 10.6 W. 5.0 W. 0.0 0.0 i 
180 5.5 W. 6.5 W. 6.5 W. 1.5 EB. 1.5 E. 0.0 . 
225 8.0 W. 9.0 W. 0.6 W. 5.0 E. 0.0 0.0 « 
270 12.5 W. 13.5 W. 1.5 W. 1.5 W. TAG 0.0 
315 6.8 W. 7.8 W. 0.5 E. 5.0 W. 0.0 0.0 . 

FicURH 28.—Tabulating anticipated deviations—Analysis method. J 
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(2) More often it is desirable to begin adjustment immedi- 
ately, eliminating the original swing for deviations and the esti- 
mate of approximate coefficients. In this case the above prob- 
lem would be solved by tabulating data and anticipating devia- 
tion changes as the corrections are made. Figure 29 illustrates 
such procedure. It will be noted that a new column of values 
is started after each change is made. ‘This method of tabulation 
enables the adjuster to calculate the new residual deviations each 
time a corrector is changed, so that a record of deviations is avail- 
able at all times during the swing. Arrows are used to indicate 
where each change is made. 

Observed | Anticipated | Anticipated | Anticipated | Anticipated 
First obser- | @eviations | deviations deviations | deviations | deviations 

Heading sain after cor- after cor- after cor- after cor- aiter cor- 
recting recting recting recting recting 

B=11.5° E.| C=8.0° E. | D=5.0° E. | A=1.0° E. | H=1.5° H. 

Degrees Degrees Degrees Degrees Degrees Degrees Degrees 
OOO Pers see ees eS 10.5 E.> 2.5 E. 2.5 E. 15 HE. 0.0 
Q4D Le Ate See IN ae ee eS 6.4 E> 14EAH | 0.4 EK. 0.4 E. 
090 11.5 E> 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 W-> 0.5 E, 
LSD || Soe ee eee. 9.2 W 3.6 W. 1.4 E. 0.4 E. 0.4 E. 
ASO ee el sca eas wie 5.5 W 2h IR Bin 2.5 HB. 1.5 E. 0.0 
DDb ie bal ee eee ee Ely. 0.0 5.6 E. 0.6 E. 0.4 W. 0.4 W. 
Pak UENO BEA 1.0 W 1.0 W. 1.0 W. 2.0 W. 0.5 W. 
OP Sy Lee SO hoe Set 1.2 E 4.4 W. 0.6 E. 0.4 W. 0.4 W. 

Figury. 29.—Tabulating anticipated deviations—One-swing method. 

Since the B error is generally greatest, it is corrected first; 
hence on a 090° heading the 11.5° E. deviation is corrected to 
approximately zero by using fore-and-aft B magnets. A lot of 
time need not be spent trying to reduce this deviation to exactly 
zero since the B coefficient may not be exactly 11.5° E., and some 
splitting might be desirable later. After correcting on the 090° 
heading, the swing would then be continued to 135° where a 9.2° 
W. error would be observed. This deviation is recorded, but 
no correction is made because the quadrantal error is best cor- 
rected after the deviations on all four cardinal headings have 
been corrected. The deviation on the 180° heading would be ob- 

served as 5.5° W. Since this deviation is not too large and split- 

ting may be necessary later, it need not be corrected at this time. 

Continuing the swing to 225°, 0.0° deviation would be observed 

‘and recorded. On the 270° heading the observed error would 

be 1.0° W., which is compared with 0.0° deviation on the opposite 

090° heading. This could be split, leaving 0.5° W. deviation on 

both 090° and 270°, but since this is so small it may be left. On 

315° the observed deviation would be 1.2° E. At 000°, a deviation 
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of 10.5° E. would be observed and compared with 5.5° W. on 
180°. Analysis of the deviations on 000° and 180° headings 
reveals an 8.0° E. @ error, which should then be corrected with 
athwartship C’ magnets leaving 2.5° E. deviation on both the 000° 
and 180° headings. All the deviations in column two are now re- 
calculated on the basis of such an adjustment at 000° heading and 
entered in column three. Continuing the swing, the deviation on 
045° would then be noted as 6.4° E. Knowing the deviations on all 
intercardinal headings, it is now possible to estimate the approx1- 
mate coefficient D. Dis 5.0° E. so the 6.4° E. deviation on 045° is 
corrected to 1.4° E. and new anticipated values are recorded in a 
new column. ‘This anticipates a fairly good curve, an estimate of 
which reveals, in addition to the B of 0.5° E. which was not con- 

sidered large enough to warrant correction, an A of 1.0° E and an 
F of 1.5° E. These A and £ errors may or may not be corrected, 
as practical. If they are corrected, the subsequent steps would be 
as indicated in the last two columns. It will be noted that the 
ship has made only one swing, all corrections have been made, and 
some idea of the expected curve is available. 

88. Should the spheres be magnetized, or the permanent 6 and C@ 
magnets be very close to the spheres, any movement of the spheres will 
change the B and C errors on the compass necessitating readjustment 

of the B and C corrector magnets. 
Inasmuch as the spheres contribute somewhat to the heeling correc- 

tion, and the dip needle method of heeling magnet adjustment at dock- 
ade, has certain inaccuracies, it would be desirable, if possible, to 
refine the heeling adjustment under rolling conditions while the ship is 
on north and south headings. (See chapter XV.) Radical changes 

in the position of this heeling magnet, with Flinders bar present, may 
change the deviation curve because of its induction effects on the 
Flinders bar; and readjustment of the fore-and-aft B magnets may be 
necessary. 

Chapter VIIT discusses other interaction effects between the various 
correctors. 

89. Deviation curves.—The last step, after either of the above 
methods of adjustment, is to secure all correctors in position and to 
swing for residual deviations. These residual deviations are for 
undergaussed conditions of the ship, and they should be recorded, along 
with details of corrector positions, on the standard Navy Form NBS 
1104 and in the Compass Record Book, NBS 1101. Article 132 dis- 
cusses the purposes of the various NBS Record Forms more fully. 

639720— 
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NAVSHIPS (250) 
1104 

Rey. (11-43) MAGNETIC COMPASS TABLE 

U.S, S,__ FLASH No._AP_999_ 
STD fj STEERING [J] OTHER 
Binnacle Type: Navy St'd /seed/ether MK, VITO 

Compass "7g Make_Ritchie __—s'No._ 3520 
Type CC Coils fs © Date] Jan, 1944 

DEVIATIONS ‘SHIFS HD. 

By 
COMPASS 

HANDBOOK OF MAGNETIC COMPASS 

INSTRUCTIONS 

1. This form shall be filled out by the adjustor (if available) 
or the navigator, one for each magnetic compass, as follows: 

a, After each normal adjustment of the magnetic compasses. 
b. After each degaussing compass compensation coil adjust- 

ment. 

o. Each time the vessel crosses the magnetic equator. 
d, As of 30 June each year if it has not already been submit- 

ted, as above, during the previous 12 months. 

2. When the “DG ON” curve is taken, the degaussing coils 
must be set to the proper value for latitude and heading as speci- 
fied in DGP 40 series in the Degaussing Folder. 

8. Each time the form is filled out, a copy is to be sent to 
BuShips. 

4, The adjustor should determine whether the MFQ coils 
should be cycled when securing and so indicate on the form. 

5. The first time this report is filled out for,a given compass, 
the following performance data should be included: 

a. Compass Steady/amatends: at sea. 

b. 
c, Deviations eaamg@esremain reliable, 
d, Sweeping operations do/do not create mmreliahie devia- 

tions, 
e. Degaussed deviations«e/do not vary. ’ 
f. Overhauls, gunfire, flashing, wiping, deperming, with 

dates and effect on magnetic compass. 

6. On subsequent submissions of this report enter only per- 
formance data (par. 5) which has changed from that reported 
on the previous report, or which is seriously affecting the mag- 

netic compass. 

Degaussing oh Chapter ‘ie 

ako: This report supersedes NBS 1102, 1104, 1106, 1107, and 

~C¥ELE/BO-NOF CYCLE DG COILS WHEN SECURING 

4. AlnicoRep sone) AFT AT AVERAGE DISTANCE_13,1 _* FROM CARD 

ee 

RECORD BELOW DATA FROM BOTH SIDES OF PREVIOUS NBS 1104 ALSO DEVIA- 
TIQNS BEFORE THIS READJUSTMENT. 

2 Alnicoren Port/stepAT AVERAGE DISTANCE_L2e7 + FROM CARD 

2 = J+ spyeres AT13.5 »  =.0.82  peven/Goop/exacr 

HEELING MAGNET RED /BbtieUP_1 5,5 __* FROM COMPASS CARD 

© OF BAR FORWARD/dme____H=_0,190 7-. +0, 530 
ace = ee of compass must be 

SIGNED 
ADJUSTOR. sivireo Le Vobn Dag. = 

7 COMMANDING, 

APPROVED. 
0. 8. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE © 16—37230-1 

16—47280-1 

(FRowT) (BACK) 
Figure 30.—Deviation table—Form NBS 1104. 

Navy Form NBS 1104 is complete and desirable in the interest of im- 
proved Flinders bar correction and shielding conditions. Navy Form 

NBS 1105 may be used for posting deviations at the binnacle. Figure 

30 illustrates both sides of form NBS 1104, with proper imstructions 

and sample deviation and Flinders bar data. Should the ship be~ 

equipped with degaussing coils, a swing for residual deviations under 

degaussed conditions should also be made and data recorded as indi- 

cated in chapter XI. 
On these swings extreme care should be exercised in taking bearings 

cr azimuths and in steadying down on each heading since this swing. 

is the basis of standard data for that particular compass. If there 
are any peculiar changeable errors, such as movable guns, listing of 
the ship, or anticipated decay from deperming, which would effect the 
yeliability of the compass, they should also be noted on the deviation 
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card at this time. Chapter IX discusses these many sources of error 
in detail. 

If the Flinders bar adjustment is not based on accurate data, as with 
a new ship, it would be well to exercise particular care in recording the 
conventional Daily Compass Log data during the first cruise on which 
a considerable change of magnetic latitude occurs. 

90. In order to have a reliable and up-to-date deviation card at all 
times it is suggested that the ship be swung to check compass deviations 
and to make readjustments, if necessary, after : 

(1) Radical changes in magnetic latitude. 
(2) Deperming, flashing, or wiping. (Delay adjustment sev- 

eral days, if possible, after such treatment. ) 
(3) Structural changes. 
(4) Long cruises or docking on the same heading such that the 

permanent magnetic condition of the vessel has changed. 
(5) Magnetic equipment near the binnacle has been altered. 
(6) Reaching the magnetic equator, in order to acquire Flinders 

bar data. (See ch. VIII.) ” 
(7) Every 3 months, to account for magnetic decay, etc. 
(8) Appreciable change of heeling magnet position if Flinders 

bar is present. 
(9) Readjustment of any corrector. 
(10) Change of magnetic cargo. 
(11) Commissioning. 

With such reasonable care, the compass should be a reliable instru- 
ment requiring little attention except for occasional refinements of the 
heeling magnet position as the ship changes magnetic latitude. 
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CHAPTER VIII. CORRECTOR EFFECTS—INTERACTIONS 
BETWEEN CORRECTORS 

91. Until now the principles of compass adjustment have been con- 
sidered from a qualitative point of view. In general this is quite 
sufficient since the correctors need merely be moved until the desired 
amount of correction is obtained. However, it is often valuable to 
know the quantitative effects of different correctors as well as their 
qualitative effects. Furthermore, as has been stated previously, all 
the correctors are not completely independent of each other. Jnter- 
action results from the proximity of the permanent magnet correctors 
to the soft iron correctors, with appreciable induction effects in the 
latter. Consequently any shift in the relative position of the various 
correctors will change their interaction effects as well as their separate 
correction effects. Additional inductions exist in the soft iron correc- 
tors from the magnetic needles of the compass itself. The adjuster 
should therefore be familiar with. the nature of these interactions so as 
to evolve the best.methods of adjustment. 

92. Quadrantal sphere correction.—F igure 31 presents the approx- 
imate guadrantal correction available with different sizes of spheres, 
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at various positions on the sphere brackets, and with different mag- 
netic moment compasses. These quadrantal corrections apply whether 
the spheres are used as J, #’, or combination D and F correctors. 
Quadrantal correction from spheres is due partially to earth’s field 
induction and partially to compass needle induction. Since compass 
needle induction does not change with magnetic latitude, and earth’s 
field induction does, the sphere correction is not constant for all mag- 
netic latitudes. A reduction in the percentage of needle induction in 
the spheres to the earth’s field induction in the spheres will improve the 
constancy of sphere correction over all magnetic latitudes. Such a 
reduction in the percentage of needle induction may be obtained by: 

(1) Utilizing a low magnetic moment compass. See article 102. 
(2) Utilizing special spheroidal- “shaped correctors, placed with 

their major axes perpendicular to their axis of postion. 
(3) Using larger spheres farther away from the compass. 

H= /80 mq 
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LencTH oF FLNDeERS Bar - IncHes 

QUADRANTAL ERROR FROM 
Stp. Navv FlinverRs BAR 

93. Quadrantal error from Flinders bar.—F igure 32 presents the 
approximate quadrantal error introduced by the presence of Stand- 
ard Navy Flinders bar. Since the Flinders bar is generally placed 
in the forward or aft position, it acts as a small minus D corrector, 
as well as a corrector for vertical induced effects. This means that 
upon inserting Flinders bar in such a position, the regular spheres 
should be moved closer to correct for the increased plus D error, or 
vice versa, if Flinders bar is removed. This J error in the Flinders 

FIGURE 32. 
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bar is due mostly to compass needle induction since the bar is small in 
cross-section and is close to the compass. Since such needle induction 
is practically constant, the deviation effects on the compass will change 
with magnetic latitudes because the directive force, H, changes. How- 
ever, when balanced by sphere correctors this is advantageous because 
it tends to cancel out the variable part of the sphere correction which 
is due to the compass needle induction. 

94. Slewing of spheres.—F igure 33 is a convenient chart for deter- 
mining the proper slewed position for spheres. 'The total values of 
the D and & quadrantal coefficients are used on the chart to locate a 
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point of intersection. This point directly locates the angle and di- 
rection of slew for the spheres on the illustrated binnacle. This point 
will also indicate, on the radial scale, the resultant amount of quad- 
rantal correction required from the spheres in the new slewed po- 
sition to correct for both the D and £ coefficients. .The total D and Z 
coefficients may be calculated by an analysis of deviations on the un- 
corrected binnacle, or by summarizing the uncorrected coefficients 
with those already corrected. The data in figures 31 and 32 will be 
useful in either procedure. For further information concerning 
slewing of spheres see article 139. 

Example: A ship having a Navy Standard binnacle, with 7’’ spheres 
at 13’’ position athwartship and 12’’ Flinders bar forward, is being 
swung for adjustment. It is observed that there exist 4° E. D error 
and 6° E. # error with the spheres in their existing positions. Since 

7 a ee ee Pee ae ek Le we ee 
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the spheres are athwartship, the total Z coefficient for the ship is 6° E., 
as observed. Figure 31 indicates that the spheres in their present posi- 
tion are correcting 6° E. D error, hence the total D coefficient of the 
ship and Flinders bar is 10° E. Figure 33 indicates that 6° E. # and 
10° E. D coefficients require slewing the spheres 1514° clockwise from ~ 
their present athwartship position. The resultant quadrantal error 
is indicated as 11.7°. Figure 31 indicates that the 7’’ spheres should 
then be moved to the 11’’ position after slewing 1514° clockwise so as 
to correct both the D and £ errors. Use of this chart will eliminate 

mathematical or trial-and-error methods of adjustment for quadrantal 
errors, as well as quickly provide information for physically moving 

the spheres. 
95. Flinders bar adjustment.—As has previously been stated in 

chapter VII, it is generally impossible to place the correct amount of 
Flinders bar without reliable data obtained in two widely separated 
magnetic latitudes. The placing of Flinders bar by the use of an 
empirical amount, or by an inspection of the ship’s structures, is 
merely an approximation method and refinements will usually be 
necessary when data is obtained. There are several methods of ac- 
quiring and utilizing such latitude data in order to determine the 
proper amount of Flinders bar, hence an elaboration on the following ~ 

items: 
(1) The data necessary for calculation of Flinders bar length, 

and the conditions under which this data should be acquired. 
(2) The best method of utilizing such data to determine the 

proper length of Flinders bar. 5 

96. Data required for Flinders bar adjustment.—The data re- 

quired for correct Flinders bar adjustment consists of accurate tables 
of deviations with details of corrector conditions at two different mag- 
netic latitudes, the farther apart the better. See figure 30 for example 
of how such data is recorded on NBS Form 1104. Should it be impos- 
sible to swing ship for a complete table of deviations, the deviations 
on east and west magnetic headings would be helpful. On many occa- 
sions ship’s log data is available, but is of little use for Flinders bar 
calculation because it is not reliable. The following precautions should 
be observed when such data is to be taken in order to assure that 
observed deviation changes are due only to changes in the H and Z 
components of the earth’s field. 

(1) Degaussing should be secured, by a reversal process if nec- 
essary, at both latitudes before data is taken. 

(2) If the ship has been docked or steaming on one heading for 
several days prior to the taking of these data, the resulting tem- 
porary magnetism (Gaussin error) would create erroneous devia- 
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tions. A sort of shake-down on other headings prior to taking 
data would reduce such errors. 

(3) Deperming, structural changes, heavy gunfire, magnetic 
cargoes, etc., subsequent to the first set of data will make the com- 
parative results meaningless. 

(4) Inasmuch as the data will not be reliable if the ship’s per- 
manent magnetism changes between the two latitudes, it will like- 
wise be unreliable if any of the binnacle correctors are changed, 
including the heeling magnet. 

In the event that an intelligent approximation as to Flinders bar 
length cannot be made, then the deviations at the two latitudes should 
be taken with no Flinders bar in the holder. This procedure would 
also simplify the resulting calculations. 

97. Methods of determining Flinders bar length. 
(1) Having obtained reliable deviation data at two different 

magnetic latitudes, the changes in the deviations, if any, may 
justifiably be attributed to an incorrect Flinder’s bar adjust- 
ment. E./W. and N./S. deviations are the ones which are sub- 

ject to major changes from such an incorrect adjustment. If there 
is no change in any of these deviations, the Flinders bar adjust- 
ment is probably correct. A change in the E./W. deviations 
indicates an unsymmetrical arrangement of vertical iron for- 
ward or aft of the compass, which requires correction by Flinders 

bar, forward or aft of the compass. A change in the N./S. de- 
viations indicates an unsymmetrical arrangement of vertical iron 

to port or starboard of the compass, which requires correction by 
Flinders bar to port or starboard of the compass. This latter 
case 1S very rare, but can be corrected, as indicated in chapter 
XVIII. 

Determine the B deviations on magnetic east/west headings at 
both latitudes. The constant ¢ may then be calculated from the 
following formula: 

ee ita Bais tan. Bs | 

Leila 
where fees 

 =shielding factor (0.7 to 1.0 average). 
H,=earth’s field, H, at 1st latitude. 
B,=degrees B deviation at 1st latitude (magnetic headings). 
Z,=earth’s field, Z, at 1st latitude. 
H,=earth’s field, H, at 2d latitude. 
B,=degrees B deviation at 2d latitude (magnetic headings). 

Z,=earth’s field, Z, at 2d latitude. 

This constant ¢ represents a resultant mass of vertical iron 
in the ship which requires Flinders bar correction. If Flinders 
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bar is present at the time of calculations, it must be remembered 
that it is already correcting an amount of ¢ in the ship (see figure 
34 (b)) which must be added to the uncorrected ce, calculated by | 
the above formula. This total value of ¢, is used in conjunction 
with figure 34 (b) to indicate directly the necessary total amount 
of Flinders bar. If this total ¢ is negative, Flinders bar is re- 
quired on the forward side of the binnacle; and if it is positive, 
Flinders bar is required on the aft side of the binnacle. The iron 

Note: Flinders bar not shimmed away from 
binnacle for Heeling Coil. When shimmed, DIP. - DEVIATION CURVES 
this data is only 90% effective. 

FOR ELINDEES BAR 

FIGcure 34. 

-sections of Flinders bar should be continwous and at the top of 
the tube with the longest section at the top. Wooden spacers 
are used at the bottom of the tube to achieve such spacing. See 
problem 6 in the appendix for solution of a typical problem. 
It will be noted that the B deviations used in this formula are 
based on data on E./W. magnetic headings rather than on com- 
pass headings, as with the approximate coefficients. The Napier’s 
diagram will assist in conversion of data from compass headings 

to magnetic headings, if necessary. : 
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(2) Should the exact amount of correction required for vertical 

induction in the ship at some particular magnetic dip, 6, be known, 

figure 34 (a) will directly indicate the correct amount of Flinders 

bar to be placed at the top of the holder. The exact amount of 

correction would be known when one of the latitudes is the mag- 

netic equator, and the deviations there are negligible. Then the 

B deviation in degrees on magnetic headings at the other lati- 

tude is the exact amount to correct by means of curves in figure 

34 (a). 
(3) Lord Kelvin’s ae for improving the Flinders bar setting 

is: “Correct the deviations observed on east or west courses by 
the use of fore-and-aft B magnets when the ship has arrived at 
places of weaker vertical magnetic field, and by the use of Flinders 
bar when she has arrived at places of stronger vertical magnetic 
field, whether in the northern or southern hemisphere.” 

98. After determining the correct amount of Flinders bar by either 
method (1) or (2) above, the bar should then be inserted at the top 
of the holder and the fore-and-aft B magnets readjusted to cor- 
rect the remaining B error. Sphere adjustments should likewise be 

refined. 
It is quite possible that on inserting the Flinders bar, no visible 

deflection of the compass will be observed, even on an east or west 
heading. This should cause no concern became certain additional 
poem effects exist in the bar from: 

(1) The heeling magnet. 
(2) The existing fore-and-aft B magnets. 
(3) The vertical component of the ship’s poomenely magnetic 

field. 

99. A common, but inaccurate, method of determining the approx- 
imate Flinders bar length is the so-called 10° method. By this 
method, Flinders bar is added on an east or west magnetic heading 
until all deviation but 10° is visibly removed. This method errone- 
ously assumes that the deviations due to fore-and-aft permanent mag- 
netism are always 10°, regardless of compass location, structure, perm 
conditions, class of ship, or different directive forces on the compass. 
Inasmuch as there are so many extraneous induction effects in the 

Flinders bar, it is likewise stressed that the drop-in method of deter- 
mining Flinders bar, is invalid. By this method, the amount of B 
deviation due to vertical induction in the ship at the latitude of adjust- 
ment would be calculated, and the Flinders bar would be then adjusted 
on an east or west heading until a visible deflection equal to this 
amount of B deviation was observed on the compass. Even though this 
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adjustment is made with the heeling magnet removed, it is now obvious 
that other induction effects are introduced into the Flinders bar, in 
addition to the induction from the earth’s vertical field. These addi- 

tional induction effects may increase or decrease the apparent correc- 
tion effect of the Flinders bar, hence there is no simple correlation 
between the length of Flinders bar and its visible deviation effect on 
the compass. Likewise, any amount of permanent magnetism in the 
Flinders bar will further distort the relation between the length of 
bar and its visible deviation effect on the compass. These other induc- 
tion effects cannot always be removed for such adjustments, as can the 
heeling magnet, because the vertical permanent field is fixed with the 
ship, and the removal of the fore-and-aft B magnets would destroy the 

directive force on the compass. 
100. Heeling magnet induction in Flinders bar.—Figure 35 pre- 

sents typical induction effects in the Flinders bar for different posi- 

o Navy StanoAeo Binngcee 
Vie 24 Firinoeées Bre STanorep Heering Maaner 

H = 165 ma 
970° ComeAss HEADING. 
FLINDEeS Bar FoewAReED 16 Fiinoees fae 

4 . Rep Eno Heecina Macner UP. 

l2._Fuinpees Bae 

DEGREES 

DEviation — 
FOSITION OF HEELING [MAGNET = INCHES. 

q 

Induction Effects in 
Flinders Bar 

due to 
Heeling Magnet 

FIGURE 35. 

tions of heeling magnet. An adjuster familiar with the nature of 
these effects will appreciate the advantages of establishing the Flinders 
bar and heeling magnet combination before leaving dockside. Devia- 
tions must also be checked after adjusting the heeling magnet, if 
Flinders bar is present. 

101. Corrector magnet inductions in spheres.—Should a ship 
have spheres and many permanent B and @ magnet correctors close 
to the compass, there will be a condition of induction existing between 
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these correctors which will require some shuttling back and forth be- 
tween headings while making adjustments. This situation can be 
improved by using larger spheres further out, and by approximately 
setting the spheres before starting adjustments, as well as by using 
more magnets further from the spheres and compass. Magnetized 
spheres, as well as magnetized Flinders bar, will not only cause some 
difficulty during adjustment, but might introduce an unstable devia- 
tion curve if they should undergo a shake-down or change of magnetic 
condition. 

102. Compasses.—Compasses themselves play a very important 
part in compass. adjustment, although it is common belief that the 
compass is only an indicating instrument, aligning itself in the result- 
ant magnetic field. This would be essentially true if the magnetic 
fields were uniform about the compass; but unfortunately magnetism 
close to the compass imposes nonuniform fields across the needles. In 
other words, adjustment and compensation sometimes employ non- 
uniform fields to correct uniform fields. Figure 36 indicates the dif- 

Uniform magnetic field Nonuniform magnetic field 
(balanced torques). (unbalanced torques). 

FIGURE 36.—Magnetie fields across compass needle arrays. 

ference between uniform and nonuniform field effects on a compass. 
Such unbalanced torques, arising from nonuniform magnetic fields, 
create deviations of the compass which have higher frequency charac- 
teristics. Compass designs include many combinations of different 
length needles, different number of needles, and different spacings and 
arrangements of needles—all designed to minimize the higher order 
deviations resulting from such nonuniform magnetic fields. Although 
compass design is rather successful in minimizing such deviations, it 
is obvious that different compasses will be affected differently by the 
same magnetic fields. It is further stressed that, even with proper 
compass design, it is the duty of all adjusters to exercise care in apply- 
ing correctors in order to create the most uniform magnetic field 
possible. This is the basis for the rule which requires the use of 
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strong correctors symmetrically arranged as far away from the com- 
pass as possible, instead of weak correctors very close to the compass. 
In general it is better to use larger spheres placed at the extremities 
of the brackets, equally distant from the center of the compass. B and 
C permanent magnet correctors should always be placed so as to have 
an equal number of magnets on both sides of the compass where pos- 
sible. They should also be centered as indicated in figure 37, if regular 
tray arrangements are not available. The desire for symmetrical 
magnetic fields is one reason for maintaining a sphere of specified 
radius, commonly called the magnetic circle, about the magnetic com- 
pass location. This circle is kept free of any magnetic or electrical 
equipment. 

Se 2 a oy 
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B magnet fields. C magnet fields. 

Ficurn 37.—Arrangements of corrector magnets. 

The magnetic moment of the compass needle array is another factor 
in compass design which ranks in importance with the proper arrange-— 
ment of needles. This magnetic moment controls the needle induction 
in the soft iron correctors, as discussed in articles 92 and 93, and hence 
governs the constancy of those corrector effects with changes in mag- 
netic latitude. The 714’’ Navy No. 1 alcohol-water compass has a 
magnetic moment of approximately 4000 cgs units, whereas the 714”’ 
Navy No. 1 oil compass has a magnetic moment of approximately 1650 
cgs units. The lower magnetic moment compass allows considerably 
less change in quadrantal correction, although the periods are essen- 
tially comparable because of the difference in the compass fluid 
characteristics. : 

Other factors which must be considered in compass design are period, 
fluid, swirl, vibration, illumination, tilt, pivot friction, fluid expansion, 
etc. These factors, however, are less important from an adjustor’s 
point of view than the magnetic moment and arrangement of needles, 
and are therefore not discussed further in this text. 



CHAPTER IX. TRANSIENT DEVIATIONS OF THE 
MAGNETIC COMPASS 

103. Stability—The general treatise on compass adjustment con- 
cerns itself only with the principles of steady-state magnetism, i. e., 
the effects of permanent and induced magnetism and their appropriate 
correctors. This knowledge, along with the ability to handle sun’s 
azimuth and ship’s heading, is the backbone of compass adjustment. 
However, a correction may be very carefully and accurately made 
and still prove disastrous to the ship; for example, a compass may 
have a perfect deviation curve, but when a nearby gun is trained 
the magnetic effects on the compass are changed. Although a com- 
pass adjuster cannot place correctors on the binnacle for such variable 
effects, it is definitely his duty to recognize and handle them in the 
best possible manner. If it is impossible to eliminate the source of 
trouble, or impractical to relocate the binnacle, the details of alignment 
or excitation of the sources of error should be specified on the devia- 
tion card. With such information, the navigator would know when 
or when not to rely on his magnetic compass. In other words, a good 
adjuster should not only provide a good deviation curve which is re- 
lable under specifically stated conditions, but also point out and record 
probable causes of unreliability which cannot be eliminated. 

104. Sources of transient error—The magnetic circle about the 
magnetic compass is intended to reduce such transient conditions, but 
there still are many items, both electrical and magnetic, which cause 
erratic effects on the compass. ‘The following list is presented to as- 
sist in the detection of such items. If in doubt, a test can be made by 
swinging any movable object or energizing any electrical unit while 
observing the compass for deviations. This would best be tried on two 
different headings, 90° apart, since the compass might possibly be 
affected on one heading and not on the other. 
1. Some magnetic items which cause variable deviations if placed 

too close to the compass are as follows: 

(a) Guns on movable mounts. 
(6) Ready ammunition boxes. 
(c) Variable quantities of ammunition in ready boxes. 
(d) Magnetic cargo. 
(e) Hoisting booms. 
(f) Cable reels. 

71 
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(g) Metal doors in wheelhouse. 
(A) Chart table drawers. 
(4) Movable gyro repeater. 
(7) Windows and ports. 
(4) Signal pistols racked near compass. 
(2) Sound powered telephones. 
(m) Magnetic wheel or rudder nhac helen 

~ (nm) Knives or ash trays near binnacle. 
(0) Watches, wrist bands, spectacle frames. 
(p) Hat grommets, belt buckles, metal pencils. 
(qg) Heating of smoke stack, or exhaust pipes. 
(rv) Landing boats. 

2. Some electrical items which cause variable deviations if placed 
too close to the compass are as follows: 

(a) Hlectric motors. 
(6) Magnetic controllers. 
(c) Gyro repeaters. 
(zd) Nonmarried conductors. 
(e) Loud speakers. 
(f) Electric indicators. 
(g) Electric welding. 
(A) Large power circuits. 
(z) Searchlights. 
(j) Electrical control panels or switches. 
(zk) Telephone headsets. 
(2) Wind shield wipers. 
(m) Rudder position indicators, solenoid type. 
(n) Minesweeping power circuits. 
(0) Engine room telegraphs. 
(p) Radar equipment. 
(q) Magnetically controlled switches. 
(r) Radio transmitters. 
(s) Radio receivers. 
(t) Voltage regulators. 

105. There is another source of transient deviation trouble known 
as the Gaussin error. ‘This error results from the tendency of a 
ship’s structures to retain some of their induced magnetic effects for 
short periods of time. For example, a ship travelling north for 

- several days, especially if pounding in heavy seas, will tend to retain 
some fore-and-aft magnetism hammered in under these conditions of 
induction. Although this effect is not too large and generally de-_ 
cays within a few hours, it may cause incorrect observations or ad- 
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justments, if neglected. This same type of error occurs when ships 
are docked on one heading for long periods of time. A short shake- 
down with the ship on other headings will tend to remove such errors. 
A similar sort of residual magnetism is left in many ships if the de- 
gaussing circuits are not secured by the reversal sequence, as dis- 
cussed in article 128. 

106. Deperming, flashing, ov wiping will change the magnetic condi- 
tion of the vessel and therefore necessitate readjustment of compass 
errors. The decaying effects of deperming are sometimes very rapid, 
therefore it is best to delay readjustment for several days after such 
treatment. Since the magnetic fields used for such treatments are ‘ 
sometimes rather large at the compass locations, the Flinders bar, com- 
pass, and such related equipment is sometimes removed from the ship 
during these operations. 

639720—45—— 6 





Part I1—DEGAUSSING COMPENSATION 

CHAPTER X. PROCEDURES FOR DEGAUSSING COMPASS 
COMPENSATION (CHECK-OFF LIST) 

Note.—If the coil installation or compensation necessitates changing any of 

the magnetic correctors, the magnetic adjustment should be checked. Refer to 

chapter I, Extreme care is essential in making the coil compensation so as to 

avoid magnetizing the Flinders bar or spheres. 

107. A. Dockside tests. 

1. Physical checks of binnacle and coils: 

(a) Magnetization check of spheres and Flinders bar (art. 
74). 

(6) See that spheres are in correct position (art. 78). 
(ce) See that correct length of Flinders bar is in holder 

(arts. 77 and 95 to 99 inclusive). 
(d) Flinders bar coil must be mounted high and securely. 
(e) Sphere coil alignments and mechanical security. 
(f) “G”, “KK”, or “T” coil alignments and mechanical 

security. 

(g) Watertightness of coil wiring. 
(h) See that all fittings are nonmagnetic. 

2. Electrical checks on control boxes and compass coils: 

(a) Check each coil for continuity of circuit. 
_(b) Check each set of coil leads for identity, and tag, by: 

(1) Visual wiring check. 
(2) Obmmeter test (art. 129). 
(3) Battery and compass test. (Use flashlight bat- 

tery to energize a coil and explore for effective 
coil with small compass). 

(c) Check that series coil windings are not bucking. 
(d) Check each coil for insulation resistance to ground and 

to all other coils. 

(e) Connect proper group of coil windings to each compass 
coil box (art. 120). 

(f) Check that control boxes are watertight. (Terminal 
tubes, packing gaskets, etc.; 5 pounds per square 
inch air pressure may be used.) 
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3. Check on degaussing system: 

(a) Accuracy of prints of coil installation. 
(6) Check that connection of compass coils to the degauss-_ 

ing system will provide a voltage at the control box 
for each effective degaussing coil (art. 121). These 
voltages must be: 
(1) Proportional to the degaussing coil effect. 
(2) Reversing with the degaussing circuits. 

(c) Check that leads from each degaussing coil to its com- 
pass control box are correct, and tag. 

(d) Check each degaussing coil insulation resistance to 
ground and to all other degaussing coils. 

(e) Insure that sufficient compensating ceil circuits are 
provided for all effective degaussing coils. 

(f) Note whether compass returns to original reading 
after each degaussing coil had been energized and 
secured. Try reversal sequence (art. 128). 

(g) Obtain range instructions, if available, for zone and 
maximum degaussing coil current settings (ship’s 
degaussing folder). 

108. B. Dockside compensation.— (Compensation is best made with 
the coils heated to their operating conditions. If any coil requires 
securing by reversals, it should be so secured each time during the 
process of compensation. Record the compensation data on CC-1 
forms.as it is taken. See art. 126.) 

1. Heeling coil procedure. (or any type compass coil m- 

stallation) : 

(a) Remove compass and balance dip needle in approx- 
imate location of compass needles, with all degauss- 
ing coils secured. In the case of the Model “B” mag- 
nesyn transmitter employing the special mounting 
bracket, the dip needle should be carefully placed at - 
a height of 254’” above the mounting plate. For 
Model “A” magnesyn transmitter this distance 
should be 234”’. | 

(b) Energize M degaussing coil to maximum operating 
current and note unbalance of the dip needle. 

(c) Adjust current in the H-M (Heeling) compass coil 
until balance of dip needle is restored. If needle 
is further unbalanced by increasing the H—M coil 
current, the H—M coil polarity must be reversed. 
(Coarse current adjustment is achieved by placing 
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the H-M slide wire resistor at the midposition and 
cautiously shorting out sections of series resistance 
in the H-M control cirewt. The refined adjustment 
is then obtained by revising the setting of the H-M 
slide wire resistor. See art. 119). 

(d) Be sure that final setting would not permit more than 
1.4 amperes (1.0 amperes for “T” coils) to flow 
through the variable control resistor, at maximum 
degaussing coil current. This is approximately 
equivalent to 2.2 volts per winding across H—M com- 
pass coils of the type “B,” “G,” or “K” installation, 
and 4.8 volts per winding across the H-M compass 
coils of the type “T” installation. If fixed resistors 
are In series with variable resistor, maximum cur- 
rents are smaller, as shown in chapter XII. 

(e) Repeat (6), (¢), and (d) for all other degaussing coils 
(F, Q, A) individually, while dip needle is still 

balanced. Correct each with H-F, H-Q, and H-A 
coil windings, respectively. 

2. Type “B” compensating coil procedures. (Cardinally 
mounted type “I” coil procedure is the same, except for 
voltage limitations as noted in art. 129. Heeling adjust- 
ments for any type coils are made as in Section B-1 of this 
Check-off list) : 

(a) Replace dip needle with regular compass. 
(6) Deflect compass card to 090° or 270° heading, which- 

ever is closer, with all degaussing coils secured (art. 
125). 

(c) Energize M degaussing coil to maximum operating 
current, and note deviation of the compass. (See 
note at aa of art. 108.) 

(d) Adjust current in the B-M (Flinders bar) compass 
coil until compass returns to original position. If 
the compass is further deviated by increasing the 
B-M coil current, the B-M coil polarity must be 
reversed. (Coarse and fine adjustments are achieved 
as noted under Heeling Coil Procedure). 

(e) Difficulty may be,experienced in obtaining sufficient 
correction if the Flinders bar is short, but may be 
achieved by the use of additional adres or coils. 

(7) Be sure that final setting would not permit more than 
1.4 amperes to flow through the variable control re- 
sistor, at maximum destinee ie coil current. This 
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is approximately equivalent to 1.5 volts per wind- 
ing across B—M compass coil. 

(g) Repeat (c, d, ec, and f) for all other degaussing coils 
(F, Q, A) individually, while compass is still de- 
flected to 090° to 270°. Correct each with B-F, B-Q, 

and B—-A coil windings, respectively. 
(h) Deflect compass card to 000° or 180° heading, which- 

ever is closer, with all degaussing coils secured. _ 
(i) Energize M degaussing coil to maximum operating 

current, and note the deviation of the compass. 
(7) Adjust current in the C-M (sphere) compass coils 

until compass returns to original pes 

(4) If correction is difficult, check: 
(1) Bucking sphere coil windings. 
(2) Need for more windings. 

(7) Be sure that final setting would not permit more than 
1.4 amperes to flow through the variable control re- 

sistor, at maximum degaussing coil current. This 
is approximately equivalent to 0.8 volt per winding 
across C-M (two winding) coils. 

(m) Repeat (2), (7), (4), and (2) for all other degaussing 
coils (F, Q, A) individually, while compass is still 
‘deflected to 000° or 180°. Correct each with C-F, 
C-Q, and C-A coil windings, respectively. 

(n) Now that the H, B, and C components are compen- 
sated for each degaussing coil, check that all coil 
connections and jumpers are secured. Then repeat 
the entire process for the refinement of each com- 
ponent because voltage drops, coil misalignments, 
and interaction of vector effects create possible dis- 
crepancies on the first approximation. (See art. 
124.) 

3. Type “G” compensating coil procedures. (Type “K” coil 
procedure or intercardinally mounted type “T” coil pro- 
cedure is the same, except for voltage limitations noted 
in art. 129. Heeling adjustments for any type coils are 
made as in Section B-1 of this Check-off list) : 

(a) Replace the dip needle with regular compass. 
(6) Deflect compass card to 185° or 315° heading, which- 

ever is closer, with all degaussing coils secured (art. 
Dd) 
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(c) Energize M degaussing coil to maximum operating 
current, and note deviation of the compass. (See 
note at end of art. 108.) 

(¢@) Adjust current in the NW./SE.—M compass coil until 
compass returns to original position. If increasing 
the current in this coil creates a greater deviation, re- 
verse the NW./SE.—M compass coil polarity. (Qoarse 
and fine adjustments are achieved as noted under 
Heeling Coil Procedure.) 

(¢) Be sure that final setting would not permit more than 
1.4 amperes to flow through the variable control re- 
sistor, at maximum degaussing coil current. This 
is approximately equivalent to 1.7 volts per winding 
across NW./SE.—M (three-winding) compass coil. 

(7) Repeat (¢), (d), and (e) for all other degaussing coils 
(F, Q, A) individually, while compass is still de- 
deflected to 135° or 315°. Correct each with 
NW./SE-F, NW./SE.-Q, and NW./SE-A coil 
windings, respectively. 

(7) Deflect compass card to 045° or 225° heading, which- 
; ever is closer, with all degaussing coils secured. 

(h) Energize M degaussing coil to maaximum operating 
current, and note deviation of the compass. 

(2) Adjust current in the NE./SW.—M compass coil until 
compass returns to original position. 

(7) Limit coil current, as in (¢) above. 
(4) Repeat (2), (2), and (7) for all other degaussing coils 

(F, Q, A) individually, while compass is still de- 
flected to 045° or 295°. Correct each with 
NE./SW.-F, NE./SW.-Q, and NE./SW.-A com- 
pass coil windings, respectively. 

(2) Now that the H, NW./SE., and NE./SW. components 
are compensated for each degaussing coil, check that 
all coil connections and jumpers are secured. Then 
repeat the entire process for the refinement of each 
component because voltage drops, coil misalign- 
ments, and interaction of vector effects create pos- 
sible discrepancies on the first approximation. (See 
art. 124.) 

Note.—This dockside compensation is Subject to errors from welding, passing 
cranes, Swaying of ship, adjacent ships, and shore interferences. If a degauss- 
ing coil ever creates a deviation which is over 80°, or makes compensation diffi- 
cult, energize the degaussing coil with reversed polarity and compensate as 
usual. Another good rule is to always compensate the largest component ef- 
fect first. 
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109. C. Final compensation at sea.— (Compensation and final de- 
viation data are best made with the coils energized to their operat- 
ing conditions for at least 20 minutes. If any coil requires securing 
by reversals, it should be so secured each time during the process of 
compensation. ) 

1. Purpose. 

(a) The final compensation is made at sea after the mag- 
netic adjustment in order to improve any degaussing 
deviations still existing as a result of inaccuracies in 
the dockside compensation from: 

(1) Dockside interferences. 
(2) Movement of the soft iron correctors as a result of 

magnetic adjustment. 
(8) Inaccuracies of dockside deflection methods 
(4) Poor coil alignments. 
(5) Poor directive force on the unadjusted compass at 

the time of dockside compensation. 

2. Compensation. 

(a)- The different coil compensations are made individually, 
with maximum operating currents, and on the same 
headings as previously described under article 108. 
The differences in this case are (1) the ship is actually 
placed on the compass headings, rather than by de- 
flection of the compass card to the desired headings, 

and (2) the degaussing coils are successively ener- 
gized on one heading, compensating the deviation of 

~ each degaussing coil individually until all degauss- 
ing coils are on. All degaussing coils are then se- 
cured and the ship placed on a heading 90° from the 
previous heading and the procedure repeated. 

3. Deviation curves. 

(a) After refinements are made on each coil compensation, 
and everything is physically and electrically secured, 
a deviation curve is taken with the degaussing coils 
at the proper current settings, as indicated on the 

degaussing chart. This deviation curve is in addi- 
tion to the normal undergaussed curve, covered in 

articles 89, 126, and 132, and should be recorded as 
such on the standard Navy Form NBS 1104 or 1105, 
as well as in the Compass Record Book. Condi- 
tions of coil current settings are all recorded on Navy 
Form CC-1. 
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(6) Should the deviations caused by degaussing be unsatis- 
factory, part or all of the foregoing procedure will 
have to be repeated until the errors are split between 
opposite headings. 

110. The above check-off list describes a step-by-step procedure for 
compensation of the different degaussing effects. It will be noted 
that the compensation procedures for the general types of com- 
pass coil installations are presented; and, the adjuster will be gov- 
erned in his selection of the appropriate procedure by the type of 
compass compensating coil installation on the ship. 

Further details concerning the different type compass compensat- 
ing coils, the general principles of degaussing compensation, sche- 
matic and installation wiring arrangements, principles of operation, 
etc., are to be found in chapter XI. 

Frequent, careful observations should be made to determine the 
constancy of deviations due to degaussing, and the results system- 
atically recorded. Significant changes in deviations dite to degauss- 
ing will indicate the need for recompensation. 
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CHAPTER XI. DEGAUSSING COMPASS COMPENSATION 

A. General Principles 

111. Degaussing effects.—The degaussing of ships for protection 
against magnetic mines has created additional effects upon magnetic 
compasses which are somewhat different from the permanent and in- 
duced magnetic effects usually encountered. ‘These effects may be 
considered as electro-magnetic effects which depend upon: 

(1) Number and type degaussing coils installed. 
(2) Magnetic strength and polarity of the degaussing coils. 
(3) Relative location of the different degaussing coils with 

respect to the binnacle. 
(4) Presence of masses of steel which would tend to concen- 

trate or distort magnetic fields in the vicinity of the binnacle. 
(5) The fact that degaussing coils are operated intermit- 

tently, with variable current values, and with different polarities 
as dictated by necessary degaussing conditions. 

112. The magnetic fields at the binnacle must be considered sep- 
arately for each degaussing coil. The magnetic field from any indi- 
vidual degaussing coil will vary proportionately with the excitation of 
the coil, and its direction will completely reverse with changes in the 
coil polarity. 
Uncompensated degaussing coil effects create deviations of the 

compass card and conditions of sluggishness and unsteadiness which 
are similar to, and generally larger than, the effects of normal ship’s 
magnetism on the magnetic compass. 

113. Degaussing compensation.—The fundamental principle of 

compass compensation is to create magnetic fields at the compass 
which are at all times equal and opposite to the magnetic effects of 
the degaussing system. Creation of such magnetic fields is accom- 
plished by appropriate arrangements of electrical coils about the 
binnacle. To do this completely, it is necessary to arrange coils about 
the binnacle for each effective degaussing circuit such that they create 
their opposing effect either directly or by a combination of com-~ 

83 
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ponent parts. In most cases it is best to create this compensating 
field by a combination of three vectors on axes arranged mutually 
90° apart, rather than by one vector adjusted at the proper angle. 
This renders compensation completely electrical. 

Figure 38 illustrates the conception of a resultant degaussing mag- 
netic field across a compass as having three separate components, 
mutually 90° apart. 

114. The various standard compass coil installations utilize a three- 
coil arrangement, of one type or another, to achieve compensation by 
the three-component method. Such a group of coils are so inter- 
connected that they can be individually adjusted; and each group is so 
connected to its associated degaussing coil that its compensation ef- 
fect will automatically change with changes in the degaussing coil 

effect. 

VERTICAL COMPONENT 

RESULTANT 
HORIZONTAL DEGAUSSING 
COMPONENTS FIELD 

COMPASS 

FicureE 38.—Resultant degaussing field and its equivalent three vector components. 
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B. Compass Coil Installations 

115. Cardinally arranged iron core coils.—Pictures of the type 

“B” and type “B Modified” compass compensating coils are presented 
in figures 39 and 40. It will be observed that these installations pro- 
vide three components of coil correction, as discussed above. The 
heeling (H) coil about the binnacle creates its effect vertically across 

SPREgE €O) COTIS 

FLINDERS BAR 
(B) corn 

“HRELING - 
{H) COIL 

igure 39.—Compass compensating coils (type ‘‘B”) mounted on Navy standard No. 1 

binnacle. 

the compass so as to compensate the vertical component of the de- 
gaussing field. The Flinders bar (B) coil creates its effect fore-and- 
aft across the compass, and the sphere (C) coils create their effect 
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athwartship across the compass, thus providing compensation for the 
two horizontal components of the degaussing field. 

The (H), (B), and (C) coils are to be likened to the heeling magnet 
and the B and C’ semicircular magnets respectively, as in normal 
adjustment. Compensation is also achieved in a fashion similar to 
normal adjustment by adjusting the (B) coil currents when the ship is 

) HEELINE 
(2) ColL 

Figur 40.—Compass compensating coils (type “B’’ modified) mounted on merchant type 

binnacle. 

on east or west headings and by adjusting the (C) coil currents when 
the ship is on north or south headings. Several separate windings 
are available in each coil so that they may be used to correct for similar 
component effects of different degaussing coils. 
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The utilization of such 7von core coil installations, however, presents 

certain installation and compensation difficulties, as well as increasing 
the mutual relationship between the magnetic adjustment and the 
degaussing coil compensation. . 

116. Intercardinally arranged air core coils.—Pictures of the 

type “G” and type “K” compass compensating coils are presented in 

HEELING 
(H) COIL 

we/SW COIL 
WW/SE CorL 

Figure 41.—Compass compensating coils (type “G’) mounted on Nayy standard No. 1 

binnacle. 

figures 41, 42, and 43. These installations are adaptable to a great 
variety of binnacle arrangements, and are less dependent upon sphere 
and Flinders bar conditions. These installations also provide three 

oe 
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components of coil compensation, as discussed above. The heeling 
(#7) coil about the binnacle creates its effect vertically so as to com- 
pensate for the vertical component of the degaussing field. The wind- 
ings of the “G” and “K” coils which create horizontal compensating 
fields are arranged so as to produce these fields on the two inter- 
cardinal axes, rather than on the fore-and-aft and athwartship axes. 

PEIN OOlL, 
ve mi /SE COEL 

Nessa Cor 

a 

licurE 42.—Compass compensating coils (type “G’’ modified) mounted on shelf type 

binnacle and plywood pedestal. 

The intercardinal coils on the NW./SE. axis are termed the VW./SE. 

coils, and the others are termed VE#'./SW. coils. The “G” coils should 
be carefully and rigidly mounted at the intercardinal positions with 
their axes perpendicular and on a level with the compass card. The 
“K” coils are constructed 90° apart, but the assembly must be mounted 
with the plane of the heeling coil approximately on a level with the 
compass card. The centerline of the intercardinal “K” coils will be 
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approximately 21% inches below the level of the compass card. Several 
separate windings are available in each coil so that they may be used 
to correct for similar component effects of different degaussing coils. 

The NW./SE. and NE./SW. coils are so termed not only because 
of their relative location on the binnacle, but because those are also 

HEELING COIL 

NE/SW COIL wW/SE COIL 

Note: Two identical 
esils on forward 
side of binnacle 

alsc. 

rab 
VicurE 43.—Compass compensating coils (type “‘K’’) mounted on Navy standard No. 1 

binnacle. 

the ship’s headings on which the coils are individually compensated. 
These air core coil installations are designed to simplify installation 

and wiring, improve compensation, and reduce the mutual relation- 

ship between the magnetic adjustment and the degaussing coil 
compensation. 

ee. 
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117. Type “I” cardinally or intercardinally arranged air core 

coils.—Figure 44 illustrates the type “T” compass compensating coils 
as used with the Magnesyn type remote reading magnetic compass. 
Type “T” coils may also be used with vehicle type compasses fitted to 
degaussed submarines and with boat or shelf-type compasses. The 
“T” coil is mounted intercardinally when the other compensating 

Fieurn 44.—Compass compensating coils (type “T’’) as used with Magnesyn transmitter 
and special mounting bracket. 

coils on a particular vessel are intercardinally mounted (as on all new 
construction vessels), and it is mounted cardinally when the other 
compensating coils on a particular vessel are cardinally mounted. It 
is essential that the vertical axis of the “T” coil be Tigidly aligned with 
the compass to be compensated. 
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C. Wiring 

118. Schematic wiring.—The elementary wiring diagram for any 
three-circuit degaussing compensation coil installation is arranged as 
shown in figure 45, whether for types “B,” “G,” “K,” or “T” coils. 

M Connech CAC. Leads 

eee from D.G. 

im 
H-™ 

A Cc CCC, 

200 % 2008 Isom 25K 25 £2 252 

Fi xed Resi stors 

ee Ne Cc. 
Zoo 2008 /50fN 25k 25-2 zen 

Slide Wire Resistor OPT) Neow-m 

200% 2008 Gof 258 26h 252 

Ficurn 45.—DHlementary wiring of compass coil circuit. 

119. Control box wiring.—The znternal wiring of the Type “A” 
compass compensating coil control box is illustrated in figure 46. 
Adjustment of current to any compensating coil through this type 

“A” control box is as follows: 

(1) First, set slide wire resistor in approximately midposition. 
(2) Then, roughly obtain the desired current by shorting out 

sufficient series resistance in the appropriate circuit, by the use of 
resistor taps on the terminal strip. (It is always better to leave 
a maximum amount of resistance in the circuit, if possible.) 

(3) Finally, the current adjustments may be refined by further 

manipulation of the slide wire resistor. 

120. Interconnection wiring.—A typical interconnection wiring 
arrangement for a type “B” compass coil installation is illustrated in 
figure 47. A typical interconnection wiring arrangement for a type 
“G” compass coil installation is illustrated in figure 48. A typical 
interconnection wiring arrangement for a type “K” compass coil in- 
stallation is illustrated in figure 49. <A typical interconnection wiring 
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arrangement for a type “T” compass coil installation is illustrated in 

figure 50. 
121. Connection of compass coil to degaussing.—The connec- 

93 é 

tions of compass compensating coil systems to their corresponding de- 

eaussing coils differ for electrically different degaussing circuits. The 4 

primary prerequisites for this voltage supply are: 

(1) It should reverse in polarity as the degaussing coil reverses 

polarity. 

TO"F" COIL 

ILLUSTRATION OF "M' COIL SUPPLY 

TIGURE 17 

MCP-i0 (6 SP) 

ss. 
WSS eo. See Bits 

DEGAUSSING 
COMPASS COMPENSATING COILS (TYPE"B") | 

COMPENSATING FOR fi AND F DG COILS 

ACTUAL COMNEGTIONS ,_____ COMPASS 

eee NAVAL DISTRICT 
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(2) It should be propaatianal to the magnetic eheee of the 

-degaussing coil. 
(3) It should be preferably from 6 to 10 volts. 
(4) It must be such that fault conditions or fuse failures on 

any one of parallel degaussing coil circuits will not destroy its — 3 : 
proportionality to the magnetic effects of the degaussing coil. 

Figure 51 illustrates such voltage connections to different type de- 
gaussing installations. 

: TYPE "G' 
<—SPHERE COIL__, 

NW-SE COILS NE-SW COILS 

HEELING COiL 

aT: 
33338 

<— MCOP- 4 MCOP-4 - MCOP-4 

—-=—| TYPE"A’ CONTROL BOXES 

AA 
Wain Gao 

~-| < & i) a 

| 3] es} S| Se 
3 Es) ° 

O O® 

O 

© 

NEF 

Oat) fen 

seis AP] 

eae Pek GAN EENE: 
"M LEADS “F"LEADS 

TO"M'COIL TO"F"COIL 
"M" DG COIL 

$3 
uss 

DEGAUSSING 
COMPASS COMPENSATING COILS (TYPE GC’) 

COMPENSATING FOR MAND F ae SHIPS OR 
D.G. GENERATOR tess CONNECTIONS CO 
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ILLUSTRATION OF'M’ COIL SUPPLY 

TiGurE 48. 
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FLINDERS seme Zien) 
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. FIGuRE 51. 

D. Compensation 

122. Principles of compensation.—Degaussing compass coil com- 
pensation consists of regulating the current delivered to the coils so 
that no change in the magnetic field occurs at the center of the binnacle 
when the degaussing coils are energized, or the degaussing currents are 
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varied. ‘This regulation is accomplished in the control box by means 3 
of control resistors for each circuit. When these resistors have once 
been set, their settings need not be altered with current changes in the 
degaussing circuits. 

Each compensating coil is controlled by a separate unit in the con- 
trol box. Wiring diagrams in figures 47 to 50 show this in detail. — 
Each circuit should be properly labeled. 

It is best to check coil installations electrically and compensate at 
dockside before the ship leaves the yard. Although accuracy of com- 
pensation is impaired by welding, adjacent ships, and moving cranes, 
time and trouble are still saved for the ship during final compensation 
at sea. All this results from the fact that trouble-shooting is the 
greater part of coil compensation. Chapter X presents details of 
compensation procedure. . 

Final compensation should be made at sea after magnetic adjustment. 
This will correct for the changes of Flinders bar length or movement 
of spheres, which might have been made as part of the magnetic 
adjustment, as well as refine the approximate dockside settings of the 
compass coils under more ideal conditions. 

123. Whether compensation 1s made at dockside or at sea, the prin- 
ciple is merely one of isolating the three vector effects such that each 
vector coil can be adjusted separately. ‘The two 90° horizontal com- 

ponents are isolated by obtaining proper compass headings relative 
to the ship’s axes. At sea these headings are usually obtained by 
swinging ship; while at dockside, they may be simulated by deflec- 
tion of the compass with permanent magnets. 

It is good practice to compensate for the heeling effects first, because 
the heeling coil currents create additional induction effects in the 
Flinders bar, which in turn creates B deviations on the compass. — 
The details of the heeling coil compensations are given in chapter X. 

It is pointed out here that horizontal componént fields create maxi- 
mum deviations when the fields are perpendicular (striking broad- 
side) to the compass needle; and, compensation is achieved by 
energizing coils which create similar fields in opposite directions. 
Reference is made to figure 52 for an illustration of this principle. 

In figure 52 the ship is on a NE. heading and, with the degaussing 
coils deenergized, the needles (or N.S. line) of the compass card are 
on an axis 45° to the left of the ship’s fore-and-aft line (on the 
NW./SE. axis). If any degaussing coil is energized, say the M 
coil, deviation will be caused by a component of the degaussing coil 
field which is perpendicular to the NW./SE. axis, or in line with the 
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NE./SW. axis. A compensating component may therefore be created 
by energizing the NE./SW.—M coil until the compass indicates the 
original heading. This simply means that the current in the 
NE./SW.-M coil is adjusted to compensate for any deviation caused 
by the M degaussing coil ona NE. or SW. heading. Conversely, with 
the ship on a NW. or SE. heading any deviation due to the M de- 
gaussing coil is corrected by use of the NW./SE.-M coil. The full 
details of all such compass coil compensation are presented in chapter 
X. These principles of component compensation apply whether the 
component axes are intercardinally or cardinally arranged. 

ANI 
ce 

NE 

NE/SW Axis 

NE/SW Coil” 

FIGURE 52.—Intercardinal axes. 

124. If the deviation from degaussing is greater than 90°, or com- 
pensation with any degaussing coil energized is difficult, that degauss- 
ing coil should be energized with reversed polarity in order to facilitate 
adjustment. Compensation is similarly simplified by always compen- 
sating the larger of the two horizontal components first. 

After both horizontal components of coil compensation have been 
adjusted for each effective degaussing coil, it is advisable to check 
deviations on a compass heading somewhere between those used for - 
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compensation. ‘There are several possibilities of error which may 
be caught at this time, for example: 

(1) Outside interferences may have beck compensated by error. 
(2) In correcting the second vector, the additional electrical 

load may create sufficient voltage drop in the leads to change the 
previous adjustment. 

(8) Coil misalignments may create slightly inaccurate compen- 
sation. 

(4) Poor spacing of compass needles permits sextantal devia: 

tion errors, due to non-uniform magnetic fields. 

The first three of these errors are easily corrected by repeating the 
entire sequence of coil compensation—a sort of successive approxima- 
tion procedure. The fourth error is quite rare and is generally best 
corrected by replacing the faulty compass. Replacing the coil in- 
stallation with a type “K” set of coils or a special arrangement of 
larger coils will also improve the nonuniform field trouble. 

It is also necessary to try each degaussing coil at reversed polarity, 
individually and collectively, to be sure of reversibility, proportional- 
ity, and independence of each degaussing circuit and its compensation. 
Check to see that the coils are not overloaded at this time. Refer to 
chapter X or XII. 3 

125. Should it be desired to defleey the compass to relative headings 
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TFicurp 58.—Deflection of compass by magnets. 
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rather than swing ship, it can be done by carefully placing magnets so | 
as to create a deflecting field perpendicular to the bisector of the angle 
between the original and desired position of the compass needle, as 1 
illustrated in figure 538. For this procedure, the use of stronger mag- 
nets at a greater distance from the compass makes for a more symmet- 
rical deflecting field and more accurate compensation. Applying 
fields in this manner will simulate heading conditions quite accurately, 
since the directive force on the needle is not disturbed. 

~ es 

K. Operation 

126. Deviation curves.—Because of the many difficulties of com- ; 
pensations it is not always possible to eliminate completely degaussing | 
effects on the compass; but, compensation should generally be such 
that deviations due to degaussing alone are below 2° on all headings. 
For the same reasons that a deviation curve is recorded for wndegaussed 
conditions of the ship after magnetic adjustment (art. 89), a deviation 
curve should likewise be recorded for degaussed conditions after the 
final coil compensation. These two curves will then be available for } 
appropriate use under either condition of navigation. These two 
deviation curves are recorded on standard Navy Forms NBS 1104 
or 1105 as illustrated in Figure 54, and in the Compass Record Book, 

NBS 1101. Article 132 discusses the purposes of the various NBS 
Record Forms more fully. Details of coil current settings and un- 
compensated deviations are recorded on the Navy Form CC-1, illus- 
trated in figure 55. 

The error due to degaussing is the difference between the deviations 
observed with degaussing on and degaussing secured, and is not the 
total deviation of the degaussed condition curve. Therefore the de- 
gaussed condition curve will be reliable only as long as the undegaussed 
condition curve is reliable even though the coils compensate perfectly 
all of the degaussing effects. 

127. It is advisable to maintain a check on the deviation curves : 
and to recompensate, if necessary, for the following reasons: . 

(1) Magnetic cargo, incorrect Flinders bar adjustment, de- 
perming, etc., may tend to change the basic magnetic adjustment 
and thus change both deviation curves. 
(2) Compensating coils are electrical circuits and subject to 

electrical troubles. : 
(3) Changes of Flinders bar length or sphere positions can 

change the degaussing effects or certain coil compensation effects 
on the compass. 

(4) Structural changes, magnetic cargo, or degaussing coil 
changes can change the degaussing effects at the compass. 

a era 
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128. Occasionally it will be noticed that the compass deviates con-— 
siderably when the degaussing coils are changed rapidly. It should, 
if correctly compensated, settle back to the proper reading after a 
few seconds. This condition is due to the difference in the rate of 
saturation of the degaussing coil and the compensating coil, and 
should not be alarming since in actual usage degaussing is never 
changed rapidly. 
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INSTRUCTIONS Se 

1. This form shall be filled out by the adjustor (if available) 

NAVSHIPS (250) 
8 1104 

Rey. (11-43) MAGNETIC COMPASS TABLE 

U.S.S. FLASH No. AP_999 
STD 

Compass 

STEERING [] OTHER 

Binnacle Type: Navy St'd /ssoed-/cthes MK, VIT 

5B, PC, ETO 

7k " Make_Ritchie _—-No._3520 
Type CC Coils__"G" Date__1_ Jan. 1%/4-— d. As of 30 June each year if it has not already been submit- 

— os ted, as above, during the previous 12 months. 
‘SHIPS FID. DEVIATIONS SHIPS HD. DEVIATIONS hi BY BY ; ‘ . 2. When the “DG ON” curve is taken, the degaussing coils COMPAS DG OFF | DG ¥ ie i on COMPASS peer ey Poon must be set to the proper value for latitude and heading as speci- 

fied in DGP 40 series in the Degaussing Folder. j 0 1.0% |1,0°W | 180 1.0°8 ( Charts dated 10 Dec., 19/3) 
oe « 8. Each time the form is filled out, a copy is to be sent to 

15 a 195 . BuShips. : j ; 

30 910 4. The adjustor should determine whether the MIQ coils 
S should be cycled when securing and so indicate on the form. ia 

45 |0.5°9 |o.5°w 1225 J0,5° Jo, 5% | 
5. The first time this report is filled out for a given compass, 

69 940 the following performance data should be included: 

a, Compass steady/smeateady at sea. - “i 
75 255 b. Soh mati 

c. Deviations eaamgesremain reliable. ; 
90 0.0° |0,5°E 270 0.0° Ilo 5 OW d. Sweeping operations do/do not create unreliable devia- 

2 ~ ‘ tions. z $ 
105 985 e. Degaussed deviations de¥do not vary. 

—. f. Overhauls, gunfire, flashing, wiping, deperming, with 
120 300 dates and effect on magnetic compass, 

1 35 315 a oy 6. On subsequent submissions of this report enter only per- 
0.5°E 2.0% | 0. 5M 1.0 W formance data (par. 5) which has changed from that reported 

150 330 on the previous report, or which is seriously affecting the mag- 
netic compass. : : 

16 345 fe report supersedes NBS 1102, 1104, 1106, 1107, and 

or the navigator, one for each magnetic compass, as follows: 

a. After each normal adjustment of the magnetic compasses. 
b. After each degaussing compass compensation coil adjust- 

ment. 

ce. Hach time the vessel crosscs the magnetic equator. 

~@YELE}DO-NGF CYCLE DG COILS WHEN SECURING 

4, AlmicORED mene AFT AT AVERAGE DISTANCE__13.1- FROM CARD 

2_AlnicOpen porT/etee AT AVERAGE DISTANCE_—L3«'7_» FROM CARD 

_2 = "7 + spuenes at_13.5 + .=_0,82_ nevert/Goon/mnnet 

HEELING MAGNET RED/@e¥e UP__15,5 __* FRoM COMPASS CARD 

—+ 12 _» oF BAR FORWARD/APR__-__H=.__0190 7-.+0, 530 
Note: 3" forward of compass must be 

trained SSS 
_ SIGNED: 

ADJUSTOR. 

SUBMITTED. 
. 2 NAVIGATOR. 

APPROVED. 

RECORD BELOW DATA FROM BOTH SIDES OF PREVIOUS NBS 1104 ALSO DEVIA-~ 
TIONS BEFORE THIS READJUSTMENT 

COMMANDING, U. B. GOVERNMENT PRINTING GFFICc = 1G6—372S0-1 

/FRoUT ) (BACK) 

Figure 54.—Deviation table—Form NBS 1104. 

Under certain. conditions of deperming, flashing, or wiping it may 
be necessary to remove the Flinders bar, spheres, compass, and other 
compass equipment from the ship in order to avoid their becoming 
adversely affected by the strong magnetic fields which are employed 
in the process. Under some conditions the removal of equipment is 
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not necessary. In case of doubt as to this procedure, it is better to 
remove the equipment. 

If the degaussing coils are secured improperly, it may be observed 
that the compass does not settle back to the same undegaussed read- 
ing. This is due to the fact that the subpermanent magnetism of 

NAVSHIPS(66O9) FORM NO. CC-I 
r f y» 

NAVY DEPARTMENT BUREAU OF SHIPS (To be stapled to ship's CC Instruction Manual) 

COMPASS COMPENSATING COIL DATA 

uss._FLASH CC NO AP 999 _ Location_N,O.B., Norfolk, Va, _ DATE Jan. 1, 1944 
(ity) 

1. COMPASS MAKER __Ritch , SERIAL NO._3520 ss DESIGNATION_Standard 

BINNACLE MAKER_ Ritchie , MARK VII; POSITIONELY.Bra FLINDERS BAR LOCATION _Fore LENGTH 12" 

2. DEGAUSSING,coiLs M, F, Q, & A _, controL_Field Rheostat of ine t 

3. 6.C.coILS TYPE___ "G" ss SERIAL NO.___ = __, VOLTAGE SUPPLY 

INSTALLED By: _N.N.S.& DD Co, pate 9/18/43  manuractureo py Anaconda 
TYPE “A” CONTROL BOXES 3 MOUNTED ON BINNACLE/ BULKHEAD 

(Quantity) (Location) 
4. OBSERVED DEGAUSSING EFFECTS BEFORE COMPENSATION 

"NW/SE” EFFECT "NE/SW" EFFECT "HH" EFFECT 

COMPASS HEAD NWOR SE COMPASS HEAD NE ORSW 

COMPASS READING HEELING EFFECT 
ean Pane | invrias [oeriecren| ne eat See oe Ge on aM TIAL FINAL |EFFECT 

oe faz9 [ee] uw | + lao} 225| 237 poole | + bol | |weaium 
| + 5 | 135 | iso bye] | + [75 | 205[ a2 bool r | + 5 [| |  Ioreat 
(aT sees e  e  ea None 
Meee ei ea as ee ee] 
%® DG current in 4 and 5 should be maximum setting for any zone as specified in DGP 40 series of Oegaussing folder. 

5 COMPENSATION OF COMPASS COILS pocksioe [ x] 
— 

Pas 
VOLTAGE CURRENT 

COMPONENT ACROSS ACRO UN FIXED 1ST 
a SUPPLY LEADS Sus: INTHE RGU 

H = ene camel |) Segue | QO ohms jumped out 

MAE = i aS ee O ohms jumped out 
monet) oe ae Ro 20 25 ohms jumped out 

is gs gg 030 i575 ohms jumped out 
mi /SE_- a SaaS Bae en oe 
NE/SW - F 1k: a Q_ ohms jumped out 

tee A a ae 
wifse--a | 0.05 | | o,05 None 
mefsy-a | oon [| - | 005 | None 

ee 
6 REMARKS: None 

7. SIGNED: Lt. John Smith, USNR —tC“‘(S=‘CWNNCO BB, Norfolk, Virginia 
(Adjuster) (Novy Yard or District) 

a ac Include under remarks, details of any special equipment such as Type’A Heeling and special difficulties such as hysteresis. 

A36985 

Ficurn 55.—BuShips Form No. CC-1. 

the ship’s hull has been temporarily changed by the excitation of de- 
gaussing. Such a residual magnetism can generally be eliminated 
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by securing each of the degaussing coils by a reversal and damping a 
process as follows: | oe 

TO SECURE COILS =P 
t 

(1) Start with maximum DG current used since the DG coil — 
was last secured. Reduce the current to zero and energize to same A 

value in the reverse direction. a 

(2) Reduce the current to zero and energize to three- fourths 
value in original direction. 

(3) Reduce the current to ZeL0 and energize to one- ae value 
in reverse direction. ‘ 

(4) Reduce the current to zero and energize to one- -fourth wales is 
in original direction. safe 

(5) Reduce the current to zero and then energize on one- -eighth 
value in reverse direction. 

(6) Reduce the current to zero and open switch. 

To eliminate possible residual, this procedure should be employed . 2 
every time a degaussing coil is secured, if necessary. This procedure 
may not always be possible, as with some switch-type installations. 



CHAPTER XII. COMPASS COMPENSATING COIL AND 
CONTROL BOX DATA 

129. The resistances of different compass compensating coils are 
tabulated below. A knowledge of these resistances is extremely help- 
ful in: 

(1) Identifying coil circuits. 
(2) Tracing wiring troubles. 
(8) Calculating current values. 
(4) Associating coil voltages with compass deviations. 

On the basis of these resistance values, and the maximum permis- 
sible potentiometer current of 1.4 amperes, the table below is expanded 
to cover the maximum permissible voltages which can be placed across 
different corrector coil windings. Type “TI” coils are limited to 1.0 
amperes. With a knowledge of these limits, a quick check can be made 
while compensating, or a final check can be made on a complete com- 
pensation to insure against overload conditions. 

Coil data 

Mean resist- Maximum 
Coil Number | ance at 80° F. | allowable volt- 

windings (ohms. per age per wind- 
winding) ing at 80° F. 

‘Type Cy 3 30 

PET as Se pase 4 1.6 top. 
8 Se Saye eS Sie 4 et 15 
(Gites SE ah aye 3 1.2 ze 
( Ope 3 8 SECA tape Si 2 .6 8 

Tyve “q: 

le Ee eee 4 1.6 Did 
NW./SE... =. 2.2 3 2 Jen? 
INIW2/SEe ee 2 .6 .8 
INGE SIWae see 3 1.2 17 
NE./SW_____--- 2 -6 28 

Type Ca rels 

Bo Ds ae See ee 4 1.6 5 22 
No.1 wdg 5.2 |{No. 1 wdg. 7.3 

NW./SE...----- (Otters ae (Others. 3.2 
o. 1 wdg 5. o. 1 wdg. 7.3 

NE./SW..------ 4 loneee 2.3 NOtbeee Bay 
Type Ld 9 eggs 

15 Re ee ee 3 4.8 4.8 
B (NW./SE)_._- 3 2.9 2.9 
C (NE./SW)..-- 3 2.9 2.9 

130. The wiring arrangements of the type “A” control box are 
illustrated in figure 46. Taps are arranged on the terminal strip to 
simplify the connection and jumper procedure necessary for con- 
trolling coil currents. The fixed resistor combinations which are in 
series with the variable resistor may be connected in series or parallel, 
as desired, in order to obtain more delicate current control. The mawi- 
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mum current in the various resistors should not exceed the 
values: , + 

25-ohm, Variablévresistor. 0.2210.) joes eee as 
50-ohm. fixed resistors =" = 2: 2a. a2 ee eee 

f50 ohm VA Xed gress LO 1s eee atk ae ets ia tae ae ere 
=e 400-ohmay fixed VeSiSto mee: = = o-0 le eset ae oes C5 oe 
s3 § . g ; 2 ; ¢ 4 
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CHAPTER XIII. COMPASS COMPENSATING COIL 
EFFECTS 

131. Figures 56 to 60 are presented as useful information to compass 
coil compensators. The curves indicate the amount of correction 
which can be expected from different types of compass coils, under 
various conditions of load and iron core mounting. Familiarity with 
these curves will enable the compensator to: 

(1) Anticipate the ability of certain coils to provide the neces- 
sary correction. 

ee 180 mo. D/REG TIVE FORCE 
FLINDER S BYR SIAMED 

JOP OF can Sin. FROM eB 

pa | eae] 

DEVIATION - DEGREES 

AY oe a 

Current on Cos r E ees) 

LOAD ON COL - AMPERES CORRECTION EFFECT CURVES 
TKPE "BY" FLINDERS BAR (B) COIL 

DEVIATION Vs LOAD 

FIGURE 56. 

(2) Anticipate changes in coil correction resulting from chang- 
ing Flinders bar length or sphere positions. 

(3) Detect wiring difficulties more readily by knowing the 
approximate voltage necessary for certain corrections. 

(4) Appreciate sensitivity of coil adjustments when working 
on steep-sloped curves. 

(5) Shift coils when necessary to correct many effects with a 
minimum installation. 

107 
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(6) Load coil windings sensibly so as to avoid over-heating. 
(7) Connect two or more windings in series if one winding 

is Inadequate. 

Compensation may be set up approximately by the use of these 
curves, but it is to be remembered that thermal resistance changes in 
the compensating coils, and the fact that different compass needle > 
arrays are affected differently by similar coils, limit the accuracy of 
this method. mie 

90 
NAVY STANDARD) B/NNACLE AND COMPASS 
180 mg. DIRECTYWVE FORCE 

DEVIATION ~ DECREES | 
- Zs 

QE" 
PERE C7 ae 

[7 
0 

Haxtmamn Affari ble 

Zo 
Curren? of COM: 

- . O25 LIE 10 LL5 FEU 

CORRECTION EFFECT CURVES 
LOAD ON COM - AMPERES e TYRE "B" SPHERE (C) COILS 

DEVIATION Vs LOAD pik 3s 

FIGURD 57. 

These curves are taken on a Navy Standard compass with Navy — 
Standard binnacle equipment. Different binnacle dimensions which 
alter coil spacings and different compass needle arrays will alter they. 
data somewhat. The deviations are as observed for a specified di- 
rective force, but conversion can be made to any desired directive — 
force inasmuch as the strength of a coil effect is proportional to the — 
tangent of the angle of deviation. | 
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NAVY STANDARD B/NNACLE Awa COMPASS 

780 MG. DIRECTIVE FORCE 

80 | STANDARD PEE-WINDING "B" CO/LS 

Nae Pee 

Ww. 

ee 

0.5 0.75 7.0 TZ25 ORS 

LOAD ON COIL ~ AMPERES CORRECTION EFFECT CURVES 
TYPE "6" COILS 

DEVIATION VS. LOAD 

60 ie 
50 

40 

30 

DEVIATION - DEGREES 

Maximum Allowpble 
Current on Coi HEUER ENAE 

exigie | 

a 
os 
Le 
a 
ae 

Ficur® 58. 

NAVY STANDARD BINNACLE AnD COMPASS 
780 7g. DIRECTIVE FORCE 

DEVIATION - DEGREES 

Maximum Aljowab/se 
Current on Coil 

LOAD ON COIL - AMPERES CORRECTION EFFECT CURVES 
TYPE "K" COILS 

DEVIATION Vs LOAD 

FIGuRD 59. 
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Part II.—MISCELLANEOUS 

CHAPTER XIV. COMPASS RECORDS AND REPORTS 

1322 The following excerpt from the Compass Record Book, NBS 
Form 1101, covers the instructions for the navigating officer regarding 
the magnetic compasses and the records to be kept on those compasses, 
and embodies, in essence, the instruction given in the U.S. Navy Regu- 
lations regarding the magnetic compasses on board ship. 

“The following instructions relative to compass observations 
and records under cognizance of the Bureau of Ships are issued for 
the information and guidance of the commanding officers and 
navigators of the service. 

“1. Forms for compass work issued by the Bureau: 

(a) NBS No. 1101—Compass Record Book. 
(6) NBS No. 1102—Record of observations and results 

obtained from swinging ships. 
(ce) NBS No. 1103—Napier diagram for curve of devia- 

tions. 
(d) NBS No. 1104—Deviation tables for all compasses. 
(¢) NBS No. 1105—Deviation table for one compass. 

(This form for ship’s use only) — 
(7) NBS No. 1106—Analysis of deviations. 
(g) NBS No. 1107—Inventory of compasses. 
(A) NBS No. 1108—Inventory of navigational instru- 

ments. 

“2. The ‘Compass Record’ shall be a complete history of the 
compasses while on board ship and shall contain copies of all com- 
pass reports. It shall be kept by the navigator, who shall sign it 
and submit it to the commanding officer for his approval on the 
last day of every quarter. It shall be sent to the Compass Office, 
U.S. Naval Observatory, when the vessel is put out of commission. 

“3. Upon receipt of the compass outfit it shall be carefully 
inspected. The compasses shall, at the first opportunity, be tested 
on shore for ‘sensibility’ and ‘time of vibration,’ in accordance 

with the instructions contained on the back of NBS 1107. Com- 

1¥For the duration of the war, all the NBS forms should still be maintained on board 

ship in order to provide a complete history of the compasses, but only NBS Form 1104 

(revised November 1943) need be submitted to the Bureau of Ships, except in cases of 

Special request. This form is submitted to the Bureau of Ships in lieu of all other NBS 

forms after each and every adjustment and compensation. Details of this form and its 

use are explained in articles 89 and 126, and on the reverse side of the form. 
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pass material found defective shall be immediately surveyed. an 
inventory of compasses, form NBS 1107, shall be filled out and — 
sent to the Bureau of Ships on June 30 of each year, and by new 
ships as soon as practicable after commissioning. Copies of this 
inventory shall be pasted in the back of this Record Book. An 
inventory of navigational instruments, form NBS 1108, shall be 
filled out and sent to the Bureau of Ships on June 30 of each 
year. 

be approximately compensated. At the first opportunity after 
commissioning the ship shall be swung for deviations, as follows: 
First, with all correctors removed; second, after adjusting, with 
degaussing coils off; third, with degaussing coils on, and no de- 
gaussing compensation coils operating; fourth, with degaussing 
coils on and compensating coils in adjustment. A complete anal- 
ysis of the deviations of all compasses installed shall be made, both — 
before and after adjustment, and a complete report forwarded on 
forms NBS 1102 and NBS 1106 to the Bureau of Ships. 

“5. Similar observations and reports shall be made when on a 4 
or near the magnetic equator, and data for the installation of 
Flinders bars obtained. 

“6. Similar observations and reports shall be made as soon as 
possible after any considerable change in the magnetic state of _ 
the ship which may be caused by any of the following: Flashing, 
wiping, deperming, major alteration or repair of hull structure 
or machinery, firing of main-battery guns, lying in the same direc- 
tion for a period of two or more weeks, or after making a passage 
during which the same course has been steered for a week or 
more. In particular, for about thirty days after flashing or 
wiping, the magnetic state of the vessel will change slowly. It 
is, therefore, necessary not only to adjust immediately after 
flashing or wiping, but also to obtain and record deviations at 
approximate 10-day intervals for thirty days, and to readjust as 
soon thereafter as possible. 

“7. All compasses shall be kept as closely adjusted as prac- 
ticable. Every effort should be made to swing ship for residual 
deviations of all compasses at least once in three months, The 
results, properly recorded on forms NBS 1102 and NBS 1103, 
shall be entered in the Compass Record. Deviation tables on 
form NBS 1105 for the standard, battle, maneuvering and auxili- 

“4. When a vessel is newly commissioned, all se compasses shall a 
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ary battle compasses shall be prepared and kept posted near those 

compasses in such positions as to be accessible to the officer of 

the deck and other officers concerned in the navigation of the 

ship. Deviation-tables, on form NBS 1104, for all compasses in- 

stalled, shall be entered in the Compass Record at the end of 

every quarter. 

“gs. Annually, on June 30, all vessels shall submit to the Bureau 

of Ships Forms NBS 1102 and 1104 completely filled out. 

“9 An error in the variation affects the constant coefficient 

A by an amount equal to the error. Once accurately determined 
(preferably by the method of reciprocal bearings) the A should 

be used as a constant correction to the variation as obtained from 

the mean of the errors observed on the equidistant compass 

headings. : 
“10. Vessels equipped with degaussing coils should be supplied 

with electromagnetic compass compensating coils. These coils 
after proper adjustment should not require frequent resetting. 
Their operation should frequently be checked, however, to make 
sure that no failure has occurred. It is advisable to observe and 
record the deviations whenever a routine test of the degaussing 
coils is made, as well as when a complete swing for deviations is 
made. Vessels equipped with degaussing coils but no compass 
compensating coils should swing ship with coils energized at 
each appreciable change in magnetic latitude.” 
Bureau or Sures, August 1941. S. M. Rosrnson, 

Chief of Bureau. 

All the NBS forms listed above must be kept accurately and up to 
date in the Compass Record Book, and submitted to the Bureau of 
Ships as required, since these records provide the complete history and 
are the basis of all calculations concerning the Compasses on board 
ship. 
NBS Form 1108, Napier’s Diagram for Plotting the Curve of 

Deviations, is discussed and illustrated in article 42. NBS Form 1104 
(revised November 1943) is discussed and illustrated in articles 89 and 
90. NBS Form 1106, Analysis of Deviations, is used in its entirety 
for analysis of exact coefficients when (a) the vessel is newly com- 
missioned, (6) the vessel is on or near the magnetic equator, and (¢) 
the vessel undergoes major structural alterations or repairs. This 
analysis form is generally used for data taken with all correctors 
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correctors in place, provided the correctors are not ch 
observations. The purposes of all the other NBS for 
defined in the above excerpt from NBS Form 1101, a 
information for their use is given on each form. 
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CHAPTER XV. USE OF THE DIP NEEDLE FOR HEELING 

ADJUSTMENTS 

133. As indicated in chapter III, the heeling effects of both the 

permanent and induced magnetism are corrected by adjusting the 
position of the vertical permanent heeling magnet. This adjust- 
ment can be made in either of two ways: 

(1) With the ship on an even keel and as close to an cast or 
west magnetic heading as possible, adjust the heeling magnet 
until a dip needle Heal in the compass position is balanced 
at some predetermined position. 

(2) Adjust the heeling magnet while the ship is rolling on 
north and south headings until the oscillations of the compass 
card have been reduced to an average minimum. 

Inasmuch as it is desirable to establish the condition of induction 
between the heeling magnet and Flinders bar and to reduce the heel- 
ing oscillations to a minimum before making the adjustments at sea, 
the heeling magnet is usually set at dockside by the first method 
above. Further, it would be difficult to correct the heeling error by 
rolling at sea before making the other adjustments because uncor- 
rected horizontal errors would cause other oscillations of the com- 
pass under rolling conditions. The spheres and Flinders bar produce 
a certain measure of heeling correction and shielding effect, hence 
they should be positioned (at least approximately) before making 
the heeling adjustment by either method. 

Since the movement of soft iron correctors tends to change the 
over-all heeling correction, and since the dip needle method of adjust- 
ment is somewhat of an approximation method, such an adjustment 
should be refined, if possible, by the rolling method after the other 
phases of adjustment have been completed. This refinement should 
be made just before taking the residual deviation curve. 

134. The fact that the heeling magnet corrects for induced efecie 
as well as permanent effects requires that it be readjusted with radical 
magnetic latitude changes of the ship. Movement of the heeling 
magnet, with Flinders bar in the holder, will change the induction 
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effects in the Flinders bar and thus change tie compass deviations. 
(See article 100.) Thus, the navigator is responsible for: 

(1) Moving the heeling magnet up or down (invert when 
necessary) as the ship changes magnetic latitude so as to main- 
tain a good heeling adjustment for all latitudes. 

(2) Maintaining a check on his deviations and noting changes 
resulting from movements of the heeling magnet when Flinders 
bar is in the holder. Any deviation changes should be either 
recorded or readjusted by means of the fore-and-aft B magnets. 

135. To elaborate on the details of the dip needle method of ad- 
justment, it is pointed out that there are two types of dip needles: 
one which assumes the angle of inclination, or dip, for its particular 
location, and one on which the magnetic torque is balanced by amov- 
able weight. The latter is a nullifying type instrument which ren- 
ders the final position of the needle more independent of the hori- 
zontal component of magnetic fields, and hence is more useful on 
uncorrected compasses. 

For ships which introduce no shielding to the nthe field at the 
compass, the procedure for adjusting the heeling magnet is quite 

simple. ‘Take the dip needle into a nearby area where there is no 
local magnetic distraction, level the instrument, and set the weight 
so as to balance the needle under those conditions of earth’s magnetic 
field. It is preferable to align the instrument such that the north 
seeking end of the needle is pointing north. Next, level the instru- 
ment in the compass position on board ship, place the spheres in their 
approximate position, and adjust the heeling magnet until the needle 
assumes the balanced condition. This presumes that all the effects 
of the ship are canceled, leaving only the effect of the vertical earth’s 
field. The degaussing circuits are secured during this adjustment. 

In the case of ships which have shielding effects on the earth’s field 
at the compass, as in metal enclosed wheelhouses, the procedure is” 
essentially the same as above, except that the weight on the dip needle 
should be moved toward the pivot so as to balance against some lesser 
value of earth’s field. ‘The new position of the weight, expressed in 
centimeters from the pivot, can be approximately determined by mul- 
tiplying the value of lambda, X, for the compass location by the original 
distance of the weight from the pivot in centimeters. Should lambda, 
r, for the compass location be unknown, it may generally be con- 
sidered as about 0.8 for steering compass locations and 0.9 for stand- 
ard compass locations. By either method, the weight on the dip needle 
should be moved in to its new position. Next, level the instrument in 
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the compass position on board ship and adjust the heeling magnet 
until the needle assumes the balanced condition. 

Theoretically, these methods of adjusting the heeling magnet by 
means of a dip needle should be employed only with the ship on east 
or west magnetic headings, so as to avoid heeling errors resulting from 
unsymmetrical, fore-and-aft, induced magnetism. If it is impractical 
-to place the ship on such a heading, approximations may be made on 
any heading and refinements made when convenient. 

The dip needle is considered merely as a balance indicator when used 
for correcting the heeling effects of degaussing. As explained in | 
chapters X and XI, the heeling coil currents are adjusted so as to 
bring the dip needle back to its original balance, and the position 
of the weight has little meaning. 

136. In the final analysis a successful heeling magnet adjustment 
is one whereby the objectionable oscillations due to rolling of the ship 
(maximum effects on north and south compass headings) are mini- 
mized. Therefore, the rolling method is a visual method of adjust- 
ing the heeling magnet or checking the accuracy of the last heeling © 
magnet adjustment. Generally, the oscillation effects due to roll on 
both the north and south compass headings will be the same. How- 
ever, some unsymmetrical arrangements of fore-and-aft soft iron will 
introduce different oscillation effects on these two headings; and such 
effects cannot be entirely eliminated on both headings with one setting 
of the heeling magnet. Therefore, the heeling magnet is generally 
set for the average minimum oscillation condition. 





CHAPTER XVI. USE OF THE HORIZONTAL FORCE 

INSTRUMENT 

137. Occasionally it will be necessary to determine the actual 
strength of the magnetic field at some compass location. This problem 
may arise for one of the following reasons: 

(1) It may be desired to determine accurately the horizontal 

shielding factor, \, for: 
(a) A complete mathematical analysis. 
(6) Accurate Flinders bar adjustment. 
(c) Accurate heeling adjustment. 
(d) Calculations on a dockside magnetic adjustment. 
(e) Determining the best compass location on board ship. 

(2) It may be desired to make a dockside magnetic adjustment, 
and hence determine the existing directive force at the magnetic 
compass both for its magnitude and direction. (See Kielhorn’s, 
A Treatise on Compass Compensation, for details of one heading 
adjustments. ) 

Lambda, x, is the horizontal shielding factor or ratio of the reduced 
earth’s directive force, H’, on the compass to the horizontal earth’s 
field, H, as: 

AR a 

From this it is apparent that » may easily be determined for a 
compass location by making a measurement of the reduced earth’s 
directive force, H’. On a corrected compass, this value H’ may be 
measured with the ship on any heading, since this reduced earth’s 
directive force is the only force acting on the compass. If the compass 
is not corrected for the ship’s magnetism and the deviations are 
large, H’ is determined from the several resultant directive forces 
observed with equally spaced headings of the ship, as indicated later. 
Lambda, \, should be determined for every compass location on every 

ship, as indicated on form NBS 1104 and NBS 1106. 
138. The actual measurement of such magnetic fields may be made 

by use of a suitable magnetometer, or by the use of a horizontal force 
amstrument. ‘The magnetometer method is a direct reading method, 
which needs no calculation. The force instrument is by far the simpler 
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form of equipment, hence the force instrument method is discussed fs 
below. | 

The horizontal force instrument is simply a magnetized needle 
pivoted in a horizontal plane, much the same as a compass. It will — 
settle in some position which will indicate the direction of the resultant 
magnetic field. The method used to determine the strength of this — 
resultant field is by comparing it with a known field. If the force — 
needle is started swinging, it will be damped down with a certain 
period of oscillation jagnenolane upon the strength of the magnetic field. _ 
The stronger the magnetic field, the shorter the period of time for each 
cycle of swing; in fact, the ratio is such that the squares of the periods 
of vibration are Merely proportional to the strengths of the magnetic 
fields, as: 

EET 
Hore 

In the above formula, let H represent the strength of the earth’s hori- 
zontal field in gauss and 7’ represent the time in seconds for ten cycles 
of needle vibration in that earth’s field. Should it be desired to find 
the strength of an unknown magnetic field, H’, a comparative meas- 
urement of time in seconds, 7’, for 10 cycles of vibration of the same 
needle in the unknown field will enable calculation of H’. 

Since ) is the ratio of two magnetic field strengths, it may be found 
directly by the inverse ratio of the squares of the periods of vibration — 
for the same horizontal force instrument in the two different magnetic 
fields by the same formula, without bothering about the values of H 
and A’. 

ja heel 
hoe Te 

The above may be used on one heading of the ship if the compass de- 
viations are less than 4°. 

To obtain the value of lambda, A, more precisely, and where devia- 
tions of the compass exceeds 4°, the following equation should be used : 

TT cos d, , cos d, , cos d, , cos dy 
A= I Ee = es = GRE = pas 

where: 
T is the time period for the field #. 
T,, is the time period for the resultant field with ship 

on a north heading, etc. 
cos d, is the cos of the deviation on the north head- 

ing, etc. 



CHAPTER XVII. SLEWING OF SPHERES 

139. Figure 19, The Summary of Compass Errors and Adjustments, 
outlines the use of spheres for correcting all quadrantal errors. It 
will be observed that spheres are used athwartship to correct plus 

D (easterly) error and fore-and-aft to correct minus D (westerly) 
error. Should the quadrantal deviations be of an #, rather than a 
PD nature, correction is achieved by placing the spheres on either of 
the intercardinal axes, as shown, Generally, the # error is so small 
that correction is unnecessary except on compasses which are mounted 
unsymmetrically with respect to the masses of metal in the ship. 
However, when £# error does exist, it is usually in conjunction with 

Resultant Quadrante! ee et eT 

Vector Wiovte “D re Resu Hand 
are ie ag Guetta 

a 

F aed et ie Curve 

DEv. 

VECTORS CURVES 

IigurE 61.—Vector analysis of quadrantal error. 

P error, and the typical problem involving £ error requires a correc- 
tion for both the Y and # components. Such correction could be 
achieved by using two sets of spheres on the appropriate axes, but 
3t is more logically made by placing the existing set of spheres on 
some intermediate axis so as to correct the resultant quadrantal error 
directly. 

Inasmuch as the D and £ coefficients represent two quadrantal sine 
_Tunctions whose phase positions are 90° apart. their resultant effect 
will also be a quadrantal sine function of larger magnitude, at some 
intermediate phase position. Since this problem involves the addi- 
tion of two sine functions, a vector analysis is convenient for deter- 
mining the magnitude and phase position of the resultant quadrantal 
error. 
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In figure 61, 2a is easily calculated from: 

E 1) iE; 
tan 2a= por 2a=tan7 "5 or a= Atan~ "5 

This angle, 2a, is the phase position angle of the resultant quadrantal 
error with respect to the PY error, in terms of the quadrantal fre- 
quency. It is apparent that this angle indicates the amount of slew 
necessary for the spheres to correct both the Y and / errors; but, 

since the quadrantal curves experience two cycles of deviation for one 
cycle of swinging ship, the actual angle to slew the spheres from the 
P position will be only half this phase position angle. ‘Therefore, 
a 1S the angle to slew the spheres from the D axis. If the D and E 
coefficients are positive, the spheres should be slewed clockwise from 
the athwartship position, whereas if the DP coefficient is positive and 
the £' coefficient is negative, the spheres should be slewed counter- 
clockwise from the athwartship position. 

The resultant amount of quadrantal correction necessary to handle 
the D and F coefficients directly with the spheres in the slewed posi- 
tion is found by the formula: | 

Resultant quadrantal=\/D?+ E? 

Yhis resultant correction is then corrected by moving the spheres in 
or out on the axis, indicated by «. 

140. Figure 33 is a graphical arrangement which can be used to 
quickly solve any vector problem similar to the one described above. 
It not only solves the angle of slew and the resultant quadrantal 
error, but indicates the proper direction of slew for any given values 
of D and F. The solution of a sample problem, using this chart, is 
presented in article 94. 

The need for slewing spheres may be observed on any single Jlati- 
tude adjustment by merely determining the coefficients D and ZH. The 
‘same principles of needle induction and latitude effects on quadrantal 
errors hold true for # error as for D error, as discussed in article 92. 

Although the average binnacle does not have movable sphere 
bracket arms, special / links may be made to allow slewing the 
spheres to any desired position using the existing bracket arms. 



CHAPTER XVIII. SLEWING OF FLINDERS BAR 

141. The need for slewing Flinders bar is much more rare than that 
for slewing spheres. Also, the data necessary for slewing the Flinders 
bar cannot be obtained on a single latitude adjustment, as with the 
spheres. Slewing the bar to some intermediate position is, in effect, 
merely utilizing one bar to do the work of two; one forward or aft, and 
the other port or starboard. 

Article 97 explains that a change of the E./W. deviations with 
changes in latitude indicates the need for Flinders bar forward or 
aft of the compass; and a change of the N./S. deviations with changes 
in latitude indicates the need for Flinders bar to port or starboard 
of the compass. _ 
A change of the B deviations on magnetic E./W. headings is used, 

as explained in article 97, to determine the proper amount of Flinders 
bar forward or aft of the compass by calculating the constant c. 

If there is a change of the C’ deviations on magnetic N./S. head- 
ings, a Similar analysis may be made to determine the proper amount 
of Flinders bar to port or starboard of the compass by calculating 
the constant / from: 

HT, tan C,— H, tan C, joules pea 2 

when 
\=shielding factor (0.8 to 1.0 average). 

H,=earth’s field, H, at 1st latitude. 
C,=degrees C deviation at 1st latitude (magnetic headings). 

'Z,=earth’s field, Z, at 1st latitude. 
H.=earth’s field, H, at 2d latitude. 

C,=degrees C' deviation at 2d latitude (magnetic headings). 

Z,=earth’s field, Z, at 2d latitude. 

_ Any value of this f constant indicates the need for Flinders bar ad- 
justment athwartship of the compass, just as a value of the c constant 
indicates the need for Flinders bar adjustment forward or aft of the 
compass. The f constant curve in figure 34 (b) is used for the de- 
termination of this Flinders bar length. If f is negative, Flinders 
bar is required on the starboard side of the binnacle. 
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142. Should both ¢ and 7 exist on a ship, the angular position for a 

Flinders bar to correct the resultant vertical induction effects may 

be found by: 

tan pt or p=tand 

B is the angle to slew the Flinders bar from the fore-and-aft axis. 
If ¢ and f are negative, the bar will be slewed clockwise from the 
forward position; if ¢ is negative and f is positive, the bar will be 
slewed counterclockwise from the forward position; and if ¢ is 
positive and f is negative, the bar should be slewed counterclockwise 

from the aft position. 
After so determining the angle to slew the Flinders bar from the 

fore-and-aft line, the total amount of Flinders bar necessary to correct 
the resultant vertical induction effects in this position is found by: 

r= Ve+f? wont 

The constant 7 is then used on the ¢ or f constant curve in figure 34 (b) 
to determine the total amount of Flinders bar necessary in the slewed 

position. 



CHAPTER XIX. REMOTE READING COMPASSES 

143. Remote reading magnetic compass systems have been intro- 

duced principally because of the desire to improve the magnetic loca- 

tion of compass elements. Such improvement is particularly impor- 
tant on small craft because of adjacent machinery and magnetic cargo. 
Reference is made to the Bureau of Ship’s Manual of Engineering In- 
structions, 1943, Chapter 24, Part 2, paragraphs 24-27: 

“Auxiliary remote reading magnetic compass systems are sup- 

plied by the Bureau for certain surface craft. These compasses 

fall into three classes: 

(a) Magnetic compasses, with direct electrical transmission 

to repeaters. 

(6) Magnetically controlled directional gyros with repeater 
system. 

(c) Gyro-stabilized induction compasses with repeater 

system. 

“Complete units will be supplied by the Bureau of Ships. In- 

structions for installation, operation, and maintenance will accom- 

pany each instrument. The Engineer Officer shall be responsible 
for the care and maintenance of this equipment aboard ship.” 

The Magnesyn Compass is an example of class (a) above; and, once 
located in some suitable position, is compensated in a manner similar 
to the conventional magnetic compass. This compass is used ex- 
tensively on landing craft and on certain selected combatant vessels. 

On the latter, the Magnesyn compass system is fitted with compen- 
sating coils for degaussing. The type coil installation may vary, but 
should be readily understood upon reference to the installation and 
maintenance manuals prepared for that particular type coil. 

The slave gyro remote indicating compass is an example of class 
(6) above. In this compass a directional gyro is slaved; that is, 
made to precess to the magnetic meridian by a magnetic compass. 
The repeaters are driven by a selsyn system mechanically connected 
to the directional gyro. The magnetic compass element of the slave 
can be corrected for normal coefficients and, under severe conditions, 
can be corrected for coefficients D and #. Error due to rolling, but not 
list, is balanced out by the stability of the directional gyro; whereas, 
the error due to constant list will introduce deviations on north and 
south courses. 
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The Fluxgate induction compass is an example of class (¢) above. 
The compensation of this instrument is purely mechanical and is not 
to be compared with compensation of the conventional magnetic com- 
pass. This compass is not discussed specifically in this publication 
inasmuch as its use is confined to special vessels where specificaily 
trained personnel are available for maintenance and service. 

Requests for additional information should be made to the Bureau 
of Ships, Navy Department, Washington, D. C. 

q 
{ 
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ADJUSTMENT AND COMPENSATION 

A. Outline. 

B. Bibliography. 

C. Problems. 

D. Answers to Problems. 
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APPENDIX A 

OUTLINE FOR COURSE OF STUDY 

I. General outline of magnetism. (See chap. II) : 

A. Magnetic lines of force. Magnetic poles. 

1. Opposite poles attract. Like poles repel. 

B. Magnetism: 

1. Permanent and subpermanent. ' 

(a) Changes due to deperming or vibration. 

2. Induced: 

(a) Varies with field intensity, alignment, and physical dimensions. . 

C. Harth’s Magnetism : 

1. Earth’s magnetic poles. 

(a) Red and blue, north and south, plus and minus. 

2. Earth’s magnetic field. 

(a) Variation in direction from true north. 

(6) Different vertical and horizontal components. 

(c) Charts of vertical intensity, horizontal intensity, angle of dip, 

variation. 

(d@) Annual changes, anomalies, etc. 

D. Resultant field (vector problem) : 

1. Compass card—needle arrays. 

2. Compass deviation. 

H. Inverse square law. 

F. Shielding. 

II. Theory of magnetic compass adjustment. (See chap. III): 

A. Permanent magnetic effects: 

1. Vertical component, H—oscillating effect when rolling. 

(a) Varies with latitude. 

2. Longitudinal component, B—semicircular deviation. 

(a) Varies with latitude. 

3. Athwartship component, C—semicireular deviation. 

(a) Varies with latitude. 

B. Correction for permanent magnetic effects—Use permanent magnet 

correctors : 

1. H effect—vertical heeling magnet. 

2. B effect—fore-and-aft B magnets. 

3. C effect—athwartship O nfagnets. 

C. Induced magnetic effects: 

1. Vertical component at compass—heeling effect. 

(a) Varies with latitude. 

2. Vertical resultant—semicireular deviation. 

(a) Varies with latitude. 

3. Symmetrical distribution of horizontal soft iron, D—quadrantal devi- 

ation, maximum on intercardinal headings. 

(a) Does not vary with latitude. 

4. Unsymmetrical distribution of horizontal soft iron, #—quadrantal 

deviation, maximum on cardinal headings. 

(a) Does not vary with latitude. 
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II. Theory of magnetic compass adjustment—Continued. 

C. Induced magnetic effects—Continued. 

5. Unsymmetrical distribution of horizontal soft iron, A—constant devia- 

tion on all headings. 

(a) Does not vary with latitude. 

D. Correction for induced magnetic effects—Use soft iron correctors. 

1. Vertical component—heeling magnet (exception). 

2. Vertical resultant—Flinders bar. 

8. Quadrantal deviation—spheres. 

HE. Constant error, A: 

1. Human error in caleulations. 

2. Physical misalignments. ’ 

3. Magnetic effects. 

F. Interaction of magnetic correctors: 

1. Heeling magnet and Flinders bar. ; 

. Magnetized spheres or Flinders bar. ° : 

. Compass needle induction in spheres. 

. Flinders bar creates plus D error. 

. Slewing bar creates # error. 

. Flinders bar and fore-and-aft B magnets. 

. Spheres and permanent magnets. 

G. Residual Deviation Curve: 

1. Specify corrector positions. 

2. Possible changes. 

(a) Improper Flinders bar Add ucaiont: 

(6) Change in directive force. 

(c) Heeling with latitude. 

(d@) Deperming. 

(e) Gyro repeater, doors, guns, ete. 

III. Practice session: 

A. Become familiar with different binnacles and corrector arrangements. 

B. Observe the effects of different magnets, spheres, and Flinders bar cor- 

rectors while the ship is on different compass headings. 

C. Check spheres and Flinders bar for magnetization. 

IV. Theory of magnetic compensation (See ch. XI) : 

A. Degaussing coil effects—Hlectro-magnetic effects: 

1. Type degaussing coils. 

2. Ampere-turn rating. 

3. Location of compass. 

4. Steel distribution. 

B. Correction for degaussing coil effects—Use coils: 

1. Types of compass compensating coils. 

2. Vector components. 

C. Connection to degaussing systems: 

1. Must provide a voltage which is— 
(a) Proportional to degaussing current. 

(b) Reversible with degaussing current. 

D. Control boxes: 

1. Potentiometer circuit with coarse and fine resistor adjustments. 

H. Relation of compass compensation to compass adjustment : 

1. Flinders bar coil utilizes Flinders bar as iron core. 

2. Sphere coils are dependent upon size and position of quadrantal 

spheres. 
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OUTLINE OF COURSE OF STUDY 131 

IV. Theory of magnetic compensation (See ch. XI) —Continued. 

BE. Relation of compass compensation to compass adjustment—Continued. 

3. Degaussing deviation curve is superimposed upon normal curve. 

F. Secure degaussing by reversal, if necessary. 

G. Dockside compensation : 

1. Deflection of compass needles. 

2. Dockside interferences. 

H. Final compensation. Refinement of dockside compensation at sea. 

I. Deviation curves: 

1. Undegaussed condition. 

2. Degaussed condition. 

V. Ship’s heading. (See ch. V): 

A. Relation between true, magnetic, and compass heading: 

1. Variation and deviation. 

2. Compass heading for adjustment. 

3. Magnetic heading for adjustment. 

4. Napier’s diagram for conversion between compass and magnetic 

heading. 

5. Rules for conversion. 

(a) When correcting, apply sign property (+E, —W). 

(b) “Compass least, deviation east.” ‘Compass best, deviation 

west.” 

B. Charts and instruments: 

1. Parallel rules, compass roses, variation, annual change, etc. 

2. Use of pelorus. 

3. Use of azimuth circle. 

4. Use of gyro. 

C. Methods of taking bearings: 

1. Azimuths. 

2. Gyro. 

3. Distant object. 

4. Ranges. 

5. Reciprocal bearings. 

VI. Problem session : 

A. Practice problems with variation and deviation. 

B. Practice problems using gyro, pelorus, and azimuth circle. 

C. Study of charts, choosing ranges, distant objects. 

VII. Practice session : 

A. Become familiar with different peloruses and azimuth instruments. 

B. Obtain the magnetic bearing of some distant object from your binnacle 

by averaging compass bearings found with ship on eight different com- 

pass headings. 

C. Determine two deviation curves for your ship on eight headings—one 

each for compass and magnetic headings. 

D. Plot deviations as against both compass and magnetic headings. Study 

differences. 

VIII. Description of the approximate coefficients of deviation and their estima- 

tion (see ch. IV): 

A. Coefficients A, B, C, D, and E. 

B. Estimate the coefficients for the deviation curve obtained in practice 

session, using compass headings. 

C. Other practice problems. 
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IX. Practical procedure for adjusting different effects (see ch. VII) : 

A. Curve analysis. 

B. Simple one-swing method. 

X. Practice session : 

A. Adjust your compass, and hand in the original and final deviation curves 

(plotted against both compass and magnetic heading) as well as the 

estimated coefficients and sequence of your procedure. (Note that 

deviations are same for compass and magnetic headings, after ad- 

justment. ) 

XI. Calculation of sun’s azimuths: (see ch. VI) : 

A. Time: 

1. Local apparent time (L. A. T.). 

. Hquation of time (Hq. T.). 

. Longitude correction. 

. Time zones. 
5. Other time nomenclature. 

(a) G.C. T. 

(6) G. A. T. 

(ec) Std. T. 

(d) L. C. T. 

6. Hour angle (H. A.), Meridian angle (¢). 

B. Azimuth tables (H. O. 71 and H. O. 214) : 

1. Declination, contrary name with latitude. 

2. Declination, same name with latitude. 

38. Latitude, declination, L. A. T. 

4. Rules for a. m. and p. m., north and south Jatitudes. 

C. Simplified use of L. A. T. watch and prepared azimuth tables. 

D. Prepare the proper azimuth table for the ensuing practice session. 

XII. Practice session : 
A. Complete adjustment on a binnacle, using the sun’s azimuths. 

B. Complete adjustment on a binnacle, using a bearing on a distant object. 

(Hand in deviation curves, procedure, and estimated coefficients. ) 

XIII. Complete shipboard procedure for making a magnetic adjustment (see 

ch. I and VII): 

A. Use of dip needle (ch. XV). 

B. Physical check of equipment (ch. I). 

XIV. Demonstration of degaussing coil compensation. 

XV. Complete shipboard procedure for making a compass coil compensation. 

(See ch. X.) 

XVI. Miscellaneous problems: 

. Frozen compasses—Sluggish and unsteady (art. 33). 

. Corrector effects (ch. VIII). 

. Slewing spheres (ch. XVII). 

. Flinders bar adjustment (ch. VIII). 

Gaussin error (art. 105). 

. Transients (ch. IX). 

. Remote reading compasses (ch. XIX). 

. Slewing Flinders bar (ch. XVIII). 

One heading adjustment (Kielhorn). 

. Complete mathematical analysis (Kielhorn and British Admiralty 

Manual). 

K. Use of the horizontal force instrument (ch. XVI). 

XVII. Final examination. 
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APPENDIX C 

PROBLEMS 

PROBLEM 1 

A. Analyze the following deviation curves for the approximate coefficients. 

Assuming that these are actual deviation curves, show how this analysis could 

pe utilized to make necessary corrections on the appropriate headings, one at 

a time. Show anticipated residuals on all headings, after each correction has 

been made. 

(1) Standard compass: (2) Steering compass: 

COLL fe sce ug A SN rs 6.0 E. Q00% Ye a ee 8.0 W. 

CY iat ah ph Se or ey 1.5 E. O45 9 ce Wee ee 2.5 W. 

OQ OSre aes ues ue as Rani 8.0 W. OS0SR Soiree See Pemane 11.0 EH. 

ALOE a he, SE oe aa RA ae 10.5 W. 135208 cise Be ee 16.0 E. 

1 eX 0 Sean oi evs CO ee 2.0 W. 1800s a eee 4.0 E. 

DO Cris Wire Mpree ae Wel eRe 4.5 KE. 225 9 Ue es ae 4.5 W 

A Ye ate at Ns 4.0 H ZiOl LS Se 3.0 W 

DLS Ae Be RE a es, 4.5 EH. 810° Lo as eee 3.5 W. 

B. Assume that the standard binnacle has no correctors! on it. State what 

correctors you would employ and how you would place them in order to remove 

the coefficients of deviation. 

C. Assume that on the steering binnacle you have correctors as follows: 

Fore-and-aft magnets, red ends aft. No Flinders bar. 

Athwartships magnets, red ends port. 2-7’’ spheres at 12.5’’. 

State how you would adjust the existing correctors to remove these co- 

efficients of deviation. 

D. State what type of ship’s magnetism would cause each type of deviation 

represented by the coefficients of the deviation curve on the steering compass. 

PROBLEM 2 

[Fill in the blanks] 

Standard A es P ; 
Devia- Gyro Varia- Gyro Magnetic Devia- True 

ee tion error tion head head eae tion head 

002 3 W SDS Ey (lta tek el ea SOO | eae ee 005° Le eee eee 
2G BR 0h eel gh Feta Sa ee 13 E A Sra Ali ea a pe A | phe A ae 3 W 282 

I By 2E 2 EARLY ill) MM CNM ca 181 175 Le Lane 175 
oe aos OBL esgic | cally Spo Bh gs 11 W. 088 Sa ees ans 095 6 W eet a 

CONAN ee 3 W Coal peat GING ae ga and yo a 000). t-te ee 006 

Steering . . Standard . . . s 
Gyro Devia- True Devia- Varia- Magnetic Gyro 
error SOHeea tion head heen tion tion head head 

iT eel Male ene 3 EB 000 004 4W JBN Ce ee 004 
2W QT SHA Mis es TN es Be ecle ® DORE ein |e ed ea e YG Ogee eevee aslo) 280 
OA) Opal a Apap anelor Be Bae 5 W Zhe et te oe Ie One) Oke) 182%) - ¢| eee 
0 OO ea eee et | Par eet 089 DW) | Sh ee I | he 083 

REL Sr ee 000 abe SSS eee fa Sue ae 0 10 W. 357 345 

. Standard . Steering = 
Varia- | Magnetic Gyro Devia- True Devia- Gyro 
tion head head Canaan tion head Conan tion error 

As Bhs ee ee 01014 B59Y Maile 2 ee ee ale 314 W. 2 E. 
eG Wie | ee 264 271% Veen \|ecseeeaeeee 268)2) Wu. ee 

64 Ee ee 181 OLE aged ee. TERY ZA aN ee a 19544 +|_----------| .24%E 144 W 
GAG Oe ee eee OO76 sac PA VCTINY VaR IE eee eter 001 145 23 Lee ees 

Saat ee 09214 09214 093 ep caL sth =| 08244 08914. js. et eee 



PROBLEMS ee F245. 

PROBLEM 3 

A C 

Voy, ANG, MNS 0900. | Op. eid | reer mee eo ee Set 1500 

WSHINNCes es. 2k 2 ok ee SShOewsarlustitudes ta oi ue eee bere BONO LD: 

Weclinabione.. 2. ..22-2 23 TORN eClinatlO Nas — oe ieee TROLS Ss 

WirmreiinOmlen ok ee OSes Visi SONL see eee ee SDA s 

iinuerazimuth 02 eee ee eke PURUL Gy CAMA a eh ee Sy oe 

Maemetic azimuth... 2... -.4.-2---2- Magneticiazimuth 22. (2.2 2eo2he = = = 

B D 

Tey AAS, TC a ee 1400 I opts ee Laie eee ep eae 0953. 

WRSINMGNGEL 2 2k ook SONOL Naan Muatitude se sie 2 See a teuleeNe 

Wechmation. =. 2 3.2 5 PANTS) SP TM DYeXeNbiake Ones a kee Oe eS 17. 6° N. 

WET IOM =P ET. ee Oe OSs asst Vani ations. fo ad Lele Medicale 

Pune RSA Ghee ek A es eo eo MT resazinoitins ee oe eo 

NMia@enetic azimuth 22. 222 2.22 8 Magnetic azimuth_--_- Mois i AORN tat 3 

PROBLEM 4 

1. Magnetic heading differs from true heading by— 

(a) Compass error. 

(b) Variation. 

(c) Deviation. 

2. The Flinders bar is used to correct for— 

(a) Permanent fore-and-aft magnetic fields. 

(b) Induced magnetism in horizontal soft iron. 

(c) Induced magnetism in vertical soft iron. 

3. Deperming is employed— = 

(a) To reduce the permanent magnetism of the ship. 

(ob) To reduce the magnetism in the soft iron of the ship. 

(c) To make for better compass adjustment. 

4. Spheres and Flinders bar should be annealed— 

(a) After deperming. , 

(bo) After crossing the equator. 

(ce) When they become magnetized. 

5. The standard compass is so called because— 

(a) It uses standard size magnets and spheres. 

(ob) It is usually in the best location and should be used as a standard 

reference for other compasses. 

(c) It has a standard size card. 

6. Shielding on a ship is— 

(a) The effect of the compass needles on the spheres. 

(0) The effect of the metal around the compass on the magnetic lines of force. 

(c) Putting the top on the compass to protect it from the weather. 

7 If the deviations on a compass were 8° easterly on north and south, and 8° 

westerly on east and west— 

(a) The compass needs larger spheres. 

(bo) The spheres need slewing. 

(c) The compass needs less Flinders bar. 

8. A ship having a deviation curve indicating no # error at the equator and 

whose deviation curve shows considerable # error on arriving at New York 

has— 

(a) Improper data. 
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(6) Improper sphere correction. 

(c) Improper Flinders bar correction. 

9. Should the value of D change with latitude it is beeause— 

(a) Spheres are magnetized. 

(b) Induction in the spheres by the compass needles. 

(c) Spheres are too far out from the compass and have no effect. 

10. If the Flinders bar length is doubled— 

(a) It must be inverted. 

(6) It will necessitate changing the position of the heeling magnet. 

(c) Sphere correction should also be revised. 

PROBLEM 5 

1rue—t'alse. (Also give one sentence comments.) 

1. A magnetically frozen compass reading 090° for all headings of the ship 

would require fore-and-aft magnets in order to free it. 

2. The position of the heeling magnet, although once adjusted, should be 

changed as required with latitude changes. 

3. Axiomatically enough, large spheres are always used on large ships and 

small spheres on small ships. 

4, Although the degaussing compass compensating coils were not changed, if 

the compass is readjusted magnetically, a new deviation curve must be taken for 

both degaussed and undegaussed conditions of the ship. 

5. After a ship is depermed it will require more Flinders bar. 

6. If there is a Plinders bar in the binnacle a change in the heeling magnet 

will probably change the error on an east heading. 
7. Heeling errors, due to roll, are most noticeable on north and south headings. 

8. A Napier’s diagram is a device for determining the preper length of Flinders 

bar. 

9. When swinging for a degaussing deviation curve, the degaussing coils must 

all be energized at full value. : 

10. If degaussing throws a compass off over 90° it cannot be corrected. 

11. If, upon securing the degaussing directly, the compass does not return to 

normal, the coils must be recompensated. 

12. It is good practice to delay adjustment until three or four days after 

deperming, if possible. 

18. A ship travelling on a north heading while practicing gunnery should expect 

to acquire a westerly B error. 

14, If a compass has the same westerly error on all four intercardinal head- 

ings it should have larger spheres. 

15. If a heeling coil adjustment for compass compensation is changed the B 

- coil correction will probably have to be corrected again. 

16. Flinders bar corrects for induced effects in horizontal soft iron due to 

changes with latitude. : 

17. A ship built on an east-west heading will probably have its maximum 

deviations on north and south headings. 

18. A compass with westerly deviation on an east heading will require magnets 

athwartship, red to port. 

19. In making a dockside setting of the compass compensating coils the de- 

gaussing coils Should be energized at maximum operating currents to insure 

greatest accuracy of adjustment. 
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20. In magnetic adjustments it is best to place fewer magnets very close to 

the compass rather than more magnets farther away from the compass. 

21. After deperming, a ship will need smaller spheres. 

22. Heeling errors, due to pitch, are most noticeable on east and west 

headings. 

23. The D error, once corrected, should remain corrected regardless of changes 

in magnetic latitude or changes of 6 or C correctors. 

24. The navigator on crossing the equator from south latitude to north 

latitude must invert the Flinders bar so as to have the blue end up in north 

latitudes. 

25. If deviation due to magnetic A is present it will change as the ship 

progresses toward the magnetic equator because the directive force changes. 

26. On a properly adjusted compass the heeling magnet is the only corrector 

which corrects for both permanent and induced magnetism. 

27. With all types of compass compensating coil installations, if the amount 

of Flinders bar is changed the compass compensating coils will have to be 

recompensated. 

28. A ship traveling on an east heading while practicing gunnery should ex- 

pect to acquire an easterly B error. ; 

29. If a ship adjusted at New York goes to the magnetic equator and acquires 

large deviations on east and west headings only, this indicates a need for ad- 

justment of the fore-and-aft magnets at that locality. 

PROBLEM 6 

The U. 8. S. Whip was adjusted at New York, N. Y., and recorded the follow- 

ing table of deviations for compass headings: 

000° 1E. 180° 1E. The U.8.8. Whip had fore-and-aft magnets 
045° 3 ELE. 2252 Wie red aft and athwartships magnets red 
090° IE. 270° 1 W port, two 7 inch spheres athwartships 
185° 2K, Bilis? at 15 inches and 6 inches of Flinders bar 

forward of the binnacle. 

On arrival at the Panama Canal Zone the U. S. S. Whip was swung for a 

deviation curve with the same corrector conditions and the following table of 

deviations on compass headings was recorded : 

000° 2H. 180° 
045° ZTE. 225° 
090° 10 E. 270° i 
So eeeom ue 315° 5 W. 

Analyze the above deviation curves and determine what coefficients should 

be corrected at Panama. State what correctors you would adjust to correct 

these coefficients; and, whenever possible, give the magnitude and direction of 

these adjustments. 

Go J bo 4a 

| 
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APPENDIX D 

ANSWERS TO PROBLEMS 

ANSWER TO PROBLEM 1 

(A). 
(1) Standard compass: (2) Steering compass. 

A=0.0° Ale QP 19). 

B=6.0° W. B= 7) {9 Va. 
C409 is: (C=(540)? AW 
D=8.0° E. D=4.9° W. 

E=2.0° E. E=8.0° W. 

(1) Standard compass: 

| 
Original After B After C After D After # 

Heading deviation | correction | correction | correction | correction 

Degrees Degrees Degrees Degrees Degrees | Degrees 
000 6.0 E 6.0 E 2.0 E 2.0 E 0. 
045 BG 13; 5.7 E 2.9 EF 0.1 W 0.1 W 
090 8.0 W 2.0 W. 2.0 W 2.0 W 0.0 
135 10.5 W 6.3 W 3.5 W 0.5 W 0.5 W 
180 2.0 W 2.0 W 2.0 E 2.0 E 0.0 
225 4.5K 0.3 E 3.1E 0.1 E 0.1E 
270 4.0 E 2.0 W 2.0 W 2.0 W 0.0 
315 4.5 5K 0.3 E 2.5 W 0.5 E 0.5 EK 

(2) Steering compass: 

leadin Original After A Alter B After C After D After 
£ | Deviation | correction | correction| correction| correction | correction 

d 
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3 o & & Degrees Degrees Degrees Degrees Degrees 
000 8.0 W 2W 2) 
045 2.5 W 3.7 W oo ror) <4 
S ive) ‘= 

a 

iw) & 

92 90 OD aonooom 4ssbue 

e 
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(B) Place fore-and-aft magnets red ends aft. Place athwartships magnets red 

ends to starboard. ‘To correct D and # place spheres on athwartships axis and 

slew about 17° clockwise. Move sphere to 15’’ postion. (See fig. 31, 33, and 

ch. XVII.) 
(C) Slew binnacle 1.2° clockwise. Lower the fore-and-aft magnets to re- 

move 7° E. deviation. Raise the athwartships magnets to remove 6° W. devia- 

tion. Slew spheres about 28° counter-clockwise from athwartship axis and move 

out to 15’’ to remove D of 4.9° W. and EF of 3° W. (See figs. 31, 33, and ch. 

XVII.) It must be remembered that in this problem the spheres at their 

existing positions are correcting about 7° H. D error, thus making the total D 

about 2° BE. and E about 3° W. ‘This indicates slewing 28° counter-clockwise and 

a resultant quadrantal error of about 3.5°, which requires the 7’’ spheres at the 

15’’ position. 

(D) (See summary of compass errors and adjustment) figure 19. 
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ANSWERS TO PROBLEM 2 

|*Indicates answers] 

Standard | Steering 
ppeabass Deviation Gare Variation eee Baenetic con Deviation | True head 

002 3W. 1E. *8 W 350 *359 005 6 W. *351 
268 1&E, "2 W. 13 EB. 284 #269 272 3W. 282 

"179 2K. 2W. *6 W. "177 181 175 "6K, 175 
*093 4W. *10 W. 11 W 088 *089 095 6 W. "078 
010 "11 W. 3 W. 7E. *009 *359 000 *1 W. 006 

Steering Standard : 
Gyro see : cern Magnetic Gyro 
etter popes Deviation | True head Camipase Deviation | Variation heud head 

“4 W. *357 3E. 000 004 4W *0 *000 004 
2W. 278 *7 W. *278 268 *3 EB. ef 1Bhp "271 280 
2K. *187 5 W. 171 *182 0 "11 W. 182 169 
0 090 +2 W. *083 089 1 W. "5 W. "983 083 

"2 E, 000 *3 W. *347 9357 0 10 W. 357 345 

. Standard . Steering 
Variation Ripeuette nee contnas: Be True head COnEDESS Deviation eiyzo 

lll. E =00114 01014 35914 2 Ee. *013 *005 3144 W. | 2 E. 
744 W *272 264 27114 14 EB. *26414 26814 *316 BE. "lo BR. 

*1416 E 181 "197 18314 *216 W. 19514 *17814 21. KE. 1144 W. 
516 E. *00214 00714 *005 214 W. *008 001 1144 E. *16 KE. 

*10 W. 09214 09214 093 *16 W. 0821 08914 AN Dy 10 W. 

ANSWERS TQ PROBLEM 3 

(A) 47°34’ (47.6°) true. (C) 294°19.5' (294.3°) true. 

58°34’ (58.6°) magnetic. 297°49.5’ (297.8°) magnetic. 

(B) 210°26’ (210.4°) true. (D) 117°04' (117.1°) true. 

201°26’ (201.4°) magnetic. 103°22’ (103.4°) magnetic. 

ANSWERS TO PROBLEM 4 

1. (bd). 5. (db). 8. (a). 

Due) \ 6. (0b). S(O): 

3. (a). 7. (db). 10. (c). 

4. (c). 

ANSWERS TO PROBLEM 5 

Answers Comment 

(1) False. The red end of the needle is attracted to the port side of the ship 

and the compass will need athwartship magnets red to port to un- 

freeze it. 

(2) True. The heeling magnet corrects, in addition to the permanent vertical 

magnetism of the ship, induced vertical magnetism which changes 

with latitude. 

(8) False. There is no correlation between the size of the ship and the amount 

of horizontal soft iron in the vicinity of the compass. 
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Answers 

(4) True. 

False. 

True. 

True. 

False. 

False. 

False. 

False. 

True. 

True. 

False. 

True. 

False. 

True. 

False. 

True. 

False. 

False. 

True. 

False. 

False. 

False. 

True. 

HANDBOOK OF MAGNETIC COMPASS 

Comment 

Changing the correctors for the magnetic adjustment will necessitate 

changing the degaussing compensation and a new curve must be ~ 

taken for both. Also, the normal curve is the basis of the de- 

gaussing curve. 

Deperming does not affect the induced magnetism of a ship. 

Induction in the Flinders bar from the heeling magnet will change 

as the heeling magnet is raised or lowered. 

The errors introduced by roll on north or south headings will be at 

right angles to the earth’s field and thus oscillations will be maxi- 

mum on those headings. 

A Napier’s diagram is used to obtain magnetic headings from com- 

pass headings and vice versa. 

When swinging for the degaussing deviation curve the coils should 

be set for the actual values as indicated by the range data. 

The coil polarity should be reversed and the regular procedure 

followed. 

Secure degaussing by reversals to eliminate the residual effect. 

Deperming effects decay very rapidly the first few days, and it is 

best to let the ship approach a stable state of magnetization before 

adjusting. 

A red pole would be set up in the bow and this will cause a westerly 

deviation on east and an easterly deviation on west. ~ 

The same westerly error on all intercardinal headings does not 

represent D error, hence do not use larger spheres. 

Due to the change in the heeling coil current, the induction in the 

Flinders bar will change and the (B) coil will have to be read- 

justed. 

Flinders bar corrects for induced effects in vertical soft iron. 

The poles of the ship would probably be in the port and starboard 

sides of the ship and this would give maximum deviations with 

the ship on north and south courses. 

Magnets should be fore-and-aft to correct B error. 

It is best to magnify the error at dockside in order to get finer 

adjustment. 

More magnets further away will give a more symmetrical field at 

the compass. 

Deperming removes only the permanent magnetism of the ship. 

‘The errors introduced by pitch on east or west will be at right an- 

gles to the earth’s field and thus will be maximum on those headings. 

Sphere correction effects are not constant for all latitudes because of 

compass needle induction. Further, the Flinder bar, as a B correc- 

tor, changes D errors. 

The Flinders bar will have a blue end induced in the top after 

crossing the magnetic equator to north latitude. 

Deviation will not change because the deviating force from hori- 

zontal induction varies with the horizontal earth’s field, the same as 

the directive force. 

The heeling magnet compensates for vertical permanent and vertical 

induced effects. 
— 
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(27) True. Induction in the Flinders bar from the degaussing coil fields will 

change as the Flinders bar is changed, and will therefore change the 

errors from degaussing. Naturally, any compensating coil installa- 

tion should be recompensated with change in the Flinders bar 

length. 

(28) False. The ship should expect an easterly C error. 

(29) True. At the equator the fore-and-aft magnets are adjusted. However, 

the Flinders bar must also be adjusted either at the equator or on 

the return trip to New York. (See ch. VIII.) 

ANSWERS TO PROBLEM 6 

The deviation curve recorded at New York contained the following coefficients : 

A=0.8° E. D=0.0° 
B=1.0° E. E=0.5° EB. 

C=0.0° 

The deviation curve recorded at the Panama Canal Zone contained the follow- 
ing coefficients : 

A=0.8° E. D=0.0° 

B=9.0° E. E=0.5° E. 
C=0.0° 

It will be noted that the only coefficient which changed during the voyage 

from New York to the Canal Zone was the B coefficient—a change of 8° easterly. 

Should an examination of the ship’s history show that nothing had been done on 

this voyage to change the permanent magnetism of the ship, then the change 

in the B coefficient may reasonably be attributed to improper Flinders bar correc- 

tion. The necessary amount of Flinders bar is calculated by means of the 

formula given in chapter VIII. The B coefficients of deviation used in this form- 

ula are taken from the data obtained on magnetic headings. Inasmuch as the 

data available in this problem was taken on compass headings the Napier’s dia- 

gram must be used to convert to the equivalent B deviations on magnetic headings. 

In this problem the difference between the deviations on H./W. compass headings 

and the deviations on E./W. magnetic headings proves to be negligible. 

It is pointed out that none of the correctors, permanent or induced (including 

the heeling magnet), should be moved while on the voyage from New York to 

the Canal Zone or the results for purposes of Flinders bar calculation will not 

be reliable. For a further discussion of the conditions under which to take 

deviation curves for determining the length of Flinders bar, see chapter VIII. 

Assume X (shielding) to be 0.8 of unity. 

H,=0.170 (at New York). 

Z,=0.539 (at New York). 

B,=1.0° E. (B coefficient at New York). 

H,=0.311 (at Canal Zone). 

o= 0.260 (at Canal Zone). 

B,=9.0° E (B coefficient at Canal Zone). 

=0.8| OO 

0.539— 0.260 
of 0.0030=0.0493 
ee 0.279 

— 0.0463 
e=0.8[ 0.279 

= (SS —0.133 Tyee hee | 
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Referring to figure 34 (b) it is noted that the existing Flinders bar (6’’ for- 

ward) represents a ¢ correction of (—0.01). The total ¢ of the ship, then, 

which requires correction is (—0.01) + (—0.133) or (—0.143). Figure 34 (b) 

shows that c of .(—0.148) requires 24’’ of Flinders bar forward of the binnacle. 

Figure 32 shows that the existing 6’’ of Flinders bar is creating 1° of +D 

error. 24’' of Wlinders bar from figure 32 will create 3.5° of +D. The 

spheres must therefore be moved in to correct 2.5° additional + D error after 

piacing the 24’’ of bar on the binnacle. Referring to figure 31 it is noted that 

in order to correct for this 2.5° of +D the existing spheres must be moved 

in from the present 15’’ position to approximately 13’’. 

In summary, the procedure at Canal Zone is as follows: 

1. Add 18’’ more Flinders bar to make a total of 24’’. 

2. Move spheres in to 13’’. 

38. Adjust the heeling magnet, if necessary. 

4. Swing ship and remove all remaining cardinal heading deviations 

with the fore-and-aft and athwartship magnets and check sphere 

correction. 

5. If compass is equipped with compensating coils, the adjustment of 

current in these coils should be refined because of the movement of 

soft iron correctors. In this case, care should be exercised in ener- 

gizing the degaussing coils because of the increased amount of 

Flinders bar and, if Type “B” coils are installed, it would be well to 

remove the jumpers in the Flinders bar circuits. 

6. Swing ship for the fwo customary deviation curves for degaussed and 

undegaussed conditions. 

q 
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INDEX 

(The numbers refer to articles) 

A 

A coefficient—28, 38, 81, figure 19. 

“A” type CCC control box—119, 130, figure 41. 

Adjustment, magnetic: 

Definition—Introduction, 15. 

Purpose—15, 31, 33, 36. 

When necessary—90. 

Principles—31, 32, 34, 76. 

Correctors used—31, 32. 

Hxpected errors—S1, 82, 103. 

Procedure—‘76, 77, 83, 84, 34, 35, 1, 2. 91. 

Check-off list—1, 2, 3. 

Simplified method—2, 3. 

Analysis method—S87, 88. 

One-swing method—S87, 88. 

Mechanics of—Figure 1, figure 19. 

Precautions—1, 2, 37, 86. 

On compass headings—47. 

On magnetic headings—47. 

Residual deviations—2, 89, 90. 

Data and records—2, 89, 90. 

Air core compensating coils—116, 117. 

Alignment, lubber’s line: 

Compass, gyro, pelorus—1, 75. 

Magnet trays, magnets—1, 102. 

Analysis of deviation curve—38, 39, 40. 

Annealing, sphere or Flinders bar—74. 

Annual change, variation—9, 44. 

Apparent time, local—63, 64, 65, 70. 

Approximate coefficients—88, 40. 

Azimuth circle—49, 53. 

Azimuth of sun: 

Definition—57, 58. 

Use of —58, 49, 51, 53. 

True—5d7, 59. 

Magnetic—s7, 59. 

Relative—o59. 

Calculation—66, 67, 68. 

Sample calculation—68. 

Curve or table—65, 70. 

Azimuth tables: 

H. O. 71 and H. O. 214—59, 67, 69 

Arguments—67, 68, 69. 

Use of —66. 

148 
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B 

B coefficient—17T, 21, 38, 81, 97. figure 19. 

B (Flinders bar) coil—115, 108. 
B magnet corrector—al, 32, 81. 

“B” type compensating coils—115. 108 (2). 

Binnacle—31, figure 18, figure 43. 

Bubbles in compass—1, 72. ' 

C coefficient—17, 38, 81, figure 19. 

C magnet corrector—el, 32, 81. 

C (sphere) coil—115, 108. 

Check-off list procedure: 

Adjustment (magnetic) (chap. 1) : 

Dockside tests—1. 

Dockside adjustments—1. 

Adjustments at sea—2. 

Compensation (degaussing) (chap. IX) : 

Dockside tests—107. 

Dockside compensation—108. 

Final compensation—109. 

Coefficients of deviation : 

Approximate—ss8, 39, 40, figure 19. 

Hxact—40. 

Coils: 

Compensating—118, 114, 115, 116, 117. 

Compass : 

Description—4, 102. 

Design—102. 

Liquid—72. 

Location—102, 104. 

Alinement—‘%5. 

Tests—73. 

Hrror—46, 102, 112. 

Deviation—15, 45. 

Heading—438, 46, 47, 53. 

Rose—44. 

Adjustment. (See adjustment.) 

Compensation. (See compensation.) 

Operation—33. 

Remote reading—146. 

Jompass record book—2, 89, 126, 132. 

Compensation, degaussing : 

Definition—Introduction, 118. 

Purpose—112, 113. 

When necessary—127. 

Principles—118, 114, 121-124. 

Coil correctors—1138, 114. 

Installation—115, 116. 

Equipment—115, 116, 117, 119. 

Control box—119, 130, figure 41. , 

Wiring of equipment—118, 120, 121. 

a 
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Compensation, degaussing—Continued. 

Procedure—122-124, 107-110. 

Check-off list—107-110. 

Precautions—128. 

Data, records—126. 

Residual devitaions—126. 

Components : 

Karth’s magnetic field—S8, 9. 

Ship’s magnetic effects—10-14. 

Degaussing magnetic effect—111, 112. 

Deviation curve—38. 

Constant A deviations or coefficient—28, 38, 81, figure 19. 

Correctors: 

Adjustment (magnetic) : 

Types—31, 32, figure 18. 

Positioning—32, 102, 92, 77. 

Mechanics of—Figure 1, figure 19. 

Effects—91-102. 

Interactions—91-102. 

Compensation (coils) : 

Types—113-117, figures. 39-43. 

Limitations—129, 131. 

Effects—131. 

Mutual relationship—109, 126, 127. 

Corrector magnets—31, 32, 81. 

Current limitations in contro] box—130. 

D 

D coefficient—22-24, 38, 81, figure 19. 

D sphere correctors. (See Spheres.) 
Deflection of compass by magnets—123, 125 

Degaussing compass compensating coils: 

Installations—113-117, figures 39-44. 

Control boxes—119, 
Wiring—118, 121. 

Resistances of coils—129. 

Connection to degaussing—121. 

Hlectrical tests—107. 

Compensation. (See Compensation. ) 

Current and voltage limits—129. 

Effects—131. 

Operation—126, 128. 

Deperming—106. 

Deyiation : 

Definition—15, 45. 

Causes—15-30, 111, 112, figure 19. 

Types of—Figure 19. 

Constant A.—(See A Coefficient. ) 

Semicircular B and GC. (See B and C Coefficients. ) 

Quadrantal D and H. (See D and # Coefficients.) 

Sextantal and octantal—102. 

Oscillating. (See Heeling). 
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Deviation—Continued. 

. Methods of determining—53-—56. 

Records—3, 89, 109, 126, 132. 

Analysis of—388—40. 

Correction—81, 113, figure 19. 

Constancy—103—106. 

Residual curves—3, 89, 109, 126, 132. 

. On compass headings or magnetic headings—41, 42. 

Dip needle—133, 185. 

Dip, magnetic, angle of—S8. 

Directive force—19. 

E } 

E coeflicient—25-27, 38, 81, figure 19. 4 
Harth’s magnetic field—7, 8. F 
Equation of time—60. ‘ee 

Errors on compass—15, 46, 102, 112. 

Exact coefficients—40. 

F 
Vlashing—106. 

Flinders bar: 

Purpose—77, 81. 

Methods of determining length—77, 96. 

How placed—‘7, 78, 95. 

Necessary data for calculations—77, 95, 96. 

Caleculation—96. 

Hstimation—96. 

Formula—96. 

Correction chart—Figure 34. 

Problem—Appendix C and D. 

Procedure after installing—98, appendix C and D. 

Slewing—141, 142. 

Magnetization check—74. 

Annealing—74. 

D error from—93. | 
B magnet induction in—98. 

Heeling magnet induction in—98, 100. 

Heeling coil induction in—123. 

(B) coil—115, 116. 

Frozen compasses—ab. 

G 

“G” type compensating coils—116, 108 (3) 7 

Gaussing error—105. 
Greenwich Civil Time—68. 

Gyro—48, 75. 

H 

H (heeling) coil—figures 39-43 inclusive, 108, 115, 116, 128, 117, 129 

Heading of ship: 

Definition—438. | 

Types—43. f 

Methods of obtaining—48, 49, 50, 51, 52. 

Adjusting on—47 

Relationships—46. 

é : 4 “See sete oi aes 
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Heeling : 

Errors, oscillation : 

Causes of—16, 30, figure 19. 

Effects of—16, 30, figure 19. 

Correctors—31, figure 19. ¢ 

Adjustments for—figure 19, 79, 135, 136. 

Magnet: 

Purpose—31, figure 19, 133. 

Adjustments—134, 136, 81. 

Induction in Flinders bar—100. 

Horizontal force instrument—137. 

Hour angle—62. 

Induced magnetism: 

Definition of—6, 11, 13. 

Polarity of—7, 14. 

Varies with—13, 14, 20, 21, 29. 

Correction for—31, figure 19, 81. 

Vertical—21, 30. 

Horizontal—22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 28, 30. 

In Flinders bar—98, 93, 100. 

Interaction of correctors: 

Spheres and compass needles—92. 

Heeling magnet and Flinders bar—100. 

B magnets and Flinders bar—98. 

Magnets and spheres—101. 

Iron core coils—115. 

“Jig King” signal flag—2. 

K 

“K” type compensating coils—116, 108 (3). 

L 

Latitude, magnetic, effect on coefficient with change of 30, 112, 13, 31; 21, 27. 

Lambda (shielding) : 

Definition of—137. 

Determination of—137, 1388. 

Uses of—137, 135. 

Liquid in compass—72. 

Local apparent time—63. 

Local hour angle—6€2. 

M 

Magnet correctors, permanent—31, 81, figure 19. 

Heeling magnet, (see heeling.) 

Semicircular B magnets—31, figure 19, 81. 

Semicircular C magnets—31, figure 19, $1. 

Magnetie correctors, induced—31 : 

Flinders bar. (See Flinders bar.) 

Spheres. (See spheres.) 
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Magnetic: 

Poles—5. 

Lines of force (flux)—5. 

Retentivity—6. 

Attraction—5. 

Repulsion—9d. 

Harth’s field: 

H and Z—8, 14. 

Variation—9. 

Dip—8s. 

Magnetic latitude—S8. 

Meridian—9. 

North—43. 

Heading—43. 

Azimuth—57, 59. 

Adjustment. (See adjustment. ) 

Correctors—8l, 32. 

Circle—104. 

Magnetism : 

Definition—5. 

Permanent—6. 

Induced—6. 

* Subpermanent—12. 

Red and blue, + and —, ete.-—7. 

Terrestrial—7. 

Ship’s—10, 11. 

@ Residual—74. 

Meridian angle—61. 

Napier’s diagram: 

Used for—47, 42. 

Example—figure 42. 

NE./SW. coils—116. 

NW./SE. coils—116. A ee OE ey eS ee Ce ee eT ee Oe ee TE ee OP eee 

Operation of compass: 

Sluggish—33. 

Unsteady—33. s 

Reliability—87, 106, 110, 103, 90. 

Frozen—35. 

Oscillating deviations. (See heeling.) 

P 

Pelorus: 

Use of —51, 52, 54, 55, 5€. 

Alignment—75. 

Permanent magnetism : 

Definition of—é6. 

Varies with—6, 13. 

Effects on compass—16, 17. 

Correction for—3l1, 32, 35, 81. 
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Poles: 

Geographic—7, 9. 

Magnetic—5, 7, 9. 

Red and blue, + and —, etce.—7. 

Precautions: 

Before adjustment—1, 72, 73, 74, 75, 80. 

During adjustment—1, 85, 86, 88, 89, 70, 32, 48, 49. 
Before compensation—107, 128. 

During compensation—124, 125-127. 

For maintaining deviation curves—90, 125, 131. 

Q 
Quadrantal : 

Deviations—22-=27. 

Curves—22-27, 

Causes—22-27, 92, 938. 

Spheres. (See spheres.) 

Error from Flinders bar—93. 

Ranges, use of—55. 

Reciprocal bearings, use of—56. 

Records on compass—89, 132, 109. 

Semicircular : 

Curves—16, 21, 32. 

Magnet correctors—81, 31. 

Shielding—135, 137. 

Ship’s magnetism—10-13, 103-107. 

Signal flag, “Jig King’—2. 

Slewing: 

Flinders bar—141, 142. 

Spheres—139, 140, 94. 

Sluggishness of compass—33, 35. 

Soft iron correctors: 

Flinders bar. (See Flinders bar.) 

Quadrantal spheres. (See spheres.) 

Spheres, quadrantal 

Picture—fig. 18. 

Purpose—al, 81. 

’ Adjustment—32, 92, 78. 

Correction chart—fig. 31. 

Magnetization check—74. 

Annealing—74. 

Compass needle induction—92, 101. 

Slewing—94, 139. 

Slewing chart—figure 33. 

Problem—94. 

Sun’s azimuth. (See azimuth.) 

Subpermanent magnetism—12. 

Summary of compass errors and adjustment—fig. 19. 

Symmetrical horizontal soft iron—23, 24. 

Symmetrical magnetic fields—102, 32. 
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yd | 

“T” type compensaing coils—117, 108 (2 or 3). 

Terrestrial magnetism—7. 

Time—60-64. 

Transient deviations—103-106. 

True meridian—9. 

WW) 

Unsymmetrical horizontal soft iron—25-28. 

Unsymmetrical magnetic fields—102, 32. 

V 

Variation: ’ : 

Definition—9, 44. ‘ 

Use of —44, 46, 57, 59. 
Chart—fig. 6. 

Annual change—9. 

Vector analysis—19, 139, 113. 

Vertical soft iron—14, 21, 30. 

Voltage limits on CCC—129. 

Watch correction on L. A. T.—64, 65. 

Wiping—106. 

Wiring of CCC: 

Schematic—118. 

Control box—119. 
Connection to degaussing—120. 

Interconnection : 

Type “B’—120. 

Type “G’—120. 
Type ‘“K”—120. 

-Type “T’”—120. 

Zone time—63. 
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